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Bienvenue/Welcome/Willkommen/Welkom/Benvenuto ...
Welcome to the RFD-MpZ special collaboartive issue
featuring the Eurofæries. This issue (Nr.123) is like a
Fæ diary from Europe where we still remember that
FrenchFries are really Belgian & most Færies have
Phoreskin. We live on a continent where we speak French,
German, Dutch, Italian, Estonian, Swedish, Italian among
many other languages. Some of us even speak English
while others speak American. Let us begin with this open
letter/announcement recently from BeeBalm in France:
“The EuroFæries have located &
Fanta
signed a preliminary agreement
to buy land in the Vosges
Mountains in eastern France that
will become the first EuroFærie
Sanctuary! “Folleterre” a loose
translation in English is Sissyland.
The EuroFæries are calling to our
Færie kin & friends of Færie
spirit worldwide for assistance
in completing the purchase and
early financing of the land and
the first improvements needed.
We have also issued a call to
circle to form a consensus-in
spired decision-making body to
operate Folleterre. We expect
our first gathering on the land
to take place sometime in late
summer [Sept15-18]. Complete
information, photos, movies,

BETWEEN the SHEETS...

CocoPierre

to the Euroƒæries!

etc. are available online at www.folleterre.org. E-Mail us for any
additional information at circle@folleterre.org. -Beebalm” With

this in mind many of of this special issueʼs contributors
are non-native English speakers/writers and we (Fanta &
Cocopierre) have collected some non-english texts by our
beloved Fæ sisters for your discovery. We welcome your
diligence and the pleasure you will derive unraveling these
Fæ voices across the BigPond and we at the MpZ & RFD hope
to hear from you in your letters. Pages19-30 of this RFD
issue is a sampling of our regular (twice a year) Eurofærie
Newsletter the MpZ. There is an Online coordinating
component expanding some of the articles and ideas of
this RFD issue#123. The MpZ can be downloaded for free
as a PDF at the Eurofærie website (See page18 for details).
We have structured this issue with the themes of creating
Sanctuary, Community, Ritual as a way to understand
that we are growing and building our Fæ realities in OLD
Europe embracing the traditions of near and far, creating
our OWN mirror from the muliple histories we share with
each other and the world. In good Fæ spirit we too fulfill
the many contridictory facets of Færies laid out so brilliantly
by Constance Craving (p.39). Many thanks to Mountaine in
the USA for his last minute copy edits. As we are going out
to press Hurricane Katrina has hit the USA. Our heartfelt
affection goes to all that have lost their homes or loved
ones- we understand that the New Orleans Færie community
has moved to higher ground with some finding ʻsanctuaryʼ
at Short Mountain.
Kisses & Hisses- Cocopierre
(Berlin)

Ritual of the 7 Veils, terschelling NL

Færie Space, to me, holds life intensified - a magnifying glass that shows
what you need if you dare to look.
It is superficial & profound. Anarchic & compassionate.
Challengingly dangerous yet ultimately safe.
Show-offingly blatent yet intimately caring.
Intensely narcissistic & warmly authentic.
Volatile, illusive, strange & chaotic.
Hedonistic, heady, evasive & fun.
Where I’ve felt achingly isolated & intimately welcome:
Where you can expand creativity, explore & explode.
Where events come together in extraordinary ways.
Færie Space is both gentle & wild.
A space for sacred play where, with permission to to be a child again,
you can come to a new experience of self.-Tinkerbell
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Fæ Content
RFD Cover:

Supermodels (L>R) A Horse Named Otter/
MovingSandCircles aka Peaches/Efthimios

pg ii......... Euroƒæries: Between the Sheets
pg1.......... Contibutors & Thanxxx
pg2.......... The Skinny/RFD Letters/Contact Page/BBB
Creating Færie Sanctuary
pg3.......... Consider the Possibilities- Junis(NL)
pg4.......... Visualisation- Christian(FR)
pg5-6....... Dwelling Place for FæEnergies- MerlinW.(DE)
pg7.......... Fear & Connection- Eilendes Wasser(DE)
pg7-8....... Sanctuary, a Journey Within- DeeTale(NL)
Creating Færie Community
pg9.......... Thoughts on Subject-subject
- Beebalm B.C.D(FR)
pg10-11.... Ruminations, Fæ Thailand- HabibiDingMeiMei
Creating Færie Ritual
pg12........ Footsteps of the Ancients- LoveStar(UK)
pg13........ Waddenzee- Butch Buddha(DE)
pg14-15... Meditation of the 7Veils- Efthimios(FR)
pg15-17... Sorcery & Politics- Efthimios & Marion L-J(FR)
pg18........ Brief History of MpZ- Cocopierre

The RFD MpZ (MarieposaZeitung)Insert
(MpZ Cover:Princess Hans in Berlin Germany)
pg19...... From Coco with Love by the Editoresss
pg20...... Herbs Column by Junis
on Sexual Addiction & Freedom
pg21...... PussySprache by FærieAnonymous
Creating Ritual / Gatherettes:
pg22-23. •Persephone Ritual Paris- Efthimios
•My Fæ Beltane II 2005- SunLover
•Straßenfest2005Berlin- EuroFærieBoothPics by Coco, ClaraSoft, ButchBuddha & Steve
Centerfold: Welcome to FolleTerre!
Where *real Queens Rule!
Creating Færie Noise/ Politik
pg26-27. •Do We Want Marriage?- Tuffolbird
•Day Against Homophobia- Nash Mir
•Ich war eine Bana ne- Butch Buddha
pg28-30. MpZ ButtPage Interview
- Mainecoonʼs Interview & Art-photos of Billy
Creating Personal Fæ Histories
pg31........ Flying Solo- Auntie Gem
RoxyTart Barbie Deinhof Berlin Cabaret Poster
pg32........ Het Verhaal- Natasha
pg34-39... Euroƒæ Family Album- Photos by various Fæs
pg40-41... Book Reviews- Editor: Richard
•The Cockettes are Back by Pam Tent
Reviewed by Mountaine
•Cut Off the Ears of Winter by Peter Covino
Reviewed by Jon Nalley
pg42-43... HeathenHarvest- Editor: Malaki R.Thorn
pg44-45... Prison Pages- Editor: Myrlin
pg46........ Færie Finder- Kwai
RFD Back Cover:
•ButtPage Subjekt Billy by Mainecoon

•Euroƒæ MpZ Cut-Out Postcard #8
Postcard Supermodels: Gezel & HeyHeyWickyMars
Stamp & Erotic Dutch Tile paintings by Anelize
[A special Shout-out
of thanks to
Mountaine of
the RFD team for
his last minute copy
edit. -Cocopierre]
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Færie Contributors in This RFD/MpZ Issue
Butch Buddha of Berlin
Germany wants you to know: i
have been a Færie since 1996 &
attended all but one terschelling
gathering. i am happy to welcome
Færies from all over the world to a
nice tour de berlin as i worked as a
tourist guide when i was a student.“
howaberlin@hotmail.com
ClaraSoft (Editoressʼ BF)
has contributed a whole lot
of incidental thangs along
the short history of this
RDF/MpZ collaboration. He
is a writer (sometimes smut)
& translates French or English into ʻhighʼ German (for
money) joakeem@gmx.de

Mainecoon is an art
photographer who enjoys
great conversation (see<left
foto). happily, his postgraduate studies will be bringing
him back to Europe. He has
submitted a fascinating
Buttpage interview & photos
of one of his “models”.

Habibi Ding (Mei Mei) (r.) is an old Faery of
the Running Water / Short Mountain dynasty of the
Southeastern US & one of the founding foundresses of the
EuroFæries & of the ʻDing Dynastyʼ (Prince Ahmad, etc, etc)
He currently lives in Bangkok Thailand with his boyfriend
Bee & helps give birth to the Asian Faeries first gatherings.
americanvoices@gmail.com Dandeline (l.) is the CyberMeister from Dusseldorf who gets it up!(the MpZ that is)

BeeBalm has been sent to us
by the Goddessssss and is an active
Top..er..member of the Les Amis De
FolleTerre. Busy as a bee she created
www.folleterre.org and is a tireless
fund raiser goddess for the NEW
euroFærie Sanctuary in France. She
lives in France.jon@jonbenfer.com
Natasha from the Netherlands
has been like a slow tulip growing in the sands. For this issue
he lets us enter his interesting &
complex histories from Seminary
school through his difficult times
with friends, neighbors & society.
The text is in his native Dutch.
SunFlower is a runner up with
Efthimios for most beautiful Butt
(see p.38). A Dutchman of Hindu
heritage & Surinamese education
is also a Tantric Sex enthusiast, but
sexier yet, is wickedly smart & has
made digital collages (p.32-33) for
the RFD & previous MpZs. He currently resides in The Netherlands.

Analize use to be a Haarlem gurl (but not
quite like Billy Holiday).He now resides &works
in Amsterdam in The Netherlands (Known,
incorrectly, by many Americans as Holland)
He is a watercolorist & has for many years
delighted Færies & their friends with his witty
images of prancing cocks & magical fantasies
(cover illustrations & p.15-17) His work can
be seen (& sometimes purchased) on line at:
www.geocities.com/janhjwillemsen_art/
Christian is the
debonnaire Belgian
bachelor in the
Parisian metropol.
He adores food &
beauty & the eurovision song contest! In
this issue of the RFD
he lays out his vision
(in French of course)
of Færie Sanctuary
(FolleTerre of
course)

DeeTale can be also a
DeeLight & has taken
many a DeeTour
to get to where she is
today. A sensitive engiFanta is a writer & knows the
neer with an interest in
English language better than his
sustainability & leather.
boyfriendʼs tongue. His texts have Færie Anonymous Dee will soon be movbeen translated under the pen
jetsets between continents. ing to a houseboat in
name ʻConstance Cravingʼ. He
His regular gossip column his beloved Amsterdam.
teaches English in Berlin Germany. “PussySprache” is a much deetour@eurofaerie.org
He originally accepted the offer
sought after chronicle of
to help organize this special RFD- the inner sanctum of the LoveStar of London
Kingdom swept
MpZ issue while Cocopierre was
Eurofæries. She loves to be United
in one day with Govelsewhere being fabulous.
wined & dined.
inda in tow to a blistery
Efthimios is a Greek/Ethiopian/
Terschelling gathering
American Færie living in Paris with his
(unannounced) & has
husband Supermodel. He discovered
nearly never left the
Færies while living in Athens, Ga. His
Færie nest since then.
first Færie experiences with other Færies
He is also a devotee to
took place on Short Mt. Tennessee. These
the QueerPagan Camp
days he can be found at Færie gatherings
movement & likes foods
in Europe & Asia. Efthimios@aol.com
involving curry.
Sunlover of Amsterdam loves
Tuffolbird (l.)hails from
the meditative sounds of nature &
the city of brotherly love
has made this his daily business in
(Philadelphia USA) & submits a
the Netherlands. Beltane1 was his
short text on marriage. Do we
first gathering & now writes about
really want it, he asks?
his second Beltane a year later.
SunLover@wimkijne.com
EinlendesWasser (l.) aka ManyNames of Oberkassel Germany, is an active initiator of the RheingoldFæries. His text on FEAR
shares his personal growth as a man, a partner & a Færie.
go-ahau@t-online.de
Merlin, the
Junis (r.) can hardly be labeled & connected to
proff, jetsets
one particular choice,as he enjoys to embrace the
between Dusmultiplicity of life, he derives inspiration, pleasure
seldorf, Munich
& income from a wide range of interests, some
& Zurich Switzerof which are: landscaping private gardens,herbal
medicine,gardening, photography, beekeeping, art & land. He initiates
seminars & has
journalism. Junis does these in The Netherlands.
fun with text(s).
AuntieGem (not pictured) writes from the UK, he wears pink fur and shares his diaries.
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Pictures: Eurofærie Terschelling Gatherings

CONTACT PAGE
Gay Mountain Man
Seeks Mate
Iʼm a 49 y/o brown guy desiring a sweet, longhaired,
bearded, hippy partner.
Iʼm sensitive, sweet, soft-spoken, a kind person who prays
and meditates everyday. Iʼm 6ʼ1” tall, 180# with beard
and mustache. Iʼm vegetarian and do no drugs, alcohol,
cigarettes or coffee. I love to cook, swim, draw, write, play
music, garden, talk, massage, photograph, sing, touch. I
play the drums, piano, guitar and flute and also compose
music.
Iʼm looking for a compatible guy who likes intimacy,
hugging, cuddling, communicating, and promoting
kindness and good healthy nutrition.
Iʼd especially like to find a single, local, longhaired man
into having a monogamous relationship. I live in a small
cabin in the rainforest of Northern California.
If you like my ad, please write me:
Nature
PO Box 251
Elk, CA 95432
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Brothers Behind Bars
Shawn A. Liquia #347407, Wisconsin Resource Center, PO
Box 220, Winnebago, WI 54985
29, brown hair, blue eyes, Brazilian/German, gay/bi,
5ʼ11”, 175 lbs. Iʼm a submissive bottom looking for a
dominant top, White or Hispanic, between 25 and 45. My
release date is Nov. 22, 2005.
As Shawn is to be released within a month of publication
of this magazine, I have decided to print his ad here in
addition to the list.
Ceasar Lizaraga #158528 1-B-35 SMUI
Arizona Prison Complex Eyman
PO Box 4000
Florence AZ 85232-4000
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Spanish speaking/writing correspondents only. His ad
was received written mostly in Spanish requesting a
Spanish version of RFD and of the list. I am not able to
read or write Spanish, so decided to place his name and
address here to allow someone else to open a dialogue.
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I would welcome hearing from any of our readers who
have an interest in writing those who speak only Spanish
or another language and any who are familiar with
correspondence with deaf folk. Again there is a very
unique way the non-hearing who are versed in sign
communicate in written form. I must confess my inability
to easily make sense of these texts and would welcome
help.
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LETTERS to the Editor
Dear Friends at RFD,
Almost as long as RFD has been published, I have been a subscriber, as well as an occasional
contributor in years past. My current subscription will expire with Issue 122, and I have decided
not to renew this time. Instead, I will give a gift subscription to the Carl A. Kroch Library at
Cornell University.
I have enjoyed my long association with RFD and my contacts with various staff members, and I
want to leave, as my legacy to gay students at Cornell University, the continuing opportunity to
read the contributors to the magazine.
Sincerely, Glenn L. Sitzman, North Port, FL
Editorʼs Note:
Thanks, Glenn, for your continuing support and generosity. Our issues over the years have been
enriched by your valued and unique perspectives.
Page ☞ 2
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CREATING SANCTUARY : “FolleTerre”
Consider the possibility that being gay is a spiritual calling
by Junis

ICELAND

FINLAND
NORWAY
SWEDEN
RUSSIA
the
NETHERLANDS
UK
Paris
Atlantic Ocean

Recently I jotted down these lines: “Over many years, without fully realizing it, gay men
have become pioneers. Through discrimination and loss on many levels, we have had to
find a way to live in the world without compromising our whole selves.” Is this true I
asked myself...arenʼt we still compromising bits and parts of ourselves all the time in
a by-straight-thinkers dominated society? Yes, the pioneer part I can only assent to. In
many areas gay men are standing in front lines, breaking old patterns, introducing new
views, shamelessly and without compromises often times... Our land finding group has
gone through similar processes, ahead and representing the Færie community, traveling
through France, pioneering and without hardly making any compromises to the agreed
set of conditions. Almost twelve years ago during the very beginning of the Euro Færies,
carried by each otherʼs energie, without giving it too much thought, things fell into place
and got done miraculously, and before we fully realized, the first Euro Færie gathering
was a fact. Now, we have found ourselves going through similar processes, pioneers
again, holding on to each other in a fast rolling train, while the last wagon, the one with
the brakes was left at the station. And when it finally reached itʼs destination, we almost
chose to ignore the sign, still in high gear, unable to stop. Wanting to go on, addicted by
the speeding, dreaming, and the change of scenes. Although a clear picture about how the
place should look had already developed during communal vision-quests, after which we
tried to establish common motives and grounds, questions like what kind of community,
a recreational or permanent location, remained. Especially the one about the so called
Sanctuary ; what should the additional value be next to the joy of an isolated nature
paradise? To get answers to these questions we need to go back in time when anybody
who did not equal the general standard was pushed aside and discriminated. In the States,
during the sixties, the radical Færie movement grew roots in the same soil as other gay
liberation fronts, but it embraced an extra dimension. It opened ways to discover and
explore gay identity. Our sex is not what makes us different from any other human being,
but the ability to connect to our spiritual calling does. Færie space, nature space, safe
space, it all helps us to get closer to it. The realization grew and was found that a place only
needs to have the potential to grow from a refuge into a sanctuary, where there is openness
and minimum dominance of an always present society. A refuge where the conditions to
escape the rigid confines of gender can develop where we can be different emotionally,
intellectually and temperamentally, or in one word that subsumes all three; “spiritually”,
as Harry Hay, (a Færie godfather) bless his soul, describes it so explicitly. He calls it our
“spiritual neitherness”, our capacity to fly free from historical conformities and prejudices,
mediators between the seen and the unseen, once as Berdache priests and shaman seers,
now as artists and architects; as scientists, teachers and as designers of the possible;
mediators between the make-believe and the real- through theater and poetry; mediators
between the spirit and the flesh- as teachers and healers and counselors and therapists. Itʼs
from this state of mind this consciousness that we as gay men and women can contribute
most to the world around us; by bringing joy, laughter, guidance, healing and love.
--Junis August 2005

Berlin POLAND
GERMANY
BELGIUM
CECH REP.

FolleTerre

★

AUSTRIA

SWISS

FRANCE
SPAIN

ITALY

GREECE

Vatican

PORTUGAL
Mediterranean Sea
NORTH AFRICA

with quotes from “Queer spirits” a gay menʼs myth book by Will Roscoe

[Once Upon A Time... A
very long time ago...Some
Færies got together...]
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“Færie space,
to me means a
space where I
can be my self,
meet people I
can talk with
about all sort
of interesting
subjects, have
fun with &
feel love &
friendship for”Kay TeePage ☞ 3
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Visualisation

CREATING SANCTUARY

Vision
Voir
Vue
Vie

by Christian

En automne et en décembre 2003, aux
Pays-Bas, nous avions organisé lors de plusieurs
rassemblements, des ateliers de visualisation sur le
sanctuaire que nous voulions à nous, Færies dʼEurope. Il
nous était important de confirmer que le projet avait du
sens pour chacun de nous, avait une consistance, était
ancré dans nos valeurs. A partir de certaines expériences
vécues dans les sanctuaires Nord Américains et surtout à
partir des images rêvées au travers de ces expériences de
visualisation, nous voulions arriver à une vision assez
construite de notre sanctuaire.
Le premier point qui apparaissait dans les
visualisations, était la nature, un ensemble de verdure
entourant tout ce que nous voyions. Peu de Færies avaient
mentionné ou précisé la construction. Un écrin boisé,
arbres et bosquets, un cirque de verdure entourant les
Færies semblait prévaloir sur le reste. Les alentours de
nature définissaient de façon incontournable le rêve des
Færies. Le calme, lʼisolement, un espace très privé, tout
cela se dégageait précisément de lʼenvironnement boisé.
Le calme signifiait un espace hors des bruits urbains ou
motorisés, hors des voisins et des nuisances sonores. Le
calme du lieu rêvé ouvrait toute la liberté de produire
parfois notre bruit à nous, dʼorchestrer nos drums et de
choisir nous-mêmes une musique généreuse. Lʼisolement
devait nous apporter une autre liberté, celle de danser,
aimer, courir, ne rien faire, marcher nus ou habillés en
fées, la liberté de ne rencontrer que le regard ami dʼautres
Færies. Lʼespace très privé servait à protéger nos valeurs
de liberté, dʼamour, de choix, de folie créatrice, de repos,
de cercles de parole, de paix. Le lieu rêvait serait un nid
calme, entourant, beau et vert.
Le deuxième point commun dans les images
rêvées concernait lʼeau. Nous voulions de lʼeau, une
étendue qui refléterait les lumières et les étoiles,
les nuages et le ciel bleu. Lʼeau nous appelait, nous
interpellait. Lʼespace dʼeau sʼannonçait pour les Færies
comme une source de vie et dʼénergie dans la visualisation
du sanctuaire rêvé.
Le troisième point commun tournait autour
de la qualité biologique, lʼassurance que lʼendroit nous
donnerait à jouir de ses dons naturels, intacts, sains et
sans résidus chimiques. Nous voulions éviter les zones
de cultures intensives ou de déversements industriels
de pesticides ou dʼengrais chimiques tuant aussi les sols
environnants et empoisonnant les sources dʼeau. Nous
voulions une nature qui nous nourrissent naturellement
et pleinement. Nous voulions pratqiuer une culture
biologique et respectueuse de la nature.
Au-delà de ces trois aspects qui semblaient
incontournables, nous étions plusieurs à rêver dʼune
étendue de paix suffisamment grande pour y implanter
des lieux de méditation, de rencontres, de musique, de
création ainsi quʼun lieu protégé pour y répandre nos
cendres le moment venu.
Lʼexpérience de quelques années de recherche
dʼun endroit pour le sanctuaire nous avait préparé à
peut-être devoir accepter quelques coupes sombres dans
ce tableau rêvé qui nous plaisait, qui devait nous nourrir,
nous aimer en retour.
Cʼétait en mars 2005. Nous étions 5
Landfindresses comme nous aimions nous appeler, Junis,
Inno, Dee, Bee et Ceelestia. Nous étions de nouveau partis
❉ MpZ Issue ❉ Fall2005 ❉ RFD No.123 ❉

sur les routes de France à la recherche de notre endroit
rêvé. Un agent immobilier qui connaissait notre projet
et nos attentes nous invitait à visiter un lieu quʼil disait
destiné pour nous. Depuis le temps, de déceptions en
impossibilités multiples, de refus en surprises négatives,
nous avions pris lʼhabitude de nous méfier un peu de
ces propositions dʼagents immobiliers, préférant les
découvertes du hasard qui relançaient notre énergie.
Cependant comme nous étions encore remplis par le
feu du rêve et des désirs de trouver le sanctuaire rêvé,
nous sommes allés au rendez-vous. Nous lui avons fait
confiance. Il faut sʼimaginer ce que nous avons vu ce
jour-là dans cette région du Plateau des Vosges que
nous connaissions bien à travers nos recherches. Il y
avait encore des monticules de neige sur les côtés et
dans les sous-bois. La route était un peu longue pour
arriver mais cela nous convenait et tout au bout de ce
chemin isolé, où nous nʼavions rencontré quʼune seule
ferme et une ancienne école transformée en habitation,
lʼagent immobilier a arrêté les voitures devant une ferme.
A première vue, une ferme classique pour la région.
Calme. Sans histoire presque. Sauf quʼelle semblait nous
attendre, vide, dans son terrain merveilleux. Auparavant,
nous avions bâti des projets impossibles à partir de ruines
découvertes au détour dʼune forêt ou dʼun chemin perdu,
à partir de murs sans toit, à moitié écroulés et rongés par
le temps. Nous voilà en face dʼune vraie ferme, dont le
propriétaire est décédé quelques mois auparavant à un
âge presque centenaire, avec de vrais murs solides, un
vrai toit, de vraies pièces habitables et des granges en
bon état et transformables rapidement. Tout cela dans un
vrai isolement et un calme imprenable. Nous ne savions
que dire. Était-ce trop beau, trop rêvé, trop?Nous avons
décidé tout de suite de camper là pendant plusieurs jours
pour nous faire une idée, malgré le froid de la nuit. Nous
avons vécu le silence de la nature où seul sʼentendait le
bruit reposant de la petite rivière. Nous avons aimé la
situation du terrain avec les étangs et les nombreuses
sources dʼeau, loin de toutes cultures intensives étarngères
à ce parc naturel. Nous avons commencé à construire un
projet : à cette période qui est la plus mauvaise, plus
lʼhiver et pas encore le printemps, nous venions dʼun
commun accord de valider le rêve, cʼétait là, cʼest bien
cet endroit pour le sanctuaire. Quand nous avons appris
que le bois sʼappelait Folleterre, nous avons aimé tout
de suite ce nom qui nous convenait et cela a continué de
nous enchanter. Les visualisations nous avaient donné à
préciser des visions précises pour un sanctuaire imaginé
et en ce mois de mars, à Folleterre, nous pouvions voir de
nos yeux une vue incroyable, le sanctuaire rêvé sʼoffrant
à nous. Nos émotions ne se trompaient pas. Il prenait
forme, prenait vie, nous attendait. Nous avons décider
de le choisir et de mettre toute notre énergie pour rendre
possible lʼacquisition du lieu. Il nous importe maintenant
dʼhonorer Folleterre et dʼen faire un lieu hors du commun,
un lieu pour nous les Færies.
-Christian
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A stepping stone on my
way to Zen Feeling at home
in a family surprise (last
word in french) Finding
common ground & letting in
differences with other gay
men by opening up to each
other have been sex, cuddle,
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frustration, drumming,
disenchantment, joy,
holiday, conflict, deep touch,
home, beach, candle spirals,
crushes, nature walks, &
many more things I can’t
remember now
-Dandeline

A Dwelling Place for
Færie Energies!
by - MerlinWendelin
We are arriving: a constant place for Færie-Energies is
be(com)ing established; creating a truly Færie space in
real-time at a real place and Home (“Heimat”).
Where do Færies reside? In their daily life they live at the
margin of conventional life and society. Therefore we need
to meet time and again in the centre of a space and time
just for our own. As Færies we cannot “be” without being
in and of a particular place, situation, or real context to
live in: Our “Being-in-the-World,” requires a “Being-somewhere”, a localized “Being-There”. Like nomads we have
been travelling to different locations. These have been
extra-ordinary, magical and beautiful spots, where we
gathered, celebrated, pursued our rituals and created this
particular Færie-Space together.
But we were looking for a permanent place, a ground and
house for our own, a Pan-European house for all Færieminded people to come. Thanks to our dear marvelous
Land-finderesses and gift-collectors, we found a delightful
spot and awesome, splendid homeland aborning. They put
in such tremendous engagement and efforts and prepared
the base that now material and spiritual energies work
together to make this fabulous dream come true.
How then can we acquire a proper relation to our new
Færie environment, to our home to be inhabited? How can
we enter this openness that surrounds us there, that which
invites us to meet us and to dwell with and in it?
This finding and creating a building and a ground to
inhabit and a corresponding dwelling, is more than a
practical purpose. Moreover, by looking only at the meansend schema we block our view of the essential relations
involved. For building and creating a space is not merely
a means and a way toward dwelling - to build is in itself
already to dwell. Already the Old English and German
word for building, “buan”, means to dwell. The Old Saxon
“wuon”, the Gothic “wunian” like the old word German
“wohnen” and with this “bauen”, mean to remain, to stay
in a place. But the Gothic “wunian” says more distinctly
how this remaining is experienced. “Wunian” means: to
be at peace, to be brought to peace, to remain in peace.
Moreover, the word for peace, “Friede”, means the free,
“das Frye”, and “fry” means: preserved from harm and
danger, preserved from something, safeguarded. To free
really means to spare. The sparing itself consists not only
in the fact that we do not harm the one whom we spare.
Real sparing is something positive and takes place when
we leave something beforehand in its own nature, when
we return it specifically to its being, when we “free” it
in the real sense of the word into a preserve of peace.
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Therefore, to dwell, to be set at peace, means to remain at
peace within the free sphere that safeguards each thing in
its nature. Saving does not only snatch something from a
danger. To save really means to set something free into its
own presence-ing.
Thus originally building (“bauen”), says that we are
insofar as we dwell. We do not dwell because we have
built, but we build and have built because we dwell, that is,
because we are dwellers, who have now find their constant
place. Moreover, at the same time to build and to dwell
refers to and calls for to cherish and protect, to preserve
and care for, that is building and dwelling is “cultivating”.
Thus dwelling means our caring, sparing, spatializing and
temporalizing, presenting and happening “eventing” of
cultivating being Færies. Therefore, dwelling in Folleterre
is concerned with our authentic presence to our situations,
our things and times, our contacts and rituals of our tribe
in deep relationship to the ground of what we are and
become as an engagement in the creation of our ways of
life and living.
With this we can contribute to relinquish the impoverished
conceptions of nature bequeathed us by the Western
tradition for a richer, more spiritually satisfying account of
the natural world and our place in it. We need to overcome
that in the midst of this all-engulfing instrumentalism,
things increasingly reveal themselves not as worthy
of attention in themselves, but only insofar as they
provide the means to some end. The dominance of the
technological and instrumental understanding of the world
manifests itself as an estrangement from the world, an
existential sense of homelessness. Modern man is in threat
of being no longer in touch with the earthiness of things
and their revelation as worthy themselves of attention. He
has lost his connection with the ground beneath his feet;
lost his rootedness in the world.
To free ourselves of the alienating influence of technology
and recover our rootedness in the world, we must cultivate
a releasement toward things. To be “released” toward a
thing is to attend to it as the particular thing that it is,
rather than as a placeholder for some other thing that
would serve the same function. To be released toward
what we experience is to treat it with respect, taking care
of it, to attend to it for what it is in itself. In the face of the
ubiquity of the technological understanding of the world
and the existential homelessness which it brings, we would
do well to release ourselves toward things and thereby
come to appreciate our world (or rather our respective
worlds) anew.
Like the skilled crafts person attuned to the materials
with which he or she works we need to learn to cultivate
an appropriate “answering” and “responding” “to the
different kinds of material and potentials slumbering
within what and how we deal with at Folleterres.
Envisioning how gentle people will meet there, creating
important spheres of a “real dream-world” of spiritual
be(com)ing, all Færies and Færie-minded people of the
world are invited to visit and enrich this European homebase. With all of us this home-land can be a place to retain
and cultivate our own distinctive perspectives, practices
and ways of being and becoming…..
May this be a sanctuary for Færie-spirituality to unfold….
May our embodied dialogue with nature of that place and
that nature which we are give rise to various ways and
practices of sense.
The earth” already means “under the sky.” Both of these
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idols. In the very depth of misfortune they wait for the weal that has been withdrawn.
Mortals dwell in that they initiate their own nature-their being capable of death as death
- into the use and practice of this capacity, so that there may be a good death. To initiate
mortals into the nature of death in no way means to make death, as empty Nothing, the
goal. Nor does it mean to darken dwelling by blindly staring toward the end.
In saving the earth, in receiving the sky, in awaiting the divinities, in initiating mortals,
dwelling occurs as the fourfold preservation of the fourfold. To spare and preserve means:
to take under our care, to look after the fourfold in its presencing. What we take under
our care must be kept safe. But if dwelling preserves the fourfold, where does it keep the
fourfoldʼs nature? How do mortals make their dwelling such a preserving? Mortals would
never be capable of it if dwelling were merely a staying on earth under the sky, before the
divinities, among mortals. Rather, dwelling itself is always a staying with things. Dwelling,
as preserving, keeps the fourfold in that with which mortals stay: in things.

also mean “remaining before the divinities” and include a “belonging to menʼs being with
one another.” By a primal oneness the four - earth and sky, divinities and mortals - belong
together in one.
Earth is the serving bearer, blossoming and fruiting, spreading out in rock and water, rising
up into plant and animal. When we say earth, we are already thinking of the other three
along with it, but we give no thought to the simple oneness of the four.
The sky is the vaulting path of the sun, the course of the changing moon, the wandering
glitter of the stars, the yearʼs seasons and their changes, the light and dusk of day, the
gloom and glow of night, the clemency and inclemency of the weather, the drifting clouds
and blue depth of the ether. When we say sky, we are already thinking of the other three
along with it, but we give no thought to the simple oneness of the four.
The divinities are the beckoning messengers of the godhead. 0ut of the holy sway of the
godhead, the god appears in his presence or withdraws into his concealment. When we
speak of the divinities, we are already thinking of the other three along with them, but we
give no thought to the simple oneness of the four.
The mortals are the human beings. They are called mortals because they can die. To die
means to be capable of death as death. Only man dies, and indeed continually, as long as
remains on earth, under the sky, before the divinities. When we speak of mortals, we are
already thinking of the other three along with them, but we give no thought to the simple
oneness of the four.
This simple oneness of the four we call the fourfold. Mortals are in the fourfold by dwelling.
But the basic character of dwelling is to spare, to preserve. Mortals dwell in the way they
preserve the fourfold in its essential being, its presencing. Accordingly, the preserving that
dwells is fourfold.
Mortals dwell in that they save the earth - taking the word in the old sense. Saving does
not only snatch something from a danger. To save really means to set something free into
its own presencing. To save the earth is more than to exploit it or even wear it out. Saving
the earth does not master the earth and does not subjugate it, which is merely one step
from spoliation.
Mortals dwell in that they receive the sky as sky. They leave to the sun and the moon their
journey, to the stars their courses, to the seasons their blessing and their inclemency; they
do not turn night into day nor day into a harassed unrest.
Mortals dwell in that they await the divinities as divinities. In hope they hold up to the
divinities what is unhoped for. They wait for intimations of their coming and do not mistake
the signs of their absence. They do not make their gods for themselves and do not worship
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Staying with things, however, is not merely something attached to this fourfold preserving
as a fifth something. On the contrary: staying with things is the only way in which the
fourfold stay within the fourfold is accomplished at any time in simple unity. Dwelling
preserves the fourfold by bringing the presencing of the fourfold into things. But things
themselves secure the fourfold only when they themselves as things are let be in their
presencing. How is this done? In this way, that mortals nurse and nurture the things that
grow, and specially construct things that do not grow. Cultivating and construction are
building in the narrower sense. Dwelling, insofar as it keeps or secures the fourfold in
things, is, as this keeping, a building.
Sisters and brothers, in-betweens and queers, lovers and friends, the time has come for a
radical Færie Sanctuary in Europe!
About the Land and Sanctuary:
EuroFæries have been searching for several years now for land that can serve as a
sanctuary in the radical Færie tradition. We believe we have found the perfect place in
Folleterre.
It is a beautiful farm in the middle of a nature reserve (in the Vosges Mountains) located in
the north-east of France where it is very central in Europe. It can be reached very easily by
train from Paris, Basel, Cologne and many other places. The closest station is only 10 km (7
miles) away. So where ever you come from or where you have to go, it will be easy.
We have decided that we will buy this beautiful place, but moreover there is the chance to
buy with it more land next to it. It is a big step to take but we feel this is the right place in
the right time to take this step. A step for the Færies and for the World around us!
We want this place to become a place of magnificent abundance. A place for fun, healing
and respect. The world needs all the ingredients we play with as Færies. Moreover it is time
to live in Respect of Mother Nature.

“I get to be a player, I know myself to be
young,old, foolish,virgin & whore. I’m accepted
& not judged in all those roles by a band of
people who encourage me & oneanother to
be seen. I’m sometimes out of my depth, & it
bothers me that I might not get the results I
want or my needs met. The process of heart
circles is often labourious,yet I am often
amazed at the emotion I feel while listening
to someone speak about their life from a felt
place. Opportunity, possibility, camaraderie,
RESPECT, witnesses, fun, understanding,
truth, it’s a long list, & all this with people
from all over the world, I believe we have a lot
to be proud of & a lot to teach” -Ladslove
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Fear, Connection,
Healing in Heart Space,
Drugs & the Spiral
By EilendesWasser
I am on my path and I am grateful to the
Færies because their spirit supported me finding it
and walking on it. I am coming also from a place
of fear, fear of not getting my job done, fear
of getting old, fear of the future, fear to
lose my partner and the fear to cross to
the other side.
To overcome my fears I need to
connect, to connect with the soil underneath
my feet, to connect with the water running
through our land, to come into contact with all
the beauty around me and to connect with
the hearts of my Færie brothers and sisters. To
become aware that I am a part of the all and
the all is a part of me. I do not have to be afraid.
The connection I feel in heart space
is a source of healing. This space opens
for me in our heart circles and more playfully in
the rituals we create. This for me is the essential
quality of being and connecting with Færies, the
foundation of sanctuary. It is this that is
raising the energy which is lifting us.
To connect is only possible if I am
aware of the other and the other is aware of me.
For me this is not possible when I alter my
awareness with any kind of drug, clouding it
and caving me in. Connection in heart space
is not possible anymore. The miracle of connecting
in heart space cannot take place and as a result fear
grows, I feel alienated.
I am sure that the greatest gift our circles
and gatherings may offer is coming together
with open hearts. Only then we can raise
the energy of the spiral.

--Eilendes Wasser (go-ahau@t-online.de)
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Sanctuary, a journey within

how joining the ʻland findingʼ completely changed my life

by DeeTale

Its more then 5 years ago that ManyNames (aka EilendesWasser) proposed to go on a land finding trip through France.
There had been talking about land already many years and it always made me wonder….. Would we really want big
financial and practical responsibilities in this chaotic, anarchist thing called Faerie Space? Wouldnʼt it very rapidly fire back
on us when things donʼt get picked up, where folks start blaming, bills and work start piling up? Well in spite of all these
doubts, it was a cute team of Faeries going on this land finding trip so when I was invited on board, just for the fun I said
yes.
A crazy thing to do, land finding trips, so we would soon discover. Most places for sale by real estate agents are too
cultivated, too expensive etcetera. So we just tested our good luck by driving over winding roads over the beautiful French
countryside and when we saw a sweet farm on a hill we would go there. Then soon you discover that when you can see that
farm from the road, the road is visible from the farm: no privacy. So then we started to drive into tiny forest roads where
you couldnʼt see what would be at the end of them. A weird way but we found the most amazing spots and ohhhhhhhh,
running around, discovering all the nice ancient cellars, baking ovens and lush meadows, sitting there all together in the
grass in the sun, dreams emerged. Sometimes we literally had to cry for the beauty of the places and the dream how faerie
laughter could be echoing through that spot. Realizing that so many of our childhood dreams, queerness, nature, culture
and all, COULD become a reality. A seed had been planted…..
My doubts hadnʼt ceased but I did start to wonder. In fact my doubts became even stronger, or perhaps more personal:
What if it will really happen, how will it affect my life, what will be my role, what will I have to let go of? A few times I had
a nightmare of worms covering my body, crawling within, eating my bones out. Yes seeking for the Sanctuary makes me
face my fears…
Yet, If Faeries in the US can keep Sanctuaries running already more then 30 years, then it should be possible. OK, times
have changed, real estate prices gone way up but how do they do it? So it got time to start another trip; a Sanctuary tour.
One of the faeries that didnʼt join our Land-Finding Trips too often but who is very involved, Franny always said to us when
we came for preparation to his lovely place: “Sanctuary doesnʼt start when we have the land. Its about how we deal with
each others in the here and now. Sanctuary starts within”.
Gradually it came together, a trip by several Sanctuaries, a trip to interview caretakers and founders, to study archives
and bylaws, a trip to feel what Sanctuary can be, to strengthen the vision of Sanctuary. Meanwhile, organizing a summer
gathering, a lovely new contact grew with my overseas sister Bubbling Banana or BBHa. Not only was he a great support in
helping me to find focus and intent for that gathering, as soon as he heard about my dream to go on a Sanctuary Tour, he
didnʼt let go of the idea: in any way possible he helped me to make it come true. Planning, getting me in touch with many
faeries, hosting me at the start of this amazing journey and even a lovely massage the day after my arrival to get rid of
my jetlag…. Such sweet support!
Vision of Sanctuary. When I heard BBHa talking about a ritual dance called Naraya and the roles involved, one role struck
me. What is a Vision Keeper? What does he do, what doesnʼt he, what role in the bigger picture. When I shared this question
with him, he immediately got me in touch with Clyde Hall who carefully answered all the questions that were on my mind.
That night the dream of the worms came back again.
Next day being in Seattle, going to faerie coffee, I soon ran into Thundercloud (aka TC) on one of his very few occasions he
would go there. He asked me about the reason for my trip and we started talking. The question of the vision keeper came up
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again. We talked about the roles, the changes required, the
fears involved. I told him about the worms in my dreams:
“That” he said; “is an expression in our language: to get
hollow bones. It means a cleansing, a getting ready for a
new phase in your life” That was a whole new perspective
on this previously so scary dream.
Then TC, in the middle of Faerie Coffee, did me a big thing:
he sang me a blessing. Tears running….. tears that from
then on never really stopped. its hard to recall this moment
in my life without crying again…
Wolf Creek, Beltane, the first Færie Sanctuary I ever
visited. Overwhelming, freaky, but soooo beautiful. And
what I soon discovered: some of those faeries were so
damn focused on their intent. Preparing the big ritual
they did it with such power. I soon found out those were
all faeries that had danced the big Dance, the Naraya. For
Beltane day, there was someone to call all the directions
except for the Above. Being only familiar with the wind
directions but not with the Above and Below, I hesitated
to step in, so I joined conditionally….. It took me a while
to realize that the above, was Spirit, was Vision… a while
to realize it was My role of this particular Journey. The
seed TC had planted in me, here came out without me
knowing: I called in Spirit. Into the Beltane but more then
that I called it into Sanctuary. By that time I had realized
It is one thing to find land, another to start some form of
commune on it but to really let it become Sanctuary, that
is Magic, Beyond, a big Blessing if it ever happens. Yes that
was my biggest fear in letting Sanctuary change my life:
To focus on something so much bigger then me, something
I canʼt achieve, our land finding team canʼt achieve, or our
group of faeries canʼt just achieve. To give up control and
have faith in Spirit to let the magic happen. There I was in
this Beltane ritual, on my knees, asking Spirit to bless our
journey, to make Sanctuary happen
Beautiful interviews I had on this trip, visiting not only
Wolf Creek but also Zuni and Short Mountain. Thinking
lots about how to minimize the amount of rules needed on
such land, on how to create that container in which magic
can happen. Interviews but more important to simply feel
that it was possible: not to ask anything from residents or
visitors but to wait and see the moment where they are
ready to start joining, giving to the land.
And yes, the Connection…. ..
It was good to share this dream with so many faeries,
caretakers, elders and to feel how much support there
is for what we want to achieve. Especially the offer that
was made to us several times, to come over if our group
dynamics need someone to give some insights feels very
good in this big process weʼre all in.

was this email from a real estate agent. My first thoughts:
oh one of those too expensive pieces of land again. Letʼs
forget about it. Too scared to really look at its qualities.
Thank goddess our land finding team has many faeries
with different opinions so early spring, at the start of
another Land-finding trip we Did head to this farm in the
Vosges region on a warm spring day. Warm but the ground
still partially covered with snow. And then we realized
that this farm did have all we asked for, what we had
envisioned in our joined meditations: in the middle of a
nature reserve, a small valley but with a wide open sky, a
sweet creek running, its own sources, the only sounds you
could hear the wind and birds, close to a railway station
and a sound house. Yet we couldnʼt feel very happy. In
fact we all suffered from light flus, exhaustion and weird
feelings in our stomach. In other words we were too damn
scared that the moment might be there to say yes. Scared
that we would never get this amount of money together.
Scared to say no again and go on for another how long
time looking for an even more perfect place. Damn scared
we were. Yet something told us to get our act together.
And thank goddess BeeBalm had just joined our land
finding team, a former Kawashaway caretaker who
wasnʼt afraid to raise a bunch more money than most of
us would even dream of to do. Heaps and heaps of work
got done, checking of permits, well water quality, contacts
with bankers etcetera. But with all I could feel for the
Sanctuary it was a dark spring for me. In spite of having
found a beautiful focus in my life of a more sustainable,
connecting, two spirited, healing future I was big time
struggling with all my darkest parts inside. My self hate,
desires for unsafe sex, even wanting to get pozʼd [become
HIV Positive], not knowing how to break through all these
struggles anymore, giving up hope. So damn bizarre to
see a dream come true and not being able to help with all
the work, when itʼs most needed. I got out a cry across the
ocean to ask if I could join the big Dance as I felt I couldnʼt
solve this just on my own no more. And yes there came
this letter from Favero, inviting me to the gate keeping
of the Naraya.
The Naraya being a dance to find focus in life, know
where you want to move to. So a dance that has all to do
with Future, life, green. Had I once noticed how focused
most faeries were that danced this dance, now this whole
journey, had gotten me to step into this world. And there
they all were, so many of the friends I made during my
first journey through the U.S. were now dancing here for
their own healing, focus and future and through that,
creating future for us all. The desire to live in balance
again with the Mother, with Spirit becomes so palpable
during this dance. To me a sheer dance about Sanctuary.
Sanctuary starts within and here I was dealing with my
biggest fears. Turning shit into manure, getting ready to
get the gardens blossom and grow….
Just thinking of this gets my eyes filled with tears of joy.
Here we are this beautiful community of souls seeking
green future. To offer the world healing through our
Two Spirit vibe. I canʼt imagine how my life would have
been, not walking the faerie path, not walking towards
Sanctuary. Damn its been scary at times. Nor is it a
“miracle whip”. Losing track quite often along the way.
But out there is that beacon shining, calling. Spirit is
calling, please feel welcome to walk this path with us. This
path of sustainable inspired future. Future for Sanctuary,
our Tribe, but thank goddess you all walk out into this
world again. Letʼs bring Sanctuary to this whole world. Its
soooooo damn needed. I sooo damn need it…….
Dear ones thanx for letting me walk this path
with you. Love n light Dee(Amsterdam NL)

Back in Europe I noticed a change. During our trips one of
our main worries always was: who do we do this for? are
we just a small bunch of lunatics? All those other faeries
back home, do they really want this land too? We hardly
feel any support so are we doing the right thing or is it
just our own projections on the group? Well, even without
me expressing any words to the faeries around me,
spontaneously many more of them wanted to know about
the land, saying they love it and wondering how they can
support it. It got clear that the Spirit of our communal
journey was strengthening.
Two more years of searching, getting more connected with
similar groups, having late night talks over a wine on a
hot summer night in France, having highs when we found
a beautiful place and then the low again when again it
would show impossible to get. Talking with neighbors,
village lunatics and mayors to find out the story of that
particular plot of land. and then this winter at once there
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were mere things to be used to an end, their end. For boys, they themselves were the subject, i.e. the actors, which is to say
that to them the only actions that mattered were those they found important (scoring). Girls existed and were useful only
inasmuch as they were helpful in achieving this end. So Hay pointed out that one way we adopt subject-object consciousness
is when we use others as means to our own end rather than realize that others have ends of their own.
Hay then suggested that because gay men have no need to score with girls, they were able to see through
another lens, a gay window of subject-subject consciousness. We have all experienced having girlfriends and even
boyfriends where the quality of relationship was much more one of equals: your needs are as important to me as mine are
to me. This opposition of hetero- to homo-consciousness, however, is a huge theoretical as well as a practical problem. In
fact, it is a problem so big that it has resulted in the stifling of further development of Hayʼs ideas.
One way to think about the problem is this: we all know that heterosexuals are not the only ones to use others
for their own ends. In fact, consider to what degree the problems mentioned above in Færie community might be attributed
to one or many Færies seeing their needs (for validation, leadership, being right, emotional and sexual freedom, etc.) as
more important and more real than those of others. We know, too, that gay men treat one another as objects all the time,
to the degree that doing so has come to characterize in large part our cultural dialogue around what it is to be gay. Finally,
we have all seen examples of true subject-subject relationships among straight couples.
So if all this is true, then the presumption that the subject-subject window is an exclusively gay one is called into
question and with it the whole ball of wax. This is not only because of the conceptual problems, but also of the practical
problems. Consider that if we want to develop our subject-subject being, we would also want to be vigilant for subject-object

Subject

Subject

Consciousness

Thoughts on Subject-Subject
Consciousness
by Beebalm B.C.D. jon@jonbenfer.com

What is subject-subject consciousness? Radical Færies
talk about it, but what do we understand of it? What
do we do with that understanding? I believe most
Færies understand the idea in terms of the quality of
relationships we wish to have and develop with our fellow
Færies. We seek Færie space because it is space outside
of the commercial culture in which relationships are more
often than not transactions, with something to be gained
or lost in each interaction in an endless zero-sum game.
We have come to gatherings and sanctuaries and found
that we could enter a world where we were valued for who
we were, not for our economic value or our status in the
cruising pecking order of the gay community.
That said, we have also often experienced the
opposite: control queens, bad behavior, violence, both
physical and spiritual, accusations, blame, bitterness, and
strife among members of the same community. If we seek
to understand subject-subject consciousness and apply it to
our lives, Færie and outside, certainly we want it to help
us with these intractable problems, all problems in how we
see and relate to one another.
The key to beginning to understand subjectsubject consciousness is to look more deeply into as well as
beyond Harry Hayʼs conception. First, Hay discovered the
idea when he pondered his childhood friends and saw that
many of the straight boys had what he termed a subjectobject relationship with girls. Letʼs talk a bit about that.
What is it to have a subject-object relationship?
Hay said that what he saw was boys
manipulating girls in order to “score”—girls to these boys
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thinking. If we believe that seeing others as objects is part of the straight experience, we might resist seeing that way of
looking at others in ourselves (precisely because we are not straight). To the degree we do not look at our own failures, we
will remain deceived about the true nature of our problems and therefore incapable of developing appropriate strategies
in the direction of a new, subject-subject consciousness.
Martin Buber, a twentieth century German philosopher, located the same difference in consciousness deeper
than Hay, in what he called our way of being. He noticed that there are two ways of being that he called I-Thou and I-It, the
first in which I see people as they are, a Thou, or You, with a distinct life and needs, wants and fears, as equal to my own.
In the I-It way, others are objects to me, less real to me than I am to myself. It may seem like a good idea and perfectly
logical, but consider for a moment your life.
Where are you reading this? In a coffee shop? In Færie space? Notice those around you and ask this: “Are these
people people?” That is, do they have wants, needs, hopes, and fears of their own? Are these real? Well, of course they are.
Even if you read this alone, you know others whom you can ponder in this same way. People are people. They are never
objects. It is merely our way of being, or our way of seeing others that makes them out to be so.
Subject-subject consciousness, then, according to Buber, would be a way of being in the world in which we see
others as they are, as people, and think and act accordingly. Consider how things might be different in Færie community if
that were the case. To the degree you believe that problems in relationships are caused by seeing others as objects, those
problems would be solved by this consciousness shift.
Imagine a community in which, in addition to considering what our point of view was on a given topic, we had
the same interest in the points of view of others in the circle. Conflict would be reduced and cooperation would be improved.
Notice that seeing others as people doesnʼt mean I necessarily have to agree with them, but it does mean that I am more
likely to come to agree with them (e.g. in the process of consensus-building) and that my disagreements with others are
likely to be more productive. This is because I no longer need to distort the truth in order to keep another lie in place: the
lie that anotherʼs opinion is less real than mine.
Truth be told, deep and intractable conflict has been part of Færie community since the very origins of the
movement, and is one of the main causes of the lack of growth of and disappearances from the communities that now exist.
Stuart Timmonsʼ biography of Hay, The Trouble with Harry Hay, details the strife between Hay and others in the early 80s
as they sought to establish a sanctuary together. Any understanding of a way of being that seeks to reduce relationship
problems and create a better space for all that comes from those who are bound up in conflict is bound to produce more of
the same.
We need a renewed focus as Færies on our ability to surrender to each other in relationship, to find right in the
wrongs we have accused others of perpetrating and to find wrong in the rights we have self-righteously defended. I am
as responsible as any for creating a conflictual environment in the Færie spaces I have inhabited. But to move ahead, we
must go beyond Hay and craft a communal subject-subject consciousness with the help of other sources and each other.
[BeeBalms further thoughts may be found Online in the MpZ, the EuroFærie Newsletter] - BeeBalm (FR)
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CREATING FÆRIE COMMUNITY
Ruminations upon & Short
History of the Færies in
Asia!by HabibiDing Mei Mei

As one of the founding foundresses of the EuroFæries way
back in the mid-nineties, I thought it would be nice to add
this short article about the spread of Euro-Færiedom to Asia
to this special collaborative EuroFærie edition of the RFD &
the Marieposa Zeitung, our longstanding Newsletter.
I left the US for France in 1989 at
the height of my involvement in US Færiedom, particularly
at Short Mountain, Running Water and other communities
and circles in the South. After a few years in Europe, the
excitement of living abroad began to fade and I found
myself urgently missing Færies and gatherings and
resolved to do something about it. We had a few small
circles in Paris, but things finally took root in 1994 after
I had been living on a farm near Rotterdam for several
years. Meeting Geert / Trish Trash of Bonn and Eunice of
Zeist, The Netherlands brought all the pieces of the puzzle
into place…..
After 10 years of European Færiedom in Holland, I got the
itch to move to Asia, where I had been working intermittently
for several years….(www.americanvoices.org for those of
you interested in my concert pianist / concert penist side).
It did not take long for me to settle on Bangkok, gay
capitol of Southeast Asia and an all-round fun city and
culture. What a relief to move to a city and a country
where everything from housing to employment was so
EASY, after 12 years in tightly wound Holland where the
basic things in life such as an apartment and a job were
only obtained after years of Calvinist perseverance…..!
Good food, nice places to live, and lots of nice guys who
appreciated mature men with a few extra kilos – I thought
I was in heaven – and still do!
In any case, my parting vow at my last Terschelling
gathering was to organize a gathering in Thailand to plant
the seed of faerydom in Asia and see if it would grow.
I had moved to Bangkok in August of 2003 and vowed
to hold the first gathering in the Thai ʻwinterʼ where the
warm and dry weather is at its most delightful. Needless
to say, the move took up a lot of my time and energy and
all those Thai men clamoring for my attention got me a bit
behind in my organization of the first gathering.
I finally got my act together about one month before the
gathering and used the internet and Færie word-of-mouth
to get the word out. I was hoping for about 15 participants
as a nice way to start – imagining a relaxed week with
a few EuroFæries, a few Amero Færies and a few Asians
who might be able to be recruited to attend this strange
new thing.
To my surprise, we had 55 that first year, a majority from
the US, but also healthy contingents from the EuroFæries
and from Thailand, Singapore and Malaysia. We almost
overwhelmed our host families on our magical and
almost completely undeveloped island, Ko Yao Yai. We
had a great week of romping naked on isolated beaches,
learning the art of Karaoke, teaching the local ladies how
to do their nails and grabbing our wigs back from the local
fishermen and their families who would flock to watch our
talent shows, fashion shows and general silliness in the
evenings.
Our island, Koh Yao Yai, is a very large but almost
untouched island situated between Phuket and Krabi in
the Andaman Sea. Quite near Koh Phi Phi (The Beach)
and James Bond Island (one of those movies was filmed
there…) and it really is a Tropical Paradise. Its residents
❉ MpZ Issue ❉ Fall2005 ❉ RFD No.123 ❉

“Færiespace: at the moment a secret & sacred place in
my e-mailbox, where I’m saving the messages of so many
Færiefriends & enjoying their humorous & loving attitudes.
& in the past a provocative challenge to me for a new kind
of brotherhood...” Alfons,
(Jaffna Sri Lanka)
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CREATING FÆRIE COMMUNITY
are Thai Muslim fishermen and have been the friendliest
lot of people I have ever come across in Asia. At the
time of preparing the gathering though, many nagging
questions crowded my mind – would the locals accept
us? Would there be any hassles by local police? Would
we offend local Islamic traditions? etc, etc. To my relief,
it was just gathering magic the entire time (with lots of
local participation) and the only hint of strife was among
Færies….. (sigh…..)
What are the challenges of creating ongoing faery circles
in Asia? Ironically, one of the biggest challenges in
Thailand is the ʻcompetitionʼ gatherings get from daily life
in Thailand. In some respects, average Thai existence is a
lot like a gathering with lots of improvised fun, easy-going
attitudes towards sexuality and pleasure, etc. So, in some
ways I could notice our Thai sisters getting a bit impatient
with endless heart circles and western-style ʻprocessingʼ. It
is also quite difficult to get Thai people to plan more than
a few days ahead as well as for them to get more then a
few days off from work.
Where we can offer something to Thai gay life in any case,
is the oasis we create in faery space for more real and
honest communication between Asians and ʻWesternersʼ. To
my mind, this was to be the most eye-opening aspect of the
gathering for Asians along with our Western joy in flinging
off our clothes at the beach which progressively more and
more Asians participated in. So much of east-west gay
interaction in Thailand (and much of Asia) is the interplay
of mutual fetishes (Rice Queens meet Potato Queens, etc)
and the inevitable cultural misunderstandings. I felt that
during the gathering, especially in circle, we were able
to experience each other as gay brothers and not just as
the objects of each otherʼs desires….These moments, as at
most gatherings, could be fleeting however and we often
easier fell back into our bad object-object habits!
For Asians outside of Thailand, the vision of a Færie
brotherhood seemed to be most inspiring to the
participants from more developed countries like Singapore
and Malaysia. The Tsunami of December and resulting
cancellations at our past gathering (only 15 in 2005)
interrupted our chance to build on this vision together.
My sincere hope is that we can continue to create an
international Færie circle based in Thailand, bringing
together Asians from near and far with North Americanand Euro- Færies! Please spread the word about our
missionary work in Asia and come join us sometime soon!
-Habibi Mei-Mei/ jf_in_bkk@yahoo.com
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CREATING FÆRIE RITUAL
WALKING IN THE
ANCIENTS- by LoveStar

FOOTSTEPS

OF

THE

On both sides of the Atlantic ocean and beyond radical Færies are enacting tribal
rites that connect us all to a noble and ancient past, to times and places where other
forms of relationship and love besides the man-woman configuration were honoured and
respected. In pre-Christian cultures around the world same-sex partnerships were it seems a
vital and normal part of life. These partnerships served the needs of the whole community,
with queer and transgendered people documented as living roles of healer, shaman,
mediator and so on.
Christian de la Huerta (ʻComing Out Spirituallyʼ) is one writer who is highlighting
the rich and largely unknown history of queer folk in cultures the world over. While the
berdache of Turtle Island is fairly well known, in fact everywhere there have been similar
clans of healers, wanderers, queer priests, such as the Galli of ancient Europe and the
middle east, the Enarees (ʻunmanly onesʼ) of Russia, the shih-niang (ʻmaster girlʼ) of
ancient China and the Mahu of Polynesia. Christian points out that the ancient Celts of
Europe are known for actually preferring homo over hetero relationships. Ancient ways run
deep in us, and Europe today is perhaps the freest and easiest place to be gay. (Come check
us out!)
Andrew Ramer (ʻTwo Flutes Playingʼ) looks back into the collective unconscious
and recalls a time when same sex relations were integrated into the circle of life. He
describes a circle of society where woman-woman couples were about holding stable power
and man-man were about broadcasting and channeling that energy. He also points out how
we can and have to create or re-create our own rituals of loving, of bonding, of community.
The Radical Færies are doing this and as in America the connection is made to the earthhonouring, sacred ways of the ancient tribes. Also in Europe the ancient yet ever-present
pagan way influences and empowers our activities.
As Færies we may find that we are our own priests and priestesses, operating
according to our own understandings and revelations. We donʼt need a church or even a
religious practice to set up sacred space, to honour the heart, each other and our guiding
ancestor spirits. Totally free of the heaviness, guilt and fear that religions can impose, we
can experience divinity directly, in the atmosphere of Færie space, in each other and in
ourselves. This works because the Færie is perhaps simply what the human is - the divine
child, born of the universe to play, create, make love and rejoice. These are the things our
kind do most naturally. In the world at large we are still burdened by a pressure of shame,
guilt and simple lack of respect which makes it all the harder for our Færie wings, our
loving and unique nature, to shine forth. But in Færie space we can find all the affirmation
we need. When nothing holds us back we can do nothing but discover the incredible
colourful talented magical beings we really are.
On both sides of the Atlantic Færie maypoles are going up at Beltane. When we
do this we are celebrating sexuality - all its forms and all its pleasures, and we are reviving
a largely forgotten yet essential part of humanityʼs relationship with the earth, with the
seasons and cycles.
Sexuality has been so messed up in our society, the most magical and
worshipful act poisoned by taboos, abuses and fears; and the very earth we live on is
being crippled and destroyed by humanityʼs ignorance, greed and lack of respect. Our
Færie festivals, out on the land, honouring the sexual energy not hiding it, are an essential
part of the healing of the human race and the planet. And basically all we have to do is
do it. Enjoy. Celebrate. Show our true selves, our loving nature and our innate spiritual
connections (that have next to nothing to do with suffering, judgment and sin).
At Folleterre and all eurofæ gatherings we get to explore and play hand in hand
with the ancients. Listening to their wisdom, lifting with them in love, cherishing and
nurturing our connections to each other and this beloved multi-dimensional planet, we get
the chance to find out for ourselves just how exciting and amazing it is to be Færie..
Coming to a euroFærie gathering near you: BREAKDOWN OF CONDITIONING / EXPANDING
OPEN HEARTS / DEEP WOUND HEALING / VISION TO EMPOWER A LIGHTER LIFE

“Creative spiritual realm to dwell well -temporarily,
where for bodies-souls-minds dance free -brotherly
a sphere for playful experimenting
for being & becoming a be(com)ing”
-Merlin Wendelin
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RITUALs of NATURE

Færie space is welkom,
warm, weids en knus, en
nodigt uit om mijn vleugels
uit te spreiden & te geven
& te ontvangen, hier & nu.
[Færie space is welcome, warm,
stately & comfy, & invites me to
spread my wings & to give & to
receive, here & now] -Sebastian

“Die Gemeinschaft mit den
Faeries befreit mich. Ein herrlich intimer Kontakt mit der
Leichtigkeit meines Seins &
dem verletzlichen, erstaunlichen Wesen der anderen Faeries. Sex, Offenherzigkeit, Gay
& Akzeptanz”-Dirk&Stefan

WADDENZEE

HAVE you ever asked yourself what it is that makes the island of Terschelling
so special for our summer gatherings? Most of the Færies I spoke to about the special
atmosphere of Terschelling, said that it was the SPACE that attracted them to the island.
All that space is available for our joy and thus we may acquire the benefit of being open
minded in an open space. Isnʼt that just ideal for any gathering? Many of the Færies
attending gatherings are big city girls who have to deal with all the challenges of every day
life in dusty hot streets , crowded trains, with nagging shop keepers and loud neighbours.
Consequently they may have a subconscious desire to be somewhere spacious and
unlimited. De Wierschuur is the perfect answer for this.
Think of the splendid view through the barn-door onto the tidal flats that stretch
between the island and the horizon. It has always been very inspiring for myself to let
both my eyes and mind drift across the shiny surface of what is known as the WADDENZEE
[correctly pronounced Vah-den-Zay]. Donʼt ask me why I always prefer coastal holiday
destinations to any resort in the mountains. If I was cynical (and who could ever say that
I am?), I would just state that mountains obstruct your vision-unless you are on top of
them, whereas the Waddenzee makes it easy even for people who are too lazy to burn
5000 calories , towards gaining the reward of viewing the wonderful scenery. Since a large
number of Færies seem to prefer not to be on top of anything at all (except for mailing
lists
and a few bottoms now and then!), the setting meets their needs. Tidal flats are the ideal
place for most (in whatever way) big people to spread out.
Ask our beloved Færie mom what effect it can have on you to be exposed to the
width of nicely shaped moist sand fields beneath your feet. It is a mere invitation to run,
and run wildly. And that is exactly what she did…. One nice afternoon I got invited by Mrs.
Habibi Ex- Ding (I hope this is the current Færie name, I sometimes think it changes just a
bit too frequently) to a stroll along the shore line when the tide was out. Guiseppe, Natik,
Bubbling Banana and my little self joined her happily, just to see her vanish behind the
horizon within a few minutes. I did not even have the time to tell her that Texas was the
other direction - but maybe she knew that anyway? None of us abandoned Færie children
could blame her for such feelings of sudden bliss and the urge to escape from a bunch of
extraordinary people; and no doubt the Færie duties of an organiser.
If you canʼt approach it from this mind expanding aspect, well, then try the
practical and literally down to earth version of the cosmetic advantage - one could say that
it is the best peeling of (horny) skin that you can get! Sorry for any sneaker and feet fans
amongst us Færies… no stinking feet please after a nice walk through all that sand and
ooze! If it is the smell that turns you on you should get in touch with those people who
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had been messing around in the muddy puddles between the house and the stone wall.
Stonewall?… I knew there was something very progressive about this whole setting! One
certain Færie even had the pleasure of tasting the flavour of one of the ditches leading to
the Waddenzee. I will however leave the details to your imagination!
One of the most important aspects of Færie gatherings is the sharing. At
least it is for me. I love to share in the circles, I love to share during the meals, I love to
share with caring people in front of the crackling fire. Consequently I wanted to share
the knowledge and joy regarding one of the most diverse eco-systems in Europe, and
organized a little guided tour to the flats and their wildlife. A bunch of interested Færies
showed up and helped me forget my worries about not knowing the English names for
most of the creatures that we found on our way. I believe that my enthusiasm and the
sensual experience of what was presented to us by the marine world infected the ones who
had joined me for the tour and no exact names were needed - just
the vision, the hearing, the touching, and the smelling of all that life right in front of the
door of De Wierschuur. Try to imagine just how many organisms live in one square metre
of the moist sand of the Waddenzee. …The truth is astounding. There are more living
creatures to one single square metre of Waddenzee than the amount of human beings on
the surface of our planet! Such a comparison may help us to understand the complex links
between everything that is alive and remind us that human beings are not the centre of
the universe.
Just like any Færie space, the tidal flats next to the house are an area of
extremes. If the tide is in, it is a space of plenty and nutritious liquids, if the tide is out,
it is still a place of plenty but for different creatures; birds come and find what the water
has left behind. The flats are supplying them with food even during the cold winter months
and help feeding the birds that are on a long journey from europeʼs north to the coasts of
southern Spain or African destinations.
If the demand is still there, and I am sure it will be it will, I am thinking of
offering another guided tour on the ecology of the tidal flats next to our wooden shelter
on the Færie island. Maybe I can even manage to find some literature on that subject in
English language. Just in case any of you gurlz know where to get it, please let me know.
I really have this urgent desire to share my excitement about all that life beneath our feet.
The soil of the Waddenzee is full of germs, bacteria, tiny little algae, crabs, worms, mussels
and
shrimps. Each step you make on the soft sand is on top of countless living beings. Think
about it next year, when we are all back to Terschelling. I leave you until next time with
that special thought.
Fondest Færie wishes always. XXXX ButchBuddhaBerlin (Horst)
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Meditation of the Seven Veils*Efthimios

Breathe in deep from the top of your head. Exhale and imagine your
breath being directed to your perineum, the spot between your scrotum and your anus.
Imagine that when you are doing this, you are sitting in front of a fire. As you exhale,
blow on the fire, making it glow red and hot. Watch as the wood in the fire glows bright
orange every time you blow on it turning its brightest as your breath is at its strongest. Now
imagine that in these wood embers you notice a shape that looks like the snout of a snake.
This snout is part of a snakeʼs head that slowly starts to move. Every time you blow on the
fire, the snake awakens further raising up its head and uncoiling its red-hot body out of
the heart of the fire. Watch as it leaves the fire and slithers outward. Now focus on your
perineum again. As you exhale feel the heat of the snake slither outwardly from there to
the rest of your body warming and inflaming it as it goes. Feel the passionate energy of the
snake vibrating and tingling as it moves outward into your body filling your torso and limbs
with fire. Feel the pulse of its hunger and lust, its desire that motivates you to action.
Breathe in deep from the top of your head. Exhale and imagine your
breath being directed to the space behind your bellybutton. Imagine that this spot is
occupied by a great tree. This is the tree of wisdom from ancestral knowledge and from
your history and memories before you were born. Imagine walking up to the tree and
sitting beneath it. Feel its embrace as the branches hang above you and the roots spread
out beneath you under the ground. Feel the energy of this force-field. Listen as the wind
moves through its leaves making its branches sway gently. Listen even more closely as you
hear its roots ever so slowly pushing through the earth. Breathe in through the top of your
head and as you exhale, lean forward and touch the trunk of the tree with both of your
hands. Listen. Feel. Some of the ancestral spirits live in the earth, some live in the water,
and some in the air. They all meet in the tree. They all communicate with you through the
tree. The spirits of the ground live close by. They support the tree giving it nourishment and
fertilizing it. The spirits of the rain and the underground sources flow around the tree. They
connect it to the cycle of the seasons. Life and death, abundance and poverty. The spirits
of the wind come from very far away. They provide the tree with distant messages. Feel
the vibrations and sounds of the earth in the trunk of the tree. Listen as the humidity rises
through the trunk and up into the branches. Marvel at the fruits bursting with knowledge
and nourishing wisdom. Listen to the wind whispering in the leaves. Listen to the song of
the birds that have traveled on the wind to sit in the branches. What do they say?
Breathe in deep from the top of your head. Exhale and imagine your
breath being directed to the top of your belly. Imagine that this space is occupied by a
house. In this house lives a family. This family is not a usual family. For one thing there
are no parents and for another thing it is a very large family. Each member of this family
personifies one of your personal traits, all the characteristics that make up who you are.
These family members live throughout the house. Some you are very happy about and
they therefore live in large sunny rooms with nice views over the garden and with their
doors usually open so that whoever is visiting can see them easily. Others you are not so
happy about and you keep them in small rooms that might be dark and not aired-out. You
keep their doors usually shut, but they do have a nasty habit of bursting out of their rooms
sometimes when you do not want them to. Others you have a vague notion of where they
live. Maybe you caught a glimpse of them at one point in time, but they are very elusive.
Others live in quite magical spaces in your house or in indoor temples. These spaces have
their own light and you might not have a need to be in contact with them since they are so
fabulous without being disturbed. And then there are the poor wretched members of the
family who live in tightly closed closets or in trunks in the attic or, even worse, buried in the
garden. For the purposes of this meditation, imagine that all of the members of this family
are brought together in a circle. No one is left behind. As you breathe in and exhale, imagine
your breath filling this circle so that it becomes full of love, respect, compassion, acceptance,
and gratitude. Imagine all these feelings circulating in the circle like light in a Færie circle.
As you breathe into the circle it becomes brighter and larger and each member becomes
more and more blissful. Breathe into it and it grows and spreads out from your belly filing
your body with its light. With each breath feel the circle move into further regions of your
torso, abdomen, and limbs. Let it spread until it has reached your finger and toe tips. Then
breathe into it more so that it becomes even brighter and your body becomes completely
full and is overflowing with light. Overflowing with love for who and what you are.
Breathe in deep from the top of your head. Exhale and imagine your
breath being directed to your sternum, the spot directly behind your breast-bone. Imagine
a rose occupying that spot. This rose represents your ability to love and to have empathy
and compassion. Imagine that the actual aroma of the rose is love and empathy. Imagine
that this rose is tightly shut. A hard, cold bud that does not want to open. It is no use
trying to open it with your hands because you will only tear it and, in forcing it, destroy it,
exposing the wrinkled, unripe, and bitter petals. Now imagine that this rose is planted in
your heart. And as you take in a deep breath and you exhale, you blow love and warmth
into your heart. Imagine this love entering the stem of the rose as you exhale. Imagine
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it rising up the stem and entering the rose. As the love warms the cold tight bud, feel it
relaxing. Feel how it no longer is holding itself shut, that it is moving toward opening from
the inside out. With each breath the petals unfurl and expand opening wider and wider.
Now as you inhale to take in a breath, you notice that the smell of the rose is starting to
emanate from it. As you exhale you send more love into it that makes its aroma more
strong and more beautiful. It makes the aroma spread outward toward your surroundings.
Your love is beginning to touch the people close to you, then it goes further a-field growing
to encompass more and more of the world, more and more of the Universe. Imagine it
encountering people whom you love and people whom you do not love. Imagine the
aroma surrounding them whether they can sense it or not. Let the rose open and give
inexhaustibly. Let every breath open it more and more.
Breathe in deep from the top of your head. Exhale and imagine your
breath being directed to the space behind your Adamʼs apple. Imagine that this spot is at
the very top of a staff or rod that continues down your body and imagine that it has the
ability to speak. This speaking staff represents your voice and your presence in society.
Your public contribution and your position among humans and their world. Take a deep
breath and exhale so that the staff feels empowered and its voice is heard. What does it
say? What is its song? You can also imagine it being held in your hand as a symbol of your
authority and as a token of the respect you deserve for being true to yourself. Breathe in
and feel its power, exhale and give it your energy. Think of the speaking staff whenever
you need to find your voice and clearly and unashamedly offer it to the world.
Breathe in deep from the top of your head. Exhale and imagine your
breath being directed to the spot between your eyebrows. As you exhale, feel that spot
opening up and becoming clear. As it clears you can see that there is a beautiful and
powerful crystal there. As you exhale upon this crystal, it becomes more visible and clear.
Take a moment to study it. This is your crystal of vision. It serves you to look outward
as well as inward. With it you can analyze as well as dream and have obscure, powerful,
and/or meaningful visions. In certain light the crystal looks perfectly clear with an ability
to penetrate and pierce through the confusions and obstacles of life. An ability to recall
even the smallest details of long gone memories. Yet in other light it is murky and full of
images, suggestions, half colors, receding memories, and barely recognizable wonders.
Both states are very useful, one to clarify and synthesize, the other to imagine and create.
Both can help you see who you are in your history and in your divinity. Both can help you
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see the world in its practical as well as its mysterious manifestations. Breathe deep and
exhale into the crystal. Let your breath energize the crystal so that its light can grow and
take its path. Trust in that path and follow it as far as you can. Let your dreams do the
rest.
Breathe in deep from your whole body. Exhale and imagine your breath
being directed to the very top of your head. This is the spot that connects you to the great
divine. As you breathe in gather all the divinity you contain, all the divinity that you are.
Feel it glow throughout yourself and begin to move. As you exhale feel that divinity in all
its states and locations begin to stir and be drawn upward toward the top of your head.
While not leaving, it is beginning to flow like an inexhaustible source seeking its eventual
and far away union with the sea. Feel this divinity glow like a scintillating , blinding, and
fantastical light. With every breath it moves more and more freely, with more and more
energy and ease. Feel it rising upward to the top of your head. Far from emptying you,
this flow makes you feel whole and connected. As it flows out of you feel it expand and
widen and move. It is a river of light flowing to the great sea of light. With every breath
you feel the presence of the great sea of light that is fed by countless other rivers of
light. While flowing toward the sea, you nevertheless are still in your body. Flowing and
connected, you realize that you are so small compared to the sea, that you are virtually a
small part of it. As you breathe and feel the flow, you realize that you actually are the sea
of light. You are the Universe and the great divine. You are every other river of light, every
other being, every other Færie. No longer a small part of an immense divinity, but as big
and divine as the Universe. Take a moment to get lost in this thought.
Take a deep breath when you are ready to come back to your
physical body. Breathe in through the top of your head and imagine you are exhaling
through the seven levels of our meditation in sequence. Start at the fiery snake, move up to
the tree of ancestral knowledge and wisdom, to the house of the self, to the rose of love, to
the talking staff, to the crystal of vision, and up through the top of your head to the river of
light. Again take in a breath and let it flow through the seven meditations upon exhaling.
*This meditation was the basis of a group ritual created at a Færie gathering on the island
of Terschelling in the Netherlands in the Summer of 2004. The Færies gathered and
followed the lead of seven teams who had created a ritual and a ritual dance for every one
of the seven meditations. It was magical!

Sorcery & Politics
Religion & Government :

2 Perspectives
Efthimios interviews Marion Laval-Jeantet

This past May, Paris saw the passage of Starhawk on her way
to grassroots political action in Scotland. She was welcomed by quite a large group who
came to listen to her speech in an artistsʼ squat near the center of town. Her talk was
followed by a magic ritual spiral dance. Not having read any of her writings and having
heard her name frequently in Færie space, I was curious about her and eager to fill the gap
in my Færie knowledge.
My friend Marion Laval-Jeantet was also in the
audience. Marion is an artist, but also a practicing ethnopsychiatrist and
medium. She has participated in initiations in magical practices in Africa and also
has experience in Corsican and Druidic magical traditions. Furthermore, she teaches art
symbolism and ritual at the Sorbonne. As an ethnopsychiatrist she treats patients who are
in trouble because they are involved in tribal magic or suffer from other spiritual problems
(mysticodelirium, etc.). I thought it would be interesting to ask her opinions on some
of my thoughts on Starhawkʼs talk, so I sent her these questions and then recorded her
response. The translation of that recording is below.
>> EFTHIMIOS : Starhawk defined magic as the purposeful will to change
conscience through ritual symbolism. As an example of this, she talked about the very
powerful and dark magic that the Bush administration is exercising over the people of
the USA. She said that rational opposition to this magic is not effective because much of
the rhetoric of the White House is actually rationally contradictory yet still accepted. So
the way to counter this dark magic is with magic itself in the form of rituals that raise
and change the consciousness of those involved as well as of those witnessing. Several
questions arise from these (admittedly loosely paraphrased) statements.
First, I am interested in your opinion on the definition of magic. What
do you think of it? I find it hard to separate this use of symbolism from propaganda
(political propaganda in this case) and the manipulation of peopleʼs fears and insecurities
to lead them to act irrationally. How does this definition of magic fit with notions of magic
that involve the spirit world? Is the manipulation and/or interaction with spirits just a
colorful way of describing the interactions and influences people have over other peopleʼs
ideas and feelings? Or do we really have the ability to interact with conscious or sentient
entities or forces not immediately visible in our everyday rational existence?
Second, what do you think of the use of magic as a tool of change,
in other words using it as a source of power. I wonder if countering Bushʼs magic with
other magic does not involve us in the same dark game of manipulation. How exactly
can one find more powerful magic to counter the magic that uses fear and insecurity to
fuel its power? Is magic that is meant to empower individual freedom, inclusiveness,
love, empathy, etc. ever powerful enough to counter magic that empowers hierarchical
subjugation, exclusiveness, hatred, fear of the Other, etc.? Is there not a danger that
positive magical practices will always turn to the dark side? (Is there really a difference
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Sorcery & Politics - Religion & Government : 2 Perspectives / Marion Laval-Jeantet interviewed by Efthimios
between negative and positive magic practices—is this polarity just an artificial construct?).
Is using magic to wield power always dark?
Third, what about rationality? Starhawkʼs lack of faith in rationality
as a tool against Bushʼs magic may be correct. But is it not the problem in the USA that
there is simply a very weak culture of rationality to begin with? Here in France, rationality
has a very strong presence in education and is historically very important to the French
identity and way of thinking. Could it not be argued that the rational contradictions of the
Bush administration would not be possible in a country where logic that rests on a bedrock
of humanitarian values is the common way of thinking? Should magic be kept out of the
political and social realm? Could it be said that countries like France could use more magic
in their politics?
>> MARION : The Bush government is using sorcery in an unorthodox way. By this
I mean that Bush is using a symbology and a discourse that are
linked to religion. It is undeniable that magic, since you have asked about its
definition, is linked to religion. Magic is a religious concept. Yet for many people religion
is a notion that stems from faith. For people involved with magic, however, religion is not
a question of faith. It is a practice. Magic is the possibility of making the invisible world
intervene in the visible world. Beyond that you have various definitions of what it is. For
my part, all of my own experiences with magic have been linked to the approaches to
death, to magic traditions that I inherited from my family, or to African magic traditions.
Sorcery has always been the use of codes that are recognizable by invisible
entities in order for them to act on our plane of existence. We are already practicing magic
when we communicate with our dead since we are able to perceive their presence. If you
ask the dead to do something for you, you are as much in magic as you are in religion.
If we are to believe what sorcerers have said since the dawn of time, the two worlds are
quite separated and opaque to each other. This world down here is a place in which there
is an enormous amount of things that are constantly evolving which the invisible world
does not perceive. For example, mystics throughout the ages have realized that the dead
have no perception of intention. So in communicating with the dead the use of the verb is
necessary. According to the laws of magic, there exist certain classic codes with which the
dead are familiar from their own lives (this familiarity is necessary). These recognizable
codes enable them to intervene. This is the simple principle upon which prayer is based.
It is a standardized formula that is recognized on the other side permitting the dead and
those behind them to understand intention.
I am not quite sure Starhawk is involved in magic as defined here. Magical
practice necessitates the knowledge of these codes that are meant for the invisible world,
and yet at no moment did she mention them in her talk. She did, however, address the
question of the ideology that can perhaps be found behind these codes.
If you look at what has happened in history, you can see that magic seems to
have been very effective. Up until the 17th and 18th centuries magic was a very powerful
presence. Early on, Christianity and magic had fused and created Christian esoterism. It
was so powerful that starting in the 14th century, the church itself began to fight sorcery.
People belonging to systems that were alternative to the feudal system and the church were
dealing with the other side, and they were very difficult to control. Magic was also very
much the domain of women since their energies were neither directly harnessed in wars
nor to a large extent by the structure of the church (the renouncing environment of the
monasteries being an exception). If a woman wanted to have power, she had the option
of sorcery. But ever since sorcery was regarded as a problem, it acquired the image of a
minority power that was crushed by the majority power of war-making and religious power
structures. So the resurgence of magic has been linked to the resurgence of a marginalized
feminine power (among others) over the territory of a centrally established dominant
masculine power base.
So my impression is that movements such as that of Starhawk and others
have been established within that context. It seems that, at a certain point, there was an
ideological fusion in America of political and religious powers. The history of ecclesiastical
power in Europe is much older. It grew out of and helped in the formation of the political
power structure. But the church eventually became so powerful that it was forced to
relinquish its power during the revolutions that attacked the centralized power bases that
ruled Europe. This ripening and discarding of excessive church power has not had time to
occur in Americaʼs shorter history. The structure of American Christianity has grafted itself
onto the emerging political power progressively and fairly recently. This has resulted in
politicians such as Bush using the notion of God. He claims that God guides his policy and
his habit of demonizing of Islam etc.
Naturally when you look at history, you remark that against religion and
against politics you have the power of sorcery, which itself was at one time crushed by
these two. From there it is easy to envision this crushed power as a source of liberty. For
me, this reflex is a bit too easy, yet I can see its value too. After all, it was the actions of
American feminists that led to Pope John Paulʼs apology for all the women victims of witch
burning throughout the Catholic churchʼs history. These feminists were reacting against
the dominant masculine powers of church and war (state). Starhawk can be seen as
part of this feminist movement. A feminist representing the alternative power of sorcery.
We can see her as just one more of the historical and contemporary anti-establishment,
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anti-consumerist, alternative movements that act as an irritant to the dominant order
and that have attracted and continue to attract people who identify themselves against
the established power structure. People who revel in a culture that positions itself as the
irrational, sensorial, experimental, artistic, and imagination based alternative to the overrational and controlled and controlling dominant culture.
The problem with this, however, is that I donʼt think there is a real understanding
of the magical process. You see, the magical process is actually extremely rational. We
ethnopsychiatrists are not concerned with the questions of is it real or not, is it faith-based
or not, is it a fable or not. Our concern is whether this particular tribe when it creates this
particular potion that is comprised, for example, of some dirt from the market ground, a bit
of perfume, a piece of wax and a hair from the neighbor, is using a formula to cast a spell
on that neighbor. What are the codes and connotations behind this formula? We think of
these codes and try and figure out the effect they are meant to have. These codes are a
symbolic language that is meant to be understood by an invisible entity. So the codes must
be ones that are understood throughout time.
These codes have proven themselves in many dimensions. An interesting
example is found in a little known article by Werner Spies in which he talks about Joseph
Beuysʼ discovery of a six-volume book on European sorcery. He used all the codes in
this book in his art and the results which included felt, wax, fat etc., were very effective
because he used codes that are understood as elemental aspects of human life. He used
magic also as an alternative to mainstream culture. He was reacting to the horror of what
dominant German culture had become during the war and he too, well before American
feminists, was using magic in its role of alternative to the main culture. Likewise, we see
Foucault writing in the 70s that we must fight against the ideological neuroses of the
world by looking for the historically crushed (and thus very valuable) knowledge. I might
add that it is also no accident that someone like Foucault, who was gay, also followed the
lead of looking for alternative and marginalized knowledge bases that gave power to gay
liberation as they did to feminism.
I wonder if there is a true understanding of these principles of sorcery in
what people like Starhawk do? She didnʼt seem to talk about it in her presentation. I
found her story of creating a garden in response to the use of genetically modified plants
interesting. Although she talked about the political aspect of it, she didnʼt even mention
if it was a magic garden! It was just a garden she made with her friends. Yet sorcery
has a fundamental relationship with herbalist traditions. The interesting thing about this
herbalist knowledge is that it is mainly furnished by the other side and is not something
originating in human research. You find this in all cultures. This is how in India they came
up with the soma, which is a mixture of plants they take allowing them to approach death.
Once there, they communicate with the invisibles (divinities, entities, the dead you donʼt
really know for sure) who tell them “Oh if you want to take care of that thing you need
to use that plant over there.” The same thing occurs among the Pygmies, the Druids, in
the Celtic world, the shamans the world over including South America and native Indians.
Again, itʼs the basis of sorcery: a discourse with the beyond.
So I think there is a confounding of the notion of the alternative, which in
itself is important since it is true that it is an alternative, with the notion of a traditional
body of knowledge. It is quite possible that alternative feminists who identify with sorcery
partake in this knowledge of traditional magic, but it is sometimes hard to tell if they do
not explicitly mention it. I admit that I have not read everything Starhawk has written, but
from what I have and from her talk, I am not quite convinced she is partaking in traditional
sorcery as I define it.
It isnʼt a simple matter of saying that sorcery is part of the alternative in
our society. The system of sorcery is actually also implicated in the dominant religious
system. This is something that, as an ethnopsychiatrist, I have confronted repeatedly and
in several cultures. I have dealt with Corsican, Druid, and African magic traditions and
there is always the same problem. When it is a question of going to the other side in order
to retrieve information on this world, because on the other side they apparently have a
different perspective, you may encounter different kinds of entities. You might encounter
beings who donʼt mess with you. They are luminous beings who in a Christian context
could be called angels and who sometimes will help you without asking for anything. But
the interchange is not at all fluent. It is inconsistent. If you want fluency and consistency
however, if you want a specific response to a specific question guaranteed, you need to
make alliances with entities from the other side that require payment. This is how it
happens in all esoteric systems. Of course if you pay you get value, you get your answers.
And with this type of interaction you enter into the logic of religion because all these magic
practices have a religious logic that predated monotheistic religions (actually all religions
are monotheistic at their basis—there has always been one god in all religions but that
god always is multifaceted and this multiplicity is interpreted in different ways). And the
problem here is what you are paying with is your soul. Either you keep your freedom and
find divinity that is available or you cannot join divinity because you are bound to the
entities with whom you have forged alliances and who keep you close to them and block
you from going above them. This is what you encounter in the world of magic.
So we are confronted with a worrisome situation. Why does Bush and his
government and why do politicians in general use the notion of religion? Because God
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is supposed to be the only one who truly has no claims on our freedom and so God is the
ultimate power. God is the best thing for us and therefore we should not want magic since
magic is the contrary to God. Of course this is a simplified way of seeing these things, but
it is the Christian way: Satan is the obvious entity behind the magic that blocks the road to
God.
I wish that Starhawk had talked about all this. She did not talk about the
notion of good and evil, which has played a fundamental role in the history of sorcery. The
reason witches were burned and sorcery persecuted, was because it was considered evil.
It was seen as a tool to poison or control your neighbor. It wasnʼt seen as good because it
had been decided that God was the one who owned power and God had decided to give it
to the King, to warriors, to the priests, and not to others. So now we have a system of New
Age sorcery that believes that power has also been given to sorcerers. Perhaps its true, but
is it? How powerful are sorcerers in reality?
Say you are using a magic code. For example there is a good luck charm from
Benin that is well known. You take a bit of earth from the market because it is a meeting
place for the entire community, a bit of perfume because perfume is a substance that is
meant to attract and seduce and bring good luck, a bit of honey so that people are nice
to you, and several other such ingredients. You keep this charm on your person and you
sprinkle it on yourself whenever you will meet someone whose favor you desire. Nobody
will ever say that you are using these types of code to communicate with God. God does not
have any need for such a potion. All you need to do is ask God and, if God wants, God will
grant you a favor or not. God is above magic potions. So this potion is not for God but for
the spirits that exist in the ground of the marketplace and the spirits that exist around you.
These entities are really close to this plane and are much lower than God. So we wonder if
they have power and if we can use their power. This is a great preoccupation of magic.
But in the New Age model of sorcery that sees our society as screwed because it
isnʼt alternative enough (I cannot argue with that) or that the system of centralized divine
and political power is a catastrophe (that is certainly true) we see sorcerers and ritual doers
acting as if magic were the calling upon a divinity that will in a generous and simple and
perfect way fix things. That is an Anglo-Saxon American version of sorcery. In crossing the
Atlantic the Anglo-Saxon culture left behind the reality of magic and carried with it only
certain notions. (This wasnʼt the case in the time of Salem but certainly afterwards). So
now there is a lack of understanding in the United States of what magic is. Of its dangers,
Its implications, and its limitations. When you take an American to Africa and warn him
of the dangers of the magic practices, he feels overly confident about facing them and
ends up going mad because, simply put, in these places and situations you are confronted
with entities that will not hesitate to devour you if you are not stronger than them. It is a
procedure of battle not a conduit of benign divinity.
So in the case of Bush we see that he is really off. He says “God is on my side”
and anybody who practices politics while saying that, is polluting everything. Because this
is a falsity. Nobody who is in a position of power can be with God because all religions on
Earth will tell you that God is a renouncing. God is with the Quakers, God is with the Sadou
[Saddhu], God is with those that say “ Now I understand: I do not need power,” God is with
the Pygmies who function without a leader. When you link God with power, you create a
perversion and a falsity and to oppose it will appear something that is equally perverse
and false. This something is the notion of counter power that will not say it is against God,
but will say that it is sorcery (but which sorcery?). And at the same time this sorcery is also
a conflict. On the one hand you have the men allied with God, religion, and the power of
war culture, and on the other hand you have women with their potions. In my view, this
positioning does not escape the rationale of war. I fear it is a mistake.
So what Iʼm describing here is a perversion of the system. I myself, however,
have a fundamental belief that Foucault was essentially right when he said in the 70s
that our society has a singular vision and we will perish because of this singularity. He
talked about psychoanalysis, science, religion, politics, of all these as a system that is on
a singular track. To be on this singular path, a lot of things had to be eliminated and in
eliminating them the system, like everything singular, became dangerous.
I agree with this. Today I see that we are offered the prospect of a generalized
globalization that is alarming. It is alarming because someone like Bush has such power
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in a world where he incarnates too much money and power just himself. Anybody in his
position would be dangerous. His position is already the incarnation of an error. We
should not have anything else than councils of the wise. Having one person that is capable
of pressing the button amounts to heresy. It is very dangerous. This goes for all the
countries of the world. It is something unacceptable. We havenʼt found a better solution
because we are as yet still archaic in our evolution.
Our evolution is stunted because we are missing things. As Foucault says, we
have impoverished ourselves by choosing a singular path that has suppressed an enormous
amount of knowledge. Take for example the apocryphal evangelical texts. We now know
that in Christianity the accepted texts represent only about ten percent of what had been
written. From church council to church council and with each established dogma more and
more things were removed. So any surviving apocryphal texts have only survived because
there were some people who put their lives on the line to hold on to them and safeguard
them secretly. So what you have today is only the ten percent most consensual aspects and
since they are the most consensual, they are undoubtedly the worst of the lot. Because I
tend to agree with Foucault that the wealth of all that has been left behind has its value.
You see all magic, mystic, and other such experiences will teach you one basic thing: that
you are incredibly small in a world that is an incredibly complex world and that everything
exists for a reason. If everything exists for a reason, then we should not suppress and bully
things out of existence. We should show a desire to understand all these unknown systems
that present themselves to us.
Actually this is a thought that we can consider as alternative and related to
sorcery because among all the knowledge that has been suppressed and eliminated you
will find witchcraft knowledge. And this magical knowledge may offer us something of
interest. Take the example of people who are suffering from a spiritual malady here in
France and who cannot find a solution to their problem because their church cannot help
them. There are no other places they can go to except places far away where shamanism
still is used. There the tribe will take care of them after they have consumed the necessary
plants and will help them find contact with the invisible that is specific to them. This is only
possible because this shamanic knowledge was not as thoroughly destroyed as it has been
in our society.
So conserving magical knowledge is keeping possibilities open to things we do
not know. I donʼt consider it as an alternative in itself, but as a necessary condition to help
us find alternatives. We shouldnʼt eliminate anything if we want to find solutions. If our
starting point lacks half of the knowledge that has been discarded, we will never come to
the correct conclusion. Furthermore there is not only one solution, but multiple solutions as
well. But things have indeed become urgent and out of hand and in this urgency we can go
ahead and accept the idea that sorcery is the alternative. But I think this remedial solution
does injustice to the true value of sorcery. Sorcery provides us with tools that, if we were
to better understand them, we would be able to better analyze the possibilities available to
us.
But I think that things are coming around. As people have psychologically
broken down in the Occidental systems, and psychoanalysis has been incapable of healing
them, we have created trans-cultural psychoanalysis or ethnopsychiatry that allows us to
rediscover all kinds of things that had disappeared from our culture and which can help us
with the healing of these people. Similarly, now that we are having ecological problems,
we will have to start looking for solutions in the suppressed knowledge base before we are
destroyed.
So affirming a power is always specious. In general, if Starhawk were really
what she claims to be, she would not be interested in power. Yet she seems interested in
power because she represents herself as a leader. So you see, there is a lack of logical
coherence here that is the exact same lack when Bush allies himself with God. She sees
that it works for Bush, so she does the same thing.
End of Part1 of this interview.
SPECIAL NOTE: [Part2 of this interview is published in the online version of this RFD-MpZ
collaboration with the MpZ- (The MarieposaZeitung-the Eurofaeries Newsletter) by going to http:
//www.eurofaerie.org and placing the appropriate Passwords. See The MpZ inserted in this RFD for
details. Be blesssssssed, Your editoresss Cocopierre]
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CREATING HISTORY• MpZ Archives Available on CD

A Brief History Of MpZ
The FIRST issue of the Newsletter (I believe done by her excellency Ms.Kulov) was printed on Hot
PINK paper and was one long sheet mailed out to her adoring Færie fans. It was called “EuroFæries
Facts” and later he shortened it to “EF”. It shifted to a more frugal Black and white format with
multiple pages and helped form our sense of Eurofaerie community in the young years based in
Amsterdam. It was recieved by those sweet dears who started to help our small Færie Land Fund.
By the 1999/2000 Anti-Millenium Issue coinciding with the FIRST Winter gathering organized by
Ms.Kulov and friends, Diva BurnOut was approaching and the “EF” needed to be taken over by a
devoted soul. Cindy von Protocol cums to the rescue from the distant land of ...yes, Amsterdam!
Cindy begins to learn how to use a Macintosh computer and the software and initiates the final issue
of “EF” before she renames the *newsletter “Mariposa Zeitung” or the Butterfly Times (*This is
why the Vol.&No.changed). Life having intervened with a variety of complex circumstances the MpZ
floated with uncertainty for a long time. Then your current Editor “Cocopierre” entered the story
and volunteered (Fascistically) to resurrect the MpZ (with a slightly French spelling from Berlin
Germany). The Newsletter became a digital only newsletter retrievable through the internet with
a password. The amount of pages and full color format were also new as well as the back page
(ButtPage) for homemade porno in the spirit of the RFD. The first several issues were difficult to
produce and for Færies to understand how to download onto their computers- but all seems much
better now (go to www.eurofaerie.org then place the magic words. Contact us for this info and tell us
a little bit about yourself at MpZ@eurofaerie.de). The next phase will be offered soon on CD by mail
for those helping the Land Fund, making this whole cycle return to its origins as Kulov had envisioned
it. The MpZ is also requested by Gay/ Lesbian Archives here in Europe and serves as a record of our
personal and collective experiences. The Newsletter depends on Færies. Please consider with seriousness submitting your texts and images on a regular basis. An astrological column was formerly a
Feature of the “EF” and currently Eunice does the “Herbs” column. Submit to: MpZ@eurofaerie.de
Kulov has moved to LosAngeles and has become Monica Lewinski. CindyvonProtokol has become a
French Diva and Cocopierre (moi) can be spotted between NewYork Paris Berlin Munich and the new
Eurofærie sanctuary FolleTerre.

ʻErika Badu business womanʼ has recently sent our Berlin archivist the digital files of the Eurofærie newsletters from her new quarters in Los
Angeles. These fabulous past issues of the Eurofærie Newsletters (EF & MpZ 1997-2005) are a MUST HAVE for all Gay-Queer-Færie
Libraries. We would like to offer these to you on CD in PDF digital format (they are not available online). Keep them digital or print them
out. A CD will be made available to you as a thank you gift for your pledge cash-transfer (PLUS $5 to cover postage & handling)
for the FolleTerre Sanctuary. See www.folleterre.org for details on this EF/MpZ Newsletter CD offer. Contact us NOW.
MpZ@eurofaerie.de (please write: Subject=”MpZ FolleTerre CD Offer”) We can also send a CD as a gift in your name to your local Gay-Queer-Fæ
Archive. We are still working out the logistics and this offer will only be available for a limited time.
Your editoresssss- Cocopierre
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Eurofæries is an [Stichting] organisation registered in the
Netherlands & France & Germany. Our long-term goal is to secure a
permanent Færie sanctuary named “Folle Terre” on the European
continent. Any surplus raised from the gathering fees, & from our
fund-raising auction at the gatherings, will be donated to the “Folle
Terre” developement fund through “Les Amis de FolleTerre”.
Donations may be sent via transfer to:
Les Amis de Folleterre, Les Groulots 70270 Ternuay France
IBAN- FR7610278078610002007620160
BIC(Swift code) CMCIFR2A
www.Folleterre.org / www.eurofaerie.org / mpz@eurofaerie.de
P.O. Box 2721, 1000CS Amsterdam, The N e t h e r l a n d s

The

I came to the Færies (the
Eurofæries) half a decade ago after escaping
NYC to follow my soul in Europe. I moved directly
to Paris where my rusty native (colonial) tongue
(French) is spoken. In those 5 years I have participated in many Færie gatherings & gatherettes
& have tried to foster Fæ community through my
contributions as the Newsletter editoresss. This
section represents an abbreviated version of our
Eurofærie Newsletter the MpZ. The contributions
tend to be local as well as thematic. In this issue
there are a broad range of reports as well as our
regular columns from Junis & Færie Anonymous.
Junis explores an under reported phenomena:
Sex Addiction. With his knowledge of herbs he
makes some recommendations to deal with this
issue. Færie Anonymous has returned in full
form with much PussyTalk, focusing primarily
at the recent summerʼs gathering on Terschelling
which may be the last one there for some time
given the wonderful news that the eurofæries have a new Færie sanctuary: “FolleTerre” (see our pull-out
centerfold).Let me take a moment to ask for
your HELP as we come together as a Fæ community. Please go to www.folleterre.org for details on
how YOU CAN HELP. Gifts of cash & more are
being accepted to make this Fæ Sanctuary get off
the ground.
Recent Gatherettes: Beltane2 & Persephone rituals as well as pictures from the Berlin Straßenfest
(Street festival) Eurofærie booth are included. Additionally, Fæ-Gay-Queer politixxx are important
to many of us & the issue of marriage as well as
homophobia are addressed by Tuffolbird & our
boys from the Ukraine. ButchBuddha continues
into a political satire inspired by the recent call
for elections here in Germany. & finishing off is
an interesting ButtPage interview & interchange
between Maincoon & his Model/subject Billy.
This MpZ insert is also available online as a
PDF download. Contact us for passwords & tell us
about yourself. We at the MpZ & the editors of the
RFD would love to hear from you.
Next “issue”: I am looking to correspond with Fæs
in polyamorous families for our next MpZ, contact
the editoresss at: cocopierre@eurofaerie.de
(subject=poly)
Kisses & Hisses from Europa, *Cocopierre

The Eurofærie Newsletter formerly known as EFF

Marieposa Zeitung

From Cocopierre with Love
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MpZ•HERBS by Junis “Sexual Addiction & Sexual Freedom”

Sexual
Addiction

HERBs

by
Junis

Some like it hot and get the hots all the time, but others
get tired and sad being “in heat” continuously... In one
of my earlier reports about medicinal herbs I presented
several tips on how to improve your sexual potency,
performance and endurance. While this may be useful
information for the less flammable amongst us, for those
who are asked so frequently, “Is that a gun in your pocket,
or are you just happy to see me?,” it is totally misplaced
advice... This spring a few faeries shared this intimate
issue with the community over the internet and named
it “sex addiction”. But what is this exactly? An almost
uncontrollable urge to perform sexually? A constant
longing to ejaculate, an ever-present lust? Whatever it
may be, for some it does seem like a severe limitation of
freedom, as they sometimes feel enslaved and controlled
by this force, trapped in a perpetual mind game that
misleads them and time and time again leads to the
pursuit of brief moments of pleasure.
Thereʼs nothing wrong with desire and pleasure, of
course, but when the mind game feeds the desire, and
when one experience does not match up to the last one
enjoyed, the mind already sets its course for another
sexual escape… And has anyone noted a certain sadness
connected with a casual physical exchange, or sheer,
physical beauty every time the eye spots a desirable target?
A Buddhist master explained this question by stating that
we know intuitively that physical and material beauty is
always temporary. We grieve in advance. Apparently,
it means we need to include more in our observations,
like a second and third dimension, experiences in which
we consciously and deeply are connected in an overall
manner, universally united in the moment. Some spiritual
teachings say you should not have sex with anyone whom
you are not committed to, or at least have a vibration of
“love” with. Rumor goes that such encounters are more
fulfilling, leaving hardly any immediate desire to repeat
them in a more casual manner... !
But when is it not a mind game after all? Some herbal
healers are convinced that the body just reacts because
it gets a signal. In case of sexual addition the body feels
threatened by a constant and fundamental weakness
caused by a serious hormonal deficiency. It wants to
reproduce before it is too late. And in many cases it is
obvious that the condition will change as soon as this
deficiency is replenished. In herbal medicine, tonics are
used for these and other chronic physical conditions and
symptoms that keep occurring for longer periods of time.
Tonics are herbs and food items that feed and support
body cells, tissue and organs. They contain nutritious
matter essential for the body, such as vitamins, minerals
and specific sugars and protein-linked polysaccharides
that support a well-functioning immune system. It is better
to take these herbs without an alcohol base (tincture).
In their dried state they are commercially available in
capsules. Start with Rehmannia glutinosa for
instance, a blood tonic, for one month and combine it
with Nymphaea alba, which is calming and is
also an anaphrodisiac, retarding sexual stimulation. It
can be replaced by a phytoestrogen, herbal hormones,
which are found in hops, Humulus lupulus, also
used as a flavor enhancer in beer. Experiment with your
dose (maximum 9 standard capsules per day), because
it is also a natural tranquilizer and may calm you down
too much. Usually, 3 times daily 1 or 2 capsules. If you
are sensitive to a homeopathic approach, you may
consider Bufo rana (D6). Take the doses according to the
manufacturerʼs instructions. May all your sexual affairs be
inspiring and loving!

Sexual
Freedom

-Junis 2005 (The Netherlands)
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MariePosaZeitung RFD Insert•Gossssssip by FærieAnonymous

Færie Anonymous

Pussy

SPRACHE

An overseas Færie has been overheard at this summerʼs Terschelling Island [NL]
gathering claiming that one of her Fae compatriots had finally truly become European as
she, her compatriot, had been overheard loudly chatting, in the girls room, to her German
boyfriend, while on the can! Perhaps things may seem simple from the outside,
but the true European Reality is infinitely complex. Take for instance the British: usually
thought to be quite a reserved group of aristophiliacs, they have been very ʻWildat-heartʼ indeed this year. Helvetica has just recently voted to join the ʻSchengenʼ
Treaty allowing the previously closed borders of the yodeling capital of Europe to be open.
This was celebrated by one Swiss Færie singing the Swiss National Anthem: “Wenn
der Alpenfirn sich roetet, betet, treue Schweizer, betet…”[Ven
dayr Ahl-pen-FuRin zeesh ruh-tit bay-tet troy-yuh shv-eye-zer bay-tet…] (“ When the sun
is setting on the glaciers, say oh faithful Swiss your prayers…”) It should be mentioned
that the anthemʼs text has four (yes four!) official versions in German, French, Italian
& Romansh, a Latin-based dialect spoken in some remote valleys, forming the last remains
of Ceasarʼs conquests. Perhaps it was this intricate fact that motivated the urge to change
(many) names, especially of our overseas sisters, into longer constructions of Native
American dimensions; time will tell if these efforts will vanish in the quickly Moving
La Belgique. Douze(12)Points!!
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A Supermodel was flown in from
Hong Kong for an undisclosed
sum to promote Frottage à
FolleTerre...or...was that
Fromage?
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Sand Circles or if the
all time record of one very
hey hey Happy Færie will
be broken. Meanwhile, yet
another politically hip and
forward Californian Færie
diligently pursued the reading
of his NEW Harry Potter
traduit de lʼanglais!!! (or was
that Greek?!). His Mickey
Maus Sorcererʼs Apprentice
cone-hat provided some helpful
energy - does Disneyland
Paris ring a Belle? Many
Færies (& non-Færies) have
no idea that the Sorcererʼs
Apprentice originates in the
German hinterlands; when yet
another German thang
“Abendbrot”(Eveningbread)
was announced for dinner,
most Fæs faced the unknown
with their usual bravery,
even though færie forbid
there might be wieners on
the table too! The wieners
were swallowed up …
wham-bam thank ya sam!
(a colloquial American term
Foto: Beauty Færie-Spa (Wellness) WorkI, Færie Anonymous,
shop Participants [An attempt has been
have become personally fond
made to protect identities of the innocent
AND the vain]
of)… Speaking of meat: the
Ukrainian kitchen crew served
a veggie borscht and ʻlittle waterʼ (and as many of Færie Anonymousʼs brilliant readers will
already know thatʼs what vodka literally means). The Dutchgurls cherished their Swiet
Zuikerbrood with one exception who was living on a Sugarfree diet, and postponed
their double-dutch-workshop day after day. When it finally happened, they succeeded
marvelously well to convey startling facts of Dutch history such as the existence of TWO
distinct lines of Dutch kings EACH named Willem I, Willem II, Willem III.
Napoleon conquered Europe in between Willem III (the first one) and Willem I (the
second one)… which brings us to the French, if you can still follow me. Oh the wonderful
complexities of Old Europe! France has said “Non!” to the European Constitution, but
makes amendments providing the new European Sanctuary of Folleterre (“Queer
Land”) . Loukee Leaps have thus uttered the inimitable “Tu es content
Chéri?”. (Of course we are, doll!) The issue of Pedrophilia was once again
broached during the Terschelling gathering. This faerie wondered what the big deal
was. After all the noticeable absence of faeries named Pedro, or of any Hispanics for that
matter, rendered the discussion highly theoretical and potentially irrelevant.
The accounting for Folleterre will be in superb Belgian hands from this summer
onwards. La Belgique, douze points! Belgium 12 Points! These are ritual words
of a larger European version of our NoTalentShow of course, which was criticized this year
for its Shameless product placement featuring “Fromage de Folle Terre”
which some Fæs found rather cocky. This years Færie fashions included Nudity, nudity
and diapers. Regarding Supermodels a certain “C.S.” was flown in from Hong
Kong, sorely missing her Supermodel colleague. The (heart) Beat Gathering had
also the fortune of having several organic (née Bio) girls this year, both from the
“east” (near and very FAR). And from the Middle East a belly-dancing prophet has
flown in from Cairo to the Netherlands. The prophetsʼ WORD was read in circle by the
Buddha in his absence, as the prophet consummated his recent marriage to a
Dutch husband. The Buddha says in his teachings: “Ich bin noch nie zuvor von einer
Krabbe gebissen worden”. He also says: “save frogs” and “eat more fruit”. One
might think of Peaches for breakfast, perhaps, and has somebody made some
coffee already?! Various breakfast Divas tried to do the job, but few lasted longer
than one morning, and all agreed one might indeed need to be Estonian to do the job and
provide a real Viking meal! … which brings us back to the beginning, the shit
that is; for the old German saying “Gut geschissen ist halb gefrühstückt”
(“Half the breakfast is a good shit”) was picked out by one Færie from a heart
circleʼs “Schwanzorakel” talisman (small dick shaped fortunes bearing good advice):
Vivat Europa! --- Færie Anonymous (somewhere in Europe)
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CREATING RITUAL• Persephone Ritual / Beltane Ritual
PERSEPHONE RITUAL PARIS by Efthimios

The religion of the ancient Greeks was an intense and intimate expression of their position
at the nexus of nature and human civilization. The presence of nature in all of its splendor
and savagery troubled and fascinated them and gave birth to a rich and powerful tradition
of myth and ritual with myriad local manifestations. City dwellers today may find it hard
to imagine the effect of natureʼs incessant palindromic movements in a culture that was
forced to follow them closely, indeed to be a part of them. The Greeks themselves lost touch
with much of the mystery of their religion as they moved toward a more organized civil
society. Yet the cults of Persephone and her mother Demeter played a deeply significant
role in ancient Greece even long after the Apollonian forces of civilization became so
important—long after Apollo killed the snake Ophis and took its power for himself.
Today a group of Færies in Paris, France once again honors Persephone. In imitation of
a deeply ancient Greek ritual, we gather every Fall and bury an effigy of her covered and
surrounded with seeds and bulbs. Then in the spring we gather once again and unbury her.
In these ceremonies we meditate on the cyclical nature of Earthʼs seasons. The continuous
progression from birth to growth to maturity to fruition to decline to death to germination
and back to birth. We recognize that like everything around us, we and our bodies and our
spirits and our existences are fluttering in the Universe along with the rhythms of nature.
Persephone herself, the legend goes, spends part of her time in the company of her mother
Demeter, the goddess of vegetative growth, and part of her time at the side of her husband
Hades, the king of the realm of death. Today, she helps us look beyond our elaborate
technological panoply and reach into the Earth with our bare hands. We feel its moistness,
imagine what it is like to sleep the sleep of lethe, to gather our energy throughout a long
and grounded winter, to feel the energy gather momentum and burst forward with the
arrival of Spring, to go wild with the rivers of rising sap, to experience the fullness of
Summer and the gentle wizening of Fall and to come full circle to the peaceful absorption
back into the Earth. She helps us reconnect with and honor that part of ourselves that
sways and dances to the music the Earth and sky produce. To accept that we are not rigid
unchanging entities that need to cling to the fetishized constructs of our fearful egos that
are trying to control everything. To trust the ride. To become unified with the divine.
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My EuroFærie Beltane II by SunLover

Leaving my company and my clients behind is always difficult. But I have it very clear in
my mind that I want to be there at euro beltane in France. Last year Beltane had been my
first Færie gathering. I was very nervous then and had lots of doubts if I would feel happy
with guys in dresses around me. I discovered that ʻman in dressʼ doesnʼt necessarily mean
ʻbitchʼ and actually started to appreciate the dressing up and the folly of it. This time Iʼm
taking some colourful trousers and lively shirts with me. With Junis and Merlin I travel by
car and when we arrive there is a warm welcome with cold tea and promises for fresh tea
in a little while. It is great to reconnect with the guyʼs from the UK who had found a place
in my heart last beltane. The sounds of a little river with wonderful bird song are caressing
my ears and that makes me very happy because I hope to make some recordings for a new
CD. First though it is time to find a place for my tent. Last year I had placed my tent at quite
a distance from the fire and the place where everything was going on. After waking up I
first did extensive yoga, made some tea for me, myself and I and after two or three hours
I joined the others. I enjoyed it a lot that I could feel free to do my own thing and that
there were people whenever I felt like having company. Now I like to enjoy the guyʼs to my
heartʼs content so I place my tent not that far from the fire and the kitchen tent.
The most important thing for me happens the next day at the end of the
afternoon. That morning I plan to make a short hike after breakfast. One of the guyʼs told
me that thereʼs a waterfall close by and I like to see it. I walk as close as I can along the
river because I want to listen to where there might be a good place to make recordings of
the river with the bird song. Now and again I stop to make test recordings. After a few hours
I still havenʼt reached the waterfall Iʼm getting hungry and thirsty but walk on. In the end
I walk over the road to save time. Then I do reach the waterfall and itʼs a very idyllic place.
The way back I walk as fast as I can because Iʼm real hungry and thirsty now. But I do enjoy
the beautiful nature around me.
Later that day Iʼm having a cup of tea near the campfire and suddenly I see this
great guy at the other side of the fire, I see in his eyes that he likes me too but feel a bit
to shy to respond to it. Later that evening there will be a gathering and thereʼs a plan to
massage each other. I hope for a chance to massage him. First though itʼs time to record
a babbling brook with the wonderful birds that sing their evening song. I record for an
hour and then I rush back to the camping place for the gathering. I appear to be in time
and find myself a place in the big tent where we meet. I take care that thereʼs a place
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BERLIN STRAßENFEST 2005 Euroƒærie Booth

beside me for the guy that I fancy. When he walks in he
sits down opposite of me but fortunately in a few minutes
he changes his mind and sits besides me. I let my knee
touch his and we sit like that for quite some time. Thereʼs
a heart circle going on. Iʼm a bit disappointed that there
will be no massage this evening but I do enjoy this circle.
Before I know it this beautiful guy and me get very cuddly.
I wonder if itʼs okay to do this in the circle but it looks as if
everyone is fine with it. Someone is telling how his heart
had opened in a previous gathering and how strange and
sometimes difficult that was in his daily life after the
gathering. I share his feelings and like to support him but
thereʼs also this cuddle. So later on when I have the talking
stick I say how his story has touched my heart. When the
heart circle ends itʼs close to bedtime and this night Iʼm not
sleeping alone.
The next morning we skip the circle about the
Beltane ritual. I feel guilty but also want to enjoy this
man to the fullest. We hike to the waterfall instead and
have a great romantic time in wonderful nature. The rest
of the week we hike a lot often with other guyʼs and partly
just the two of us. At times itʼs a bit painful to see how
some other guyʼs long intensely to have a love affair as
I have now. Still they do appear to enjoy being near us.
Communicating with my friend is quite a challenge. His
English isnʼt very good and it has been more then 20 years
since I spoke his language: French. Gradually I remember
my French and his English improves. In the beltane ritual
my friend does the air part. He made a wonderful bird of
river clay and feathers. He leads everyone in a very fun air
massage. Iʼm very proud of him. The last evening of the
beltane gathering my friend gets his Færie-name: Lucky
Lips. I have to wait a few months before I find the name
that I like to respond to. The whole gathering My friend
and I stayed in the now. We didnʼt think or thought about
how it would be later on. Just before saying goodbye we
spoke about the future, but whatever will be we had a
fairy-tale beltane.
You can hear the babbling beltane brook at: http:
//hemi-medi.nl/mp3/Hemi-Medi_Babbling_Brook_
Concert.mp3 More info about my CDs at: www.HemiMed.com <http://www.Hemi-Med.com>

-SunLover

(August 2005) SunLover@WimKijne.com
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Once again this year
one week prior to
Berlinʼs GayPride
(called Christopher
Street Day here in
Germany) we set
up a ƒæriebooth
(missionary work
some of us call it)
at the Gay&Lesbian
Streetfair. The
Booth was manned
by ButchBuddha,
ClaraSoft, Cocopierre
& by aƒæ from Athens
Steve. ƒæ-fortunes
were given out to the
adoring crowds. Only
the leather phags
seemed to fear our
amusing fortunes on
miniature cocks &
pussies! Alles Klar!

Schwanz Orakel? Vagina Orakel?
(Cock Fortune? Pussy Fortune?)

Earlier this year a wonderful “Divine Decadence Gathering” was organized by Fanta/Nurse/ButchBuddha
here in Berlin Germany. A Marvelous ʻƒærieʼ bus-tour was given by ButchBuddha a scholar of all things ƒæ here in
Berlin. The above foto is a brief ʻfoto-Opʼ at ʻCheckpoint Charlieʼ the former crossing point from the post war American
and Soviet sectors into the former DDR (German Democratic Republic) dividing the city with an inpenetrable wall
from1961 till 1989. This special ʻurbanʼ gathering also organized a Berlin Cabaret and many ʻSchlampeʼ filled nights!
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“Des amis qui se rassemblent pour célébrer l’amour, la natu
“-Respektvoller Umgang
miteinander
-Begegnung auf der
Herzensebene
-Teilen von: Gefühlen,
Natur, Kochen,
Vorbereitung von
Events...
- Freiheit: persönliche
Befindlichkeit nach
außen zu bringen, z.B.
durch Drag
- viel Spaß
- Liebe
- Ich kann alles machenmuss es aber nicht !!”
-BonnBonnHeidi

“Færie space is an environment of care &
intimacy that invites Færies to express
their otherwise inhibited joys”- Shameless“Færie tales & stories- some became true”Daniella“It’s a space so big that
it holds an incredible
diversity of characters
& personalities.
An atmosphere of
acceptance & respect”GayHeart-

“Where the logical world is politely but firmly as
for the beauty, wisdom & mag

The Euroƒæries at www.follete
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ure, la liberté”- Lücky Lips-

“A spiritual playground…”HongKongHana/ Onêsama/ SpecialK-

“It’s a safe space where people cum together with Open
hearts. There’s soooo much more. A Fun & creative space…
where people let their inner goddess shine. L’espace féerique,
c’est élastique!”- Moving Sand Circles aka Peaches-

sked to move aside to make some space
gic of myth”- ChrisJ

“Færie space for me
is the freedom to
love, be and share
one self. Færie
ruimte voor mij is
de vrijheid om te
zijn, in welke vorm
of ook met wie dan
ook” - Swiet-

erre.org & www.eurofaerie.org
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CREATING FÆRIE NOISE
“Speak from your
hart ♥♥
Handle from your
hart ♥♥♥
Being here & now,
enjoy what’s there
at the moment.
Laat je verrassen
met wat eris!”Merlijn von Texel-

On the 17th of May Ukraine celebrated an International Day
Against Homophobia A campaign of establishing the International Day Against Homophobia as an

DO WE WANT MARRIAGE?
By Tuffolbird (aka Walter Lear)

For practical political reasons, I support
the current campaigns to provide gay and lesbian couples
access to marriage. But this is an inadequate,
really illogical goal. I suggest that we should also initiate
societal/political consideration of the separation of the
legal and financial aspect now customary in marriage
from the religious/spiritual aspect of marriage. In my
opinion these legal and financial rights are properly a
governmental function while the religious/spiritual ritual
commitments are properly a responsibility of formal and
informal (non-governmental) religious/spiritual
organizations.
The merging of these two aspects in current
customary marriage supports the very old sexist
tradition of the husband as master and wife as chattel.
This tradition is obviously inappropriate for gay
and lesbian couples but it is also a negative influence
on heterosexual couples. It is clearly contrary to todayʼs
widely accepted respect for the human and civil rights of
all people.
The word marriage might well continue
to describe the religious/spiritual aspect of couple
relationships. Civil union might well continue to describe
the legal and financial aspect of couple relationships,
The effort to make this logical separation of the
two aspects of current customary marriage will not succeed
easily or quickly. But the effort should be launched and
our community should take leadership in doing
this.
❉ MpZ Issue ❉ Fall2005 ❉ RFD No.123 ❉

official international celebration has begun last year. As an initiator of these actions, Louis-George, thinks, this day is
necessary to consolidate the fight against any signs of physical, psychological and symbolic violation caused by sexual
orientation and sexual identity. On the 17th of May numerous actions in more than 35 countries took place. They were
aimed at attracting social attention and interest to the problems of discrimination on the ground of sexual orientation.
Ukrainian gay lesbian organizations joined the international campaign too. With an initiative of Nash Mir (Our World) Gay
and Lesbian Center, there was two actions in the capital of Ukraine organized that drew the attention of mass media and
society. There was a picket near a building of Economic Juridical School (a branch of International Academy of Personnel
Management) organized. It was grounded on the fact of expel of Vadim Zhilin - a student with homosexual orientation
from the School in last autumn. The participants of the picket are sure that the homophobia ideas of the administration of
the school became the reason for such actions. Thatʼs why the picket motto was expressed by the next phrase: “The rights
of gays are human rights”.The picket was supported by the informational educational center “Woman Network”, “Gay
Alliance”, “Gay Forum” and by the Kiev portal of libertarian initiatives. The participants of the picket distributed leaflets
with a clarion to stop homophobia, racism, xenophobia and other forms of hate. Itʼs an important fact that the very first
action like this took place in Ukraine notwithstanding particular hindrances. In the end of the 16th of May Nash Mir got a
letter from the Kiev city administration and there was a recommendation to cancel the picket. Such advice was explained by
the fact that simultaneously with the picket there is supposed one more action at the same place. The Kiev city administration
refused to present any information on this action and its initiators. As it was lately found out, the International Academy
of Personnel Management, mentioned above, appeared to be the initiator of such anti- picket. Students from the Military
Cossack Institute (a branch of the same IAPM) came to protect the economic juridical school from the picketers. The picketers
didnʼt plan to cross the border of the school, but Cossacks meant their presence there as their own duty to protect the
moral priorities of the school. A head of the Institute gave an interview to some TV channels and declared that his students
managed to stop the propaganda of homosexuality and lesbian way of life with their roots in Satanism. According to the
idea of the organizers of the action picket was meant to attract the society to the facts of violating the human rights on the
ground of homosexuality and not promote particular sexual priorities and values. All the happening was viewed by the
representatives of neo-fascistic groups who followed two picketers and attacked them. The incident was stopped in time by
the members of Nash Mir and by the representatives of one of the TV companies. The same day, after the picket was over
an air ball with symbols of tolerance and symbols of International Day Against Homophobia was launched. This action
was organized in cooperation with UN Development Program in Ukraine, Renascence International Foundation and AIDS
service organizations. A six-color rainbow flag over the Independence Square was a symbol of liberation of homosexuals
from discrimination and stereotypes, promoted in the Ukrainian society. As it was found out, small number of Ukrainians
knows the meaning of the word “homophobia”. Thatʼs why the organizers of the actions saw their duty in attracting social
attention to that meaning and to the results of homophobia in society. State TV-channels broadcasted programs about the
problems of homophobia, in particular the interview with a representative of “Woman Network”. There was a same action
organized in Nikolaev and Odessa. These actions, as their initiators think, have reached their aims and brought in a new
tradition of annual celebrations of International Day against Homophobia.
For more information visit http://www.gay.org.ua Nash Mir (Our World) Gay & Lesbian Center Tel./fax in Kiev:
+380 44 573-54-24 E-mail: ourworld@gay.org.ua Postal address: PO Box 173, Kiev 02100, Ukraine
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ƒæPolitik> ICH WAR EINE BANA NE by Butch Buddha
Butch Buddha Berlin, whose faerie name is not mere
coincidence, in his satire refers to the actual political
situation in Germany which is at a crossroads between
four more years under a coalition of the Greens and the
Social Democratic Party with Gerhard Schröder
as a chancelor or a new conservative Government
that will be formed by a coalition of the Christian
Democrats and the Liberal Democrats. The
government still in office has opposed the Iraq war and
introduced a legal partnership for same sex
couples in Germany. A possible future conservative
government will be lead by a woman named Angela
Merkel who had travelled to Washington after the
US-invasion of Iraq to express her devotion to Mr. Bush.
From a feminist point of view it is kind of ironical that
it will be the conservative party out of all political forces
in Germany that will bring the first ever woman as chief
of government to power. In his satire Butch Buddha
describes the possible strategies of both the Social
Democrats and the Conservatives to win peopleʼs hearts.
The quintessence is that the current government should
reintroduce the German Mark to get all the votes
and that the female candidate of the Conservatives should
at long last get a fashionable hair styling to convince at
least some of the gay men! --------------Blessed be! BB
(read more at www.etuxx.de in German. Etuxx is a site run by
gay men in Berlin who support the queeruption movement and
want to provide an alternative to commercialized mainstream
gay media)

Liebe Faeries,
diese Kolumne wird mit zwei Tabletten Paracetamol im
Magen und einem gleichmäßigen Klingeln im rechten
Ohr geschrieben, denn nun steht sie Ihnen bevor, eine
Zeit, in der man endlich wieder mit gutem Gewissen leere
Getränkedosen wegwerfen und Zimmerspringbrunnen
mit Atomstrom betreiben kann. Sollten Sie, liebe
Staatsbürgerinnen und Staatsbürger, jedwede Zweifel an
einem kommenden Rechtsruck hegen, kann ich Ihnen
nur empfehlen, mal das neue Design der Tagesschau in
Augenschein zu nehmen. Tun Sie dies bitte unter folgender
Fragestellung: welche versteckten Botschaften werden
übermittelt?
Die in einer früheren Kolumne bereits erwähnte weiße
Kringeleins als Symbol der ARD löst sich nicht wie gehabt
im Vorspann genau über Ankara in Wohlgefallen auf und
legt damit eine Einführung des Euro in der Türkei nahe,
nein, sie ist unverhohlen in die äußerste rechte Ecke des
Bildschirms verschoben worden und läßt keine Fragen
offen und außerdem nichts Gutes ahnen.
Nun wissen wir seit unseren Kindheitstagen, daß die ARD
und damit auch die Tagesschau stets zur Ausgewogenheit
verpflichtet ist, weshalb die Sprecherinnen und Sprecher
mehr oder weniger freiwillig dazu übergegangen sind, die
Nachrichten aus aller Welt im Stehen vorzutragen. Falls
Ihnen das noch gar nicht aufgefallen sein sollte, gehören
Sie offenbar nicht zu jenen Fernsehkonsumenten, die seit
Jahrzehnten darauf warten, einen Blick auf die Region
unterhalb des Bauchnabels ihres Lieblingssprechers
werfen zu können. Das spricht in hohem Maße für Sie.
Dabei wäre Mark Bator doch ein schönes Studienobjekt
dafür, wo er doch so viel Fett und dann auch noch die
Brille abgenommen hat.
Doch zurück zur Ausgewogenheit. Der Grund für das
Stehen der Sprecherinnen und Sprecher ist weder die
Ergonomie noch ein Wetteifern mit den Privatsendern,
in deren Nachrichtensendungen das Personal schon seit
geraumer Zeit dumm herumsteht.
Nein, der Grund ist ganz profan. Hamburg, die Stadt, in
der die Tagesschau nach wie vor produziert wird, liegt
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bekanntlich an der Elbe. Das erfahrene ARD-Personal geht
davon aus, daß die SPD vor der Bundestagswahl unter
Mobilisierung des letzten Laubenpiepergartenschlauches
und durch Sprengung sämtlicher Talsperren im Sauerland
eine gewaltige Flutwelle herbeiführen wird, die Hamburg
in besonderem Maße heimsucht, weil es sich Ole van
Beust an den Hals geworfen hat. Da ist es nur ratsam,
gleich stehen zu bleiben, damit man beim Verlesen
der Nachrichten noch aus dem Wasser herausragt und
buchstäblich über den Dingen steht. Hanseatischer
Pragmatismus eben.
Gerhard Schröder wird dann in knallroten Gummibooten
und geschmückten Gondeln mit seinem Stab die
Bevölkerung aufsuchen und ihnen mit einem Megaphon
versprechen, daß alles besser wird, wenn man ihm
nur wieder das Vertrauen schenkt, das ihm der böse
Bundestag doch wahrhaftig schamlos vorenthalten hat.
Wenn alle Stricke reißen und sich die Fensterläden vor
ihm verschließen, wird er versprechen, die D-Mark wieder
einzuführen, und schon schnellen die Umfragewerte auf
CSU-ähnliche 60 %.
Dann ist Angela Merkel im Zugzwang. Sie wird sich daran
erinnern, daß die CDU die letzte Wahl knapp verloren
hat, weil sie zu männlich, zu westdeutsch, zu wenig
großstädtisch und zu katholisch war. Dann wird sie in die
Offensive gehen und verkünden: „Wenn ich Kanzlerine
werden sollte, werde ich mich dafür einsetzen, daß das von
der EU geplante Oben-Ohne-Verbot für Bauarbeiter gekippt
wird!“ Damit trifft sie den Zeitgeist des allgemeinen EUHasses, und auch eine beachtliche zahl von weiblichen
Wählerstimmen wird sie sicher haben. Und der eine oder
andere schwule Mann, der ebenfalls nicht auf den Anblick
entblößter Männeroberkörper an Baustellen verzichten
möchte, wird für sie votieren.
Fehlen nur noch die Ostdeutschen. Wie in Teufels Namen
bekommt man die auf Merkels Seite?
Ich war im Mai auf der Insel Rügen und sah mit eigenen
Augen, was uns Dr. Kohl einst vollmundig versprochen
hatte: blühende Landschaften. Riesige Felder mit Raps
erstreckten sich bis zum Horizont, auch Holunderbüsche
und wilde Möhren blühten; da und dort leuchtete
verführerisch ein sozialistisches Rot des Klatschmohns,
eingesprengt preußisch blaue Kornblumen und unschuldig
weiße Kamille. Knabenkraut und Glockenblume, Wegerich
und Löwenzahn, alles stand in herrlicher Blüte und
gereichte zu einer atemberaubenden, erquickenden,
frühlingshaften Fülle.
Nur leider sah ich keinen einzigen Ostdeutschen, der
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seine blühende Landschaft hätte genießen können.
Statt dessen fuhren Münchener BMWʼs mit gedrosselter
Geschwindigkeit die Feldwege entlang, und aus den
geöffneten Fenstern hörte man es sagen: „ Da sixt es!
Alles fei bunt erblüht, sakra!“
Frau Merkel ist also gut beraten, wenn sie verspricht,
vor allem die jungen Ostdeutschen aus unwirtlichen
westdeutschen Ausbildungsbetrieben zurück in die
blühende Heimat zu holen. Dann werden ihr die Stimmen
nur so zufliegen, und sei die Elbflut der Sozis noch so
hoch.
Etuxx empfiehlt exklusiv: liebe Frau Merkel, versprechen
Sie doch einfach, sich nach Ihrer Amtseinführung eine
Frisur zuzulegen. Sie werden sehen, das verschafft Ihnen
den Sieg!
(siehe hierzu die Internetseite www.etuxx.de unter „Horst
Wagenfeld Kolumne“)
Es grüßt Sie herzlich Ihr ButchBuddha Berlin
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Buttpage Interview

Maincoon> What do you think of the article? (mentioning
Billy—in a prior issue of the Eurofæries
newsletter Die Mariposa Zeitung)
Billy > I think itʼs odd.
Maincoon> Odd, in what sense?
Billy > Different.
Maincoon> Okay, alright. You did read it right?
Billy > I scanned it.
Maincoon> So, what do you think of this notion of “post
gay,” as in “over it?”Shifting identities?
Billy > As in the word ʻgayʼ?
Maincoon> Yeah, or ʻstraightʼ, or ʻbi-ʻ, or ʻheteroʼ, or ʻhomoʼ—
any of those things.
Billy > Itʼs just disappeared, it doesnʼt exist
anymore?
Maincoon> Yeah, theyʼre shifting, yeah.
Billy > Is that what youʼre shooting for?
Maincoon> No. No, Iʼm not trying to get a set of
answers out of you that I already have in
mind.
Iʼm trying to get your opinions.
Billy > I think that the world is slowly changing. Canʼt
necessarily say for better or worse. Everybodyʼs opinion
is different. It might be different from yours.
But, as far as Iʼm concerned, I donʼt have a problem
with pussy.
Maincoon> Ha ha—since about what age?
Billy > Since about seven.
Maincoon> Damn.What did the little seven year Billy do—at
seven?
Billy > I was just interested at seven—I didnʼt actually lose my
virginity until I was sixteen. I held off for a little while. It was
rough, but I did it.
Maincoon> Neighbour girl?
Billy > Yeah.
Maincoon> Howʼd I know that? Outdoors?
Billy > Basically [yes]. It was fun.
Maincoon> I hope you used a blanket. You might get sand…
Billy > Well, I guess everybody can come to that but, as far as
Iʼm concerned, it ainʼt nobodyʼs business.
Maincoon> Look, this is an interview. In an
interview you kinda gotta answer questions.
I donʼt need to know her name or anything that might actually
identify her but we need to get the gist of whatʼs going on. She
was older.
Billy > Older than me. I was sixteen, she was
twenty-one. She had a five year old daughter.
Maincoon> So, she was starting about the same time as you.
Billy > Yeah, she was experienced. She gave me a lot of
experience. For my first time.
Maincoon> Okay. See her again?
Billy > Years down the road I seen her again. Sheʼs
still really good lookinʼ but something about her wasnʼt very
attractive anymore. Probably the fact that she looked strung
out.
Maincoon> Yeah. Yeah, thatʼs pretty sad. Thatʼll
age a person a lot. Yeah. Mike (my most recent ex-) has some
of those problems too.
Billy > Whoʼs Mike?
Maincoon> Mike. You met him. You came over with the
motorbike. Black leather jacket.
Billy > I donʼt remember.
Maincoon> Hmmn, you sure? Cause yʼall stood in my front
yard and you talked about the bike alot.
Billy > Oh, alright. Well, I remember somebody but I donʼt
remember specifically.
Maincoon> I thought he came over and hung out with you. Did
he not come over and hang out with you? Hmmn. Thatʼs what
he told me. That bastard. Ha ha ha ha. He was trying to
pull my chain.[Billy starts to play guitar] Yeah, you can play
that.
[guitar sloftly strums…] So, how much cultural identity
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do you think is real and how much of it is manufactured?
Billy > Cultural identity?
Maincoon> You know, like subcultures like ravers,
and punks and skater punks and street rats.
Billy > How much of it is you think what?
Maincoon> Is manufactured. I mean, is it a product? Is it
something somebody has designed to sell baggy pants…
Billy > No, itʼs a fad that sells products. It begins products and,
uh, it goes from a fad into a style. Which different types
of people get into and therefore that helps with Babylon—
basically. It helps the world go ʻround—moneywise.
Maincoon> Yeah. Babylon. Good choice of words.[guitar
strums faster] So, ʻSouthparkʼ?
Billy > What do I think of ʻSouthparkʼ?
Maincoon> Letʼs say you had to pick between ʻSouthparkʼ
and the ʻSimpsonsʼ—which is the better portrayal of modern
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America?
Billy > The ʻSimpsonsʼ.
Maincoon> Really. Even though theyʼre yellow and have only
three fingers.
Billy > Well, I mean look at ʻSouthparkʼ—itʼs a bunch of little
kiddie bullshit.
Maincoon> Yeah but, for instance, the way they portray ʻgothsʼ
on Southpark.
“Iʼm so sad, Iʼm so sad. I donʼt want to be anything but sad. I
wanna dress in black Iʼm a real nonconformist.” They all
ʻnonʼ conform together. Itʼs like the more they try to
be non-conformist…
Billy > Who?
Maincoon> The ʻgothʼ people portrayed in
ʻSouthparkʼ. The more they try to be ʻnonconformistsʼ
the more they act the same. Itʼs like, as long as you subscribe
to wearing the same hair, the same black lipstick, the same
sad-assed songs…
Billy > I think some of ʻSouthparkʼ is funny but most of it is
kinda retarded. I think itʼs a sick personʼs idea
of fun and games.
Maincoon> How about Terrence and Phillip? [a carton series
within ʻSouthparkʼ] Did you see the movie. The ʻSouthparkʼ
movie? “Bigger, Longer, Uncut”?
Billy > No. Iʼm not into it. If I were really into it I probably
wouldʼve seen it.
Maincoon> Okay. Perceptions of Europe. What do you
think of Europe?
Billy > I donʼt know.
Maincoon> I mean, do you think of Mentos commercial?
Billy > When I think of Europe I think of a different
country.
Maincoon> So, what do you think life is like there?
Billy > Different a little bit, maybe. Iʼm not really quite sure
because I donʼt really know anything about
Europe.
Maincoon> Nothing at all. You donʼt think of topless
women…you donʼt think of shops that sell…
Billy > In my own mind, I think of topless women all
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day. So, if Iʼm supposed to think of topless women in Europe I
would say that I probably wish I were in Europe.
Maincoon> Ha ha. Well we all were born naked. Thereʼs a
town in the Netherlands where there are nude beaches. Well,
first off the beaches in the Netherlands are not so nice anyway.
Not like in the Bahamas. You know, choppy North Atlantic
water. Sixty degree Fahrenheit in May—not Ninety degrees in
February. Anyhow, there are towns where you can
go topless, bottomless whatever . People even
go into the town itself naked, to do their shopping, or expect
to be served, sitting buck-assed naked at a
restaurant. It startles folks. The Dutch are not so
much into the nudity as are the tourists. Just
another case of tolerance of the Dutch and how (the) tourists
overdo it.
Maincoon> Have you ever heard of the radical Færies?
Itʼs kind of a hippy thing. Started in America. Shedding many
of the layers of conformity. Running about naked if
you want to. Feeling free to talk to people about whatever
and to experiment. Not such rigid lines of communication.
Billy > Basically what the “Rainbow Gathering” is.
Maincoon> Yeah, exactly. Iʼm glad you brought
that up. So, what are your impressions of the ʻRainbow
Gathering?ʼ
Billy > I think that the ʻRainbow Gatheringsʼ are
awesome. I think that ʻRainbow gatherings are probably—it
was a real learning experience and I would do it
again.
Maincoon> So, how did you support yourself during
this time? Selling jewelry, something like that.
Billy > No, itʼs not like that. By bartering. Itʼs not a
government system—itʼs an every manʼs on his own,
basically. Youʼve got somebody, a real good friend that
just helps you out a lot. But, basically, youʼve still got to do
something. Thereʼs quite a bit that I disagree with as far as
Rainbow Gatherings go and the people the reason that I believe
that is the people claim to be like independent,
away from Babylon but yet they have Babylonian vehicles
running on Babylonian gas. They “spange”—which is where
they hang out at convenience stores, begging for spare
change, from all different kinds of people, to get gas for
their Babylonian vehicles—so, basically, itʼs just a big line
of bullshit—but itʼs kind of fun.
Maincoon> So, youʼd have more respect for them if they had a
mule and their mule ate grass…
Billy > A real hippy is somewhere out on a piece of land,
builds his own house and grows a garden and everything and is
self-sufficient.
Maincoon> So, these people are ʻwannabesʼ? or…
Billy > Yes, basically—just drugs.
Maincoon> So, theyʼre just there, in your opinion, for the
drugs? So, just out of curiosity, what did you barter?
Maincoon> What was your ʻseed money? When you went there
you mustʼve had something to get this whole process rolling.
Billy > No, I donʼt think so.
Maincoon> You mustʼve had something?
Billy > Well, I went with my Aunt. I went carpooling. There
mustʼve been twenty of us that started out from Fayetteville.
Maincoon> Where did you go?
Billy > To Montana. The trip sucked. I couldnʼt get along with
my Aunt worth a shit.
Maincoon> Was this your Aunt that died a couple of years ago?
Billy > Yeah, Leona. I actually got along with her but I didnʼt
at the time. The car ride—it really sucked.
Maincoon> Car rides are not the best experiences. You donʼt
really know someone until you travel with them. Or, live with
them. So, you had some jewelry and you bartered it for pipes
and the pipes you bartered for other things?
Billy > It wasnʼt that specific—it all just blended
together. I probably traded a few clothes, a blanket for a
couple of hits of acid—I tripped for two days and it
was quite nice. As far as walking around the mountains I had
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athleteʼs foot really bad—and that sucked. It was difficult to
walk but I managed. We had a great big fire pit. Probably about
fifty to seventy-five people around the fire pit playing bongos.
Basically like the biggest camping party youʼd ever go to.
Maincoon> And the sex?
Billy > The sex?
Maincoon> Iʼm asking you?
Billy > The sex there. Well, there was this one girl there,
named Willow, that I had sex with but she was interested
in another guy. I didnʼt have sex until I got to
Boulder, Colorado—where I went directly afterwards.
Maincoon> With a sheep or what? Ha ha.
Billy > No, it was with a goat.
Maincoon> A what.
Billy > A goat. Ha ha.
Maincoon> Yeah, I would stay away from sheep—ʻcause sheep
lie.
Billy > There was a couple of different women up there in
Boulder. Cassandra is the one that stands out. I was in Boulder
for about a year and she was the one that I met in my very first
half hour there.
Billy > And that was quite fun and I believe that was what
made me stay there so long. I donʼt think that if I hadnʼt tripped
on acid my first half hour there that I wouldʼve have been
there for almost a year. But, after I was tripping, I kind of got
involved with everything that was going on there. It let me into
different directions, different opportunities
and that was just something I wanted to do. It was quite fun
and Iʼd like to go back but I canʼt because I owe the cops
there $160- for actually riding my bicycle on Pearl Street.
Itʼs a mall. Youʼre not supposed to have any wheeled vehicles
or pets or anything there. And I got caught twice ʻcause Iʼm a
dumbass.[guitar solo intensifies]
Maincoon> Gay sex? And the reason I ask about this is
because this is for a magazine that is for an all gay readership.
Not only is it a gay magazine but it is a magazine
of radical Færies. Do you know the radical Færies?
Billy > I have no idea.
Maincoon> Okay, this is one of those hippy things that,
like every fucking thing in the sixties, started
in California. People in California are always tripping and
always thinking that they have just discovered “love” and
“peace.”
Billy > Iʼve heard of “the Færies.”
Maincoon> Okay, tell me what you know about the
Færies—because this is the same thing.
Billy > Basically, all I know is that a certain group, a
certain camp, at the Rainbow gathering is called the
Færies. And thatʼs all the gay people.
Maincoon> All the gay people?
Billy > Yeah, pretty much. I donʼt think thereʼs
any straight people in the Færies.
Maincoon> So, what encounters have you had with them?
Billy > Well, one guy wanted to suck my dick
and I told him ʻNo.ʼ
Maincoon> Okay.
Billy > And thatʼs basically it.
Maincoon> He just walked up to you and he asked you this?
Billy > No, I was helping him carry some shit back to
his rig and I didnʼt know that he was gay. He didnʼt seem
like he was gay.
Maincoon> Well, he might not have been gay. You donʼt
have to be gay to have gay sex.
Billy > And he said that he was gay and that he
wanted to suck my dick.
Maincoon> Oh, okay. Yeah.
Billy > And I told him, no, I told him that Iʼm not into that.
Maincoon> So, where there Lesbians in this Færie business
or was this just men?
Billy > I only saw that one person.
Maincoon> Just that one guy?
Billy > Yeah and he said that he was at the Færie camp—he
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was trying to get me to ride with them—to go travel around. I
felt really uncomfortable if I wouldʼve done that.
Maincoon> Yeah, most people like to be kissed first. Right, itʼs
a little much to ask for sex up front like that.
Billy > That would make me more uncomfortable.
Maincoon> So, on matters of gay sex, I mean what are
your attitudes?
Billy > My attitudes?
Maincoon> Yeah, your attitudes.
Billy > As in what?
Maincoon> Thatʼs the thing about an interview—itʼs not
supposed to be about my ideas itʼs supposed to be
about your ideas.
Billy > Yeah, but youʼre the one asking the
questions so youʼre supposed to be more specific with
your questions.
Maincoon> Okay. When was the first time you had
gay sex?

Billy > Iʼve never had gay sex.
[In the interests of Truth, it is only fair to mention here that
Billy and I have had sex at least a dozen
times and that I have understood from at least 3
other men, only one of which self-identifies
as ʻgayʼ, that they have had sex with him. All
sorts of sex. Also, while taking sex pix of Billy
and his then-girlfriend, I watched him then summon a
visiting male friend of mine to join in sex with them both.]
Maincoon> Youʼve never had gay sex? Okay. Are we using one
of former President Clintonʼs definitions? Ha ha.
Billy > Well, if it helps your interview any, Iʼve
never been fucked in the ass.
Maincoon> A lot of gay men have never been
fucked in the ass.
Billy > Iʼm not gay.
Maincoon> I know that. But thatʼs what Iʼm saying. If youʼre
defining gay men as people, men, whoʼve taken it up the ass,
then there are a lot of gay men who are not gay
men.
Billy > I know.
Maincoon> Youʼre saying that the identity, that a gay identity
comes from being fucked in the ass. Am I right? Isnʼt
that what youʼre saying?
Billy > Pretty much.
Maincoon> Okay. But there are a lot of gay men that
never get fucked in the ass. I mean a lot. A lot of gay
men.
Billy > Uh. I donʼt know. Gay people that kiss and do all this
other stuff thatʼs pretty distasteful.
Maincoon> Yeah, Iʼm not much of a kisser either. Iʼd as soon
skip that stuff. I think it complicates things. So, the gay
play-for-pay—when was the first time you did something
like that?
Billy > Repeat that.
Maincoon> Gay play-for-pay. Damn, thatʼs hard to say.
Billy > Can you say that five times real fast?
Maincoon> No. But when was the first time you ever did
anything like that?
Billy > Well, the first time was when you came over to Jesseʼs
place and took pictures of me on my BMX bike.
Maincoon> Dude, that was a photoshoot with no sex.
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And with no pay.
Billy > And then you told me to call you about a paid shoot.
Maincoon> Right. I was there, but I need to hear your
recollections.
Billy > Basically there were a few times after that.
Maincoon> Right, and a year later you called me
about a paid shoot. Even then it was a few fetish shots with
some jockstraps and leather manacles and it was two times
later before you even whipped that bad boy out. And, as I
recall, you asked me if I would suck your dick.
Billy > Right. I would go to your house and you would take
pictures of me and, uh, thatʼs about it.
Maincoon> Yeah. And no one else has ever done this? No one?
Huh.
Billy > There ainʼt many people conniving like you.
Maincoon> Conniving. What do you mean?
Billy > Twisted maybe.
Maincoon> Why is that twisted?
Billy > Itʼs pretty weird.
Maincoon> Is it?
Billy > Ha ha. Yeah.
Maincoon> Tell me more.
Billy > Basically Iʼm not into the gay pay-for-pay shindig.
Maincoon> Couldʼve fooled me.
Billy > Itʼs not my thing. My thing is working, making money.
And, Iʼd much rather have pussy.
Maincoon> I think thatʼs fairly true of all the boyz Iʼve
had it off with—although, to be fair, you are, by far, the
most passive of the lot.
Billy > But if it wasnʼt for pay I probably never wouldʼve
never done stuff, pictures or anything.
Maincoon> Oh, is that really right? Because I
havenʼt always paid you—not for photos and certainly not
for sex. Dude, youʼre a complete layback—at least with me.
However, L. tells me otherwise and the stuff he said
you too did sure falls within your definition of “gay sex.”
Billy > Youʼve always paid me something.
Maincoon> Is that really right? I donʼt think so.
[At this point he receives and takes a lengthy phone call] Do
you cut your own hair?
Billy > No.
Maincoon> Who cuts it?
Billy > Whoever.
Maincoon> Iʼve been cutting a lot of hair lately. Hell, I met a
tech school guy on the bus recently. He walked right up to me
and he asked me if I cut my own hair.
Billy > So, what happened?
Maincoon> I said, ʻyeahʼ, and we ended up sitting on my
side porch and I cut his hair. He then stepped inside and took
off his pants and asked if he could take a shower. I said
“sure, but most guys ask before they take off their pants off.” I
thought it was a little bit strange.
Billy > A little bit?
Maincoon> Yeah, a little bit strange.
Billy > Youʼre used to that sort of thing and so itʼs not
so strange.
Maincoon> No, that was strange. I mean most people
wait until after they find out if they can take a shower before
they take their pants off. Wouldnʼt you ask first before you
took off your clothes? Even if you were there to, say, cut the
lawn?
Billy > Yeah.
Maincoon> Heʼs been to my house three times.
He must like what goes on there. And, I might add, he gets
really turned on by the whole photo shoot
aspect. He even offered to pay me for printing up two
jack-off pix. His idea, I swear. He saw a copy of a Mark
Beard print in my bathroom and that opened up a whole line of
communication. Need I say it—the sex was great.
[But I will tell you that I asked for i.d. because he looked mighty
young. He turns out to be 19]
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Creating A FÆ LIFE

DIVINE DECADENCE CABARET

FLYING SOLO
By Auntie Gem

I first discovered the Færies three years ago because of
the Amber Wolf [web]site and itʼs glorious pictures. I had
gotten a bit lost in my life, Iʼd just turned forty ,was one
of only three gay men still alive from my peer group. Iʼd
declared myself an “Eco Færie”, a mad musical lushed
out “diva boi”. I was burnt out from twenty years of HIV
prevention work and deeply aware of my spirituality
after fifteen years of intensive Qabalah study. So what
was I to do ?. Well with my then partner I bought
a small farm in North East France, then it was with the
intention of creating a space for all sorts of people
to come and be nurtured by us and the land here. The
land feels healed, it throbs with energy and vitality
and magic. It is called Valoup. Loup [pronounced ʻLouʼ]
means wolf in French and many a tale there is to tell on
that score.
All these impossible unexpected things then happened:
my rock solid thirteen year relationship fell to
pieces, my head unravelled itself into the most impossibly knotted up mind tracks that only a full on breakdown
can create. I broke, became broke and ran away
from everything to live here in a tatty old Caravan, utterly on my own. Just me and the trees. Dreaming of Færie men and dancing naked
under the moon. That was eight months ago. I
have survived. A great teacher taught me we can only be
as vulnerable as we are powerful. So I merged myself to
the strength and fragility of Færie and Færie tales and
became Aunty Gem. Aunties have a great deal, they can
be fey and benevolent, they can be wild and naughty,
they get to send the tiresome boys home without having
to worry about it and get to wear outlandish hats. Life
here is a one Færie ritual with a soundtrack from disco,
pagan drumming to the natural dawn chorus. France
and in particular Mayenne has taken this diva boi under
itʼs wing and accepted my eccentricities. I am not here to
change anyone elseʼs world but my own. I have no power
but the power of example on that level. The wind song
cleans my aura, the rain can hide my tears, but slowly
I heal, I weave again my mental process through the
daily offering of nature. I have landed on my bare feet
to dance a life dance, the first pink sheep in my
familyep in my family. Take up the dance.

Life is a Caberet OlʼChum! Visions at Barbiedeinhof Bar Berlin

Aunty Gem ukgem@mac.com
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Het verhaal van Natasha

Voorwoord:
Ik ben blij, dat ik iets kan bijdragen aan de inhoud van de
MPZ. Tijdens de gatherings was ik blij om tijdens de heartcircle mijn diepste geheimen te vertellen. En zo wil ik ook
open zijn in mijn verhaal en mij niet te schamen.
Ik schrijf het vanuit het hart in het Nederlands (we krijgen
zeer waarschijnlijk een multi-linguele uitgave). Maar ik
kan het later wel vertalen in het Engels.
Wie ben ik en waar kom ik vandaan?
Mag ik mij effe voorstellen. Ik ben Frank. Maar men kent
mij als (Teddybear) Natasha. Op dit moment ben ik 41
lentes jong.
Ik ben op 9 oktober 1963 geboren in het Maasdorpje
Broekhuizen (L). Nu heet het Horst aan de Maas. Toen ik 3
jaar oud was, verhuisden we naar Kerkrade, waar ik nog
steeds woon.
Mijn schoolbestaan:
Zoals iedereen bezocht ik na de kleuterschool de lagere
school. Het was een leuke en ook minder leuke tijd. Ik had
wel enkele vrienden. Maar ik werd gepest. Ze noemden
mij de ʻsloomste van de klasʼ.
Na de lagere school ging ik naar de MAVO. Het was wel
effe wennen aan al die verschillende vakken en docenten.
Ook kwam ik in de puberteit. Maar ik was geen opstandige
puber. Op de MAVO ging het pesten door. Ondanks dat
pesten vond ik het toch een mooie periode. Op de MAVO
volgde ik ook danslessen. Mijn vaste danspartner werd
mijn vriendin. We hebben geen seks met elkaar gehad. Na
een half jaartje maakte ik het uit
Na de MAVO ging ik naar de MTS. Omdat ik graag architect
wilde worden, koos ik voor de richting ʻbouwkundeʼ. Die
opleiding liep niet zo soepel, want ik bleef twee keer
zitten. Ook werd ik nog steeds gepest. Ik was van plan, om
richting HTS te gaan. Maar mijn examenresultaten lieten
dit niet toe.
Na de MTS was voor het eerst werkeloos. Ik solliciteerde en
werkte in totaal 4 weken via het uitzendbureau. Intussen
probeerde ik een schriftelijke HTS-opleiding informatica
via het PBNA. Maar dat mislukte, omdat ik problemen had
met het op tijd schrijven van een computerprogramma.
Let wel, dat ik geen problemen had met de theorie. Maar
blijkbaar telde het praktijkgedeelte zwaar. Jammer!
Priester worden?
In 1988 voelde ik een roeping tot het priesterschap. Na
enkele bezinningsdagen en retraites ging ik in 1989
intern wonen in het seminarie Rolduc. Bisschop Gijsen
was toen nog bisschop van Roermond! We zaten met zoʼn
75 jongens/mannen in een gebouw. Samen baden, aten,
studeerden en recreÎerden we er.
Op een gegeven moment ontstonden er schandaaltjes
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binnen het gebouw. Die haalden de landelijke pers. Daardoor ging ik mij steeds meer fixeren op seks, waardoor mijn
studie eronder leed. Ik bezocht homo-bars. Op Rolduc waren er stiekeme ontmoetingen van studenten onderling. Maar ik
was mij niet bewust van wat er precies gebeurde. Later zou het kwartje bij mij vallen.
De opleiding tot systeembeheerder:
In 1991 moest ik, op last van de rector, het seminarie verlaten. Er werd dus een streep door mijn rekening gehaald. Wat
moest ik nu doen? Ik besloot, om een 2-jarige opleiding tot systeembeheerder te gaan volgen.
Tijdens de opleiding werd mij de mogelijkheid geboden, om 3,5 week stage te lopen in Bradford (GB). De opleiding
betaalde het vliegtuig, het hotel en zakgeld voor de hele periode! Tijdens de stage werkte ik in een namaak-bedrijf. Ik
moest de hele dag bestellingen invoeren in de computer. Maar toch had ik tijd genoeg, om aan mijn dagboek te werken.
We hadden enkele begeleiders, die ons de omgeving van Bradford lieten zien. Een van de begeleiders, Paul genaamd, was
wel gecharmeerd van mijn aanwezigheid. Waarom dat was wist ik niet. Maar daar zou ik later achter komen. We hebben
heel wat afgelopen en heel wat pubs van binnen gezien.
Op een avond wilde Paul mij mee uit nemen naar Leeds. Hij had Martin bij zich (een vriend van hem) Paul zei: ìIʼll take you
to a rough place in Leedsî. Ik was wel bang, voor wat komen ging. Misschien wilde hij naar de motorclub?
In Leeds aangekomen biechtte hij op, dat hij homo was. Ik moest dit geheim houden op het werk. Aanstonds bezochten we
wat homo-bars en betraden een discotheek, die op die avond gereserveerd was voor homoʼs. Het leek wel de ITʼs!
Na 3,5 week moest ik weer terug naar Nederland. Ik was er eigenlijk wel emotioneel over.
Weer aan de slag:
Omdat het solliciteren niet lukte en ik psychische problemen kreeg liet ik mij keuren door de GGD. Ik werd arbeidsongeschikt
verklaard. Maar ik wilde toch door. En dus besloot ik, om mij aan te melden voor de Licom. Zo kon ik tenminste werk doen,
wat mij niet psychisch zou belasten.
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Na enkele jaren op de wachtlijst gestaan te hebben voor de
Licom werd ik ingedeeld bij de Maecon. Die instantie zorgt
voor begeleid werken. Werkgevers ontvangen een subsidie,
als ze mensen in dienst nemen.
Allereerst kon ik beginnen als vrijwilliger in
verzorgingstehuis. Dat was eigenlijk wel leuk werk. Ik
werkte 2 dagen per week in de recreatie en serveerde
koffie/thee aan de bewoners.
Omdat er steeds meer van mij gevraagd werd en ik
behoorlijk gestresst raakte, moest ik het verzorgingstehuis
verlaten. Ze zochten ander werk voor mij. Ik kon beginnen
als ramenwasser op een vakantiepark te Vaals. Daar
werk ik nu nog. De cheffin is zeer te spreken over mij.
Er werken voornamelijk vrouwen en dat vind ik zeer
prettig. Tenminste geen discussies over vrouwen, autoʼs
en voetbal. Er is zelfs 1 collega, die mij een halve vrouw
noemt Grappig!
Mijn coming-out:
In december 1994 ging ik eindelijk op mezelf wonen. Een
tijdje erna werd ik lid van de Kringen. Aldaar voerden we
allerlei gesprekken over homoseksualiteit. Ik was nog
bezig met mijn coming-out. Gelukkig hielpen mijn zus
en mijn zwager mij met dit probleem. Uiteindelijk schreef
ik een brief aan mijn ouders. Gelukkig viel alles achteraf
mee, want ik bleef welkom bij mijn ouders.
Mijn homo-vrienden:
De Kringen organiseren weekenden en zomerweken.
Tijdens een Zomerweek leerde ik mijn vorige vriend
kennen. Hij en ik hadden dezelfde gevoelens voor kinderen
(er heb er tijdens de gatherings erover gesproken!). Maar
hij is 3 jaar geleden overleden
Nu heb ik een andere vriend, waarmee ik iedere week seks
heb en die mij financieel ondersteunt. Ook hij deelt mijn
speciale gevoelens. Ik kan er echt mezelf zijn.
Mijn seksuele leven:
Ik ben gek op knuffelbeesten. Tijdens de gatherings heb ik
altijd enkele knuffels, waaronder mijn Teddybeer, bij mij.
Ik slaap o.a. met ze. Het is echt iets van mezelf
Een paar jaar geleden ontdekte ik het genot van het
dragen van luiers. Je zou het een soort fetisjisme kunnen
noemen.
Ik vind het heerlijk, om mij te hullen in dameskleding.
Damesondergoed en pantyʼs draag ik dagelijks. En dat
niet iets voor een bepaalde gelegenheid.
Tijdens de seks met mijn vriend ontdekte ik SM. Hij wil
graag, dat ik hem knijp en sla. In het begin was er wat
huiverig over. Maar toch begin ik er aan te wennen. Ik
ben zelf tegen fysiek geweld. Maar omdat hij er zijn
goedkeuring over geeft, valt die schroom weg. Weer iets
nieuws ontdekt.
Door de relatie met mijn vriend en de openheid binnen de
gatherings begin ik mijn schaamte voor mijn lichaam te
verliezen. Zo was ik in 2003 in staat, om een strip-act op te
voeren tijdens de no-talent show. Achteraf gaf mij dat een
goed gevoel.
Mijn interesse voor het spirituele:
Als kind was ik al geÔnteresseerd in het spirituele. Op mijn
twaalfde werd ik al lid van de plaatselijke bibliotheek en
las vervolgens heel wat boeken. Thuis zat ik intussen in
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een katholiek nest. Dus ik bezocht de kerk. Later werd ik
ook misdienaar.
Via mijn zwager en zus werd ik na mijn priesteropleiding
geÔntroduceerd in de schrijver Jozef Rulof. Hij was
paranormaal begaafd. En zo las ik zaken over o.a.
reincarnatie. Mijn ogen gingen open en ik ging mezelf en
de wereld met andere ogen bekijken.
Een vriend, die ik tijdens de kringenavonden ontmoet had,
introduceerde mij met Reiki. Bij hem, hij is mijn Reikimaster, behaalde ik twee graden in Reiki.
Een paar jaar geleden las ik het boek van Lauri Cabot. Ze
is een Amerikaanse witte heks. De inhoud sprak mij wel

Photos by Natasha (NL)
Art-Collage Photos by Sunflower(NL)
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aan, omdat ik van alles op moeder aarde hou.
Interessant, om mij te gaan bezig te houden met kruiden. Ik
wil een kennis opbouwen over planten-en kruidensoorten.
Ze groeien niet voor niets op moeder aarde.
Ik doe elke week de hart-chakra meditatie. Daar heb ik
veel profijt van.
Een korte impressie van mijn eerste gathering op
Terschelling:
In juli 2003 zat ik 11 dagen op Terschelling vanwege een
ʻgatheringʼ van de EuroFæries. Wat een fantastische tijd
heb ik er gehad en wat voor fijne mensen heb ik ontmoet!
Dat had ik echt niet gedacht.
-De deelnemers (homoʼs/lesbiennes/transseksuelen...)
kwamen uit de hele wereld: Nederland, Duitsland, BelgiÎ,
Frankrijk, Engeland, Ierland, OekraÔne, Estland, VS,
Nieuw Zeeland, etc.
De voertaal was Engels. Maar met sommigen kon ik Duits
of Nederlands praten.
Gedurende 11 dagen was er heel weinig luxe: géén
internet, géén telefoon, géén kranten, géén radio, géén
televisie en géén vlees bij de maaltijden! Het leek wel een
retraite!
Overigens heb ik wel wat vlees gehad. Ik had in het
dorp (6 km fietsen) een portie bitterballen en een portie
pikante gehaktballetjes gegeten. Uiteindelijk†ben ik 2 kilo
afgevallen!
De dagen had ik veel rust (dat had ik broodnodig).
Tijd genoeg, om fotoʼs te maken, wadlopen, fietsen
(we hadden gehuurde fietsen, die bij de prijs waren
inbegrepen), zonnebaden (ik ben bruin geworden) en
een boek lezen.
Je kon er echt jezelf zijn. Zelf liep ik vaak in een badpak
rond. Niemand die het stoorde. Veel van de deelnemers
liepen trouwens naakt of in een jurk rond! Het was ook
zo warm/hot.
Zeer interessant al die rituelen.Op de eerste avond had
een lesbienne zich verkleed als godin. We moesten haar
vereren. Op een andere avond was er een verering van het
vuur. Met zijn allen dansten we naakt rond het kampvuur.
Daarbij werden we begeleid door trommels. Er was zelfs
eentje, die over het vuur sprong.
In onze kampeerboerderij was een ʻlove-templeʼ ingericht.
Daarin kon je doen, wat je lekker vond. Condooms ed.
waren aanwezig!
De vegetarische maaltijden hadden vaak een buitenlands
karakter. Er was een Indische avond. Verscheidene mensen
hadden een sari om. Leuk!
Een andere avond was er een Russische avond, compleet
met wodka en kaviaar!!!
Centraal in iedere dag stond de ʻheart-circleʼ. Daarin kon
iedereen zijn/haar emoties kwijt. Ik heb er zeer veel -aan
gehad. Magic!
Tijdens eens van de laatste avonden was er een ʻno-talent
showʼ. Daarin heb ik voor het eerst gestript! Completely
naked!
-Vergelijk ik zoʼn gathering met de kringenweekenden,
dan is er veel meer vrijheid. Echt een verschil van dag
en nacht.

Natasha
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“Færie space is the reality vacuum created
by the movement of beating Færie wings”Efthimios

“beeingness..... with
other Færie
bee-ings,
to mingle,
tingle, hair
down, strutt,
to chance - a
slut, awhile,
touch & to be
the lightened
environment
that is created
by the acts
of honouring,
opening & aspiring. together we experience that the
human is infinitely creative,
blessed with
phenomenonal
powers of
love & simply,
divinely, magical” -Lovestar❉ MpZ Issue ❉ Fall2005 ❉ RFD No.123 ❉
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“A place to be
radical as I can. But
what means ‘radical’
to me? What does it
mean to you? Good
questions *g*. What
do you think?”- A
Horse Named Otter-

FærieSpace is een realiteit gevormd door
de liefde en identiteiten van de aanwezigen,
altijd anders, altijd veilig. Wie zich hieraan
ruimdenkend en met een open hart toegeeft
krijgt toegang tot zijn eigen licht en zelf.
- sunflower -
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A magical heart
space where I
can freely share
me in the tender
embrace
of warm Færie
hands!- Tangerine
Terry
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return to innocence
in a melting pot
where openminded,
sensitive and
sensual beings meet
to let their egotism
melt away in the
fires of sensible
love- Jonah-

“Fæ space to
me is safe &
warm. When
the elements
of a harsh &
tormented
world hit
me from all
directions, Love
& Light fly
like an ember
passing the
Moon to Mars”^bEaT^

“Love, encounter,
~Flow”
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“Leben.[Liebe. Leiden(schaft).]”Clara Soft-

Gewaardeerd
worden voor wie je
bent, hoe ongewoon
dat ook is. (Being
apreciated for who
you are how ever
unusual that might
be)- Wim-

“So weird from outside
So ordinary from
inside”- Karl of Albion

“Warmth, Hugs, Affection;
Discovering beauty in Fellow Færies”LoneWolf-
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WIE EN WAT ZIJN RADICAL FÆRIES?
Wij zijn een netwerk van saters,sissies, leernichten, dramatische
dragqueens, flickers, activisten, kunstenaars, revolutionairen,
boeren, heksen, heidenen, godsdeinstige dwazen, stad-en
landbewoners, die homoʼs en lesboʼs als op zichzelf staande en
unieke mensen beschouwen. Met een eigen kultuur, een eigen
spiritualiteit en met een eigen zoekpad naar zijn en waarheid.
-Junis
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Bei den Færies sind schwule Männer, Männer, die sich nicht als “schwul”
bezeichnen lassen wollen, Frauen, die Færies sein möchten, Menschen, die sich nicht
als Frau oder Mann definieren, und schließlich Wesen, die nicht Menschen genannt
werden wollen…
Færies versuchen in der Gruppe durch gemeinsame Rituale und Zusammenarbeit
ein Gefühl von Gemeinschaft aufzubauen, mit Ausnahme jener Færies, die diese
Gemeinschaft in der Subversion von Abläufen und Strukturen sehen, und wieder
anderen, die gerne Chaos stiften und ihren Spaß daran mal offen zelebrieren, mal
partout nicht eingestehen wollen…
Viele Færies sind spirituell und ziehen ihre Spiritualität ganz oder teilweise aus einer
der großen Weltreligionen oder anderen spirituellen Bewegungen. Manche basteln sich
ihre eigene. Andere leben eine Mischung. Einige betrachten Spiritualität und Religion
an sich als ein Übel, andere finden ihren Weg als Reaktion gegen Spiritualität…
Manche Færies wollen sich nur in Fummel schmeißen und eine Show im Wald
veranstalten, manche wollen nur den Fummel, ohne die Show – manche brezeln sich
bei jeder Gelegenheit auf, andere ziehen sich immer ganz normal an…
Manche Færies verbinden Spiritualität mit Sex, manche nicht, und einige sind überhaupt
nur deswegen bei den Færies, um Sex zu haben. Andere nehmen ihnen das übel. Einige
möchten ständig am Lagerfeuer trommeln, während manche wiederum bloß weit weg
von den Trommlern schlafen wollen…

Безопасное пространство
со свободным и творческим
прикосновением сознания,
cepд e ц, душ и тe л с
ответственным отношением
друг к другy , смеxo м и слy
ч a йными сл eз aми…Mec
тo , гд e c ны иногдa c тa
новятc я реa ль ноc ть ю…

(The safer place with free &
creative touch of minds, hearts,
souls and bodies with responsibility, laughter & occasional
tears… The place where dreams
sometimes come true…)
-VikingDiva

Genau so sind die Færies - außer natürlich jenen, die ganz anders sind!

-Constance Craving
(Translated from the original English below into German by Clara Soft & Dandeline)
The Færies are both gay men, and men who prefer to use any other
moniker that might describe them, as well as women who wish to be a part of the group,
and people who choose not to be called men or women and beings who choose not to be
called people. Færies are organized as a group attempting to create community out of
ritual and cooperation, except for Færies who are attempting to create community out
of subversion of process and structure, as well as some Færies who wish to create chaos,
often celebrating it, often not admitting it.
Many Færies are spiritual, lifting whole or part of their spirituality from any one of the
world›s religions or spiritualities. Some make up their own. Some make a mix. Some
react against spirituality and religion as it›s own evil, some find a spiritual path in
reacting against spirituality.
Some Færies just want to dress up in drag and perform in the woods, some want to
dress up and not perform, some Færies want to dress up anywhere they can, some
Færies don›t dress particularly different than they would in any other environment.
Some Færies combine their spirituality with sex, some don›t, some are part of the
Færies just to get laid. Some resent that. some just want to drum by a campfire, and
some want to camp far away from the drumming and get some sleep. This is what
Færies are, except for Færies for which none of this applies.
❉ MpZ Marieposa Zeitung ❉
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Midnight at the
Palace (My Life as a
Fabulous Cockette)
By Pam Tent
Alyson Books (2004)
$17.95

Reviewed by Mountaine

The Cockettes
are back!
Well, at least it seems that way. The 2002 film The
Cockettes, by David Weissman and Bill Weber, has
already become a faerie cult classic. Itʼs a bite-size
journey through the amazing “letʼs-put-on-a-show” story
of this gender-busting hippie performing troupe from
late-60s San Francisco. If youʼve seen the film, you may
remember a petite and pregnant hippie girl wearing
Mickey Mouse ears. Sweet Pam, as she was known, has
used her own story as the framework for this book, a
glorious tribute to some of our most glittery ancestors.
The film is available on DVD. Let it transport you to a
time and place where anything could, and did, happen.
Let it remind you how important it is to have your life
right now be as fabulous as the Cockettesʼ lives were back
then. Get to know the players by seeing them move and
hearing their voices. Then, to fill out the details, read this
book!
Pam first saw Cockettes founder Hibiscus in Golden
Gate Park. “I lay down next to the Prehistoric Pond,
an isolated cove of palm fronds, pampas grass, and
dragonflies tucked into a secluded corner of the park.
All was still until I heard what sounded like the voice of
Marilyn Monroe singing: ʻWeʼre having a heat wave...ʼ I
opened an eye. Across the pond, up in the foliage of a
gnarly, windblown tree, I made out three people sitting
on a branch, singing. ʻYoo-hoo!ʼ, a man in lipstick called
to me. He was a stunning apparition—half child, half
temptress. He giggled through glamour-girl lips. His
blond hair was a tousled mane crowned with a garland of
❉ MpZ Issue ❉ Fall2005 ❉ RFD No.123 ❉

wild flowers. Coquettish in dark eyeliner, bare feet, and a white muslin caftan, he looked like a cross between Marlene
Dietrich and Puck from A Midsummer Nightʼs Dream.” (Note to radical faeries: “Yoo-hoo!” as a greeting apparently goes
back at least to 1969!)
Martin Worman, lover of recent RFD contributor Covelo, taped interviews with almost all the players before his death from
AIDS. Covelo transcribed those interviews (600 pages worth) and made them available to Pam for the book. The result
is a remarkably rich picture of what she calls “a jubilant celebration of life unfettered by convention or taboo”. A few
examples:
About the film Triciaʼs Wedding, a bacchanalian Cockettes satire of the wedding of “Tricky Dick” Nixonʼs daughter, Pam
quotes filmmaker Mark Lester: “John Dean told the story on Johnny Carson of how a burglar was ordered to break
into the lab so a print could be screened in the White House basement—that bunker where all the guys would hide—just
like it was a stag film. I think itʼs amazing that a $3,000 underground comedy could so distract the top level of our
government. Nixon was outraged by these drag queens playing all these White House people.” Thorough in her
research, Pam then quotes John Deanʼs book Blind Ambition, in which he corroborates that story with more details.
Pam reconstructs each Cockettes show, scene by scene, and her descriptions are luscious. Hereʼs one of many anecdotes
from Les Ghouls, produced for Halloween 1969: “A kind of Hieronymus Bosch tableau came alive during a scene from
Danteʼs Inferno, which was filled with the tortured souls of hell. Wearing leather jackets, waist cinchers, garter belts,
and black stockings, the damned writhed, shrieked, and flogged each other in the fog. To increase the sense of horror,
film segments of natural disasters flickered on the screen behind the bedlam. Miguel then appeared as a hairy brown
devil carrying a huge pitchfork—his tail jutting out in front of him—from between his satyr-like legs. Suddenly, Chris Kilo
leaped out of the fog with his guitar and sang the ʻ50s rock and roll song, ʻBaby, Youʼre Torturing Meʼ.”
John Waters, who was around the Cockettes scene on many occasions, sums up this wonderful book with an endorsement
on the back cover: “Midnight at the Palace gave me a big, beautiful showbiz acid flashback.”
< Photo: Martin Worman and John Rothermel, of the Cockettes
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Cut Off the Ears
of Winter

Færiesanctuary
Would you love to see a NEW
Færiesanctuary in Europe
develop & grow? You can
help it happen! A place open
to all Færies (for pleasure &
healing). You can help
this sustainable FærieSanctuary
project EuroFæries call
“FolleTerre”(SissyLand). Consider how YOUR
contribution could make
Færie Sanctuary Space a NEW
European dream! Get in
TOUCH: www.FolleTerre.org
call BeeBalm(612)605-5233
or DeeTale 31(20)4860377 or
info@FolleTerre.org

By Peter Covino
New Issues Press (2005)
$24 hardbound; $14
softbound
Reviewed by Jon Nalley
Cut Off the Ears of Winter, Peter Covinoʼs first book,
envelops the tenacious urban characters who live about
us with their scowls and glance and who manage to
barely hang on. Winner of the 2001 Frank OʼHara
Poetry Prize for his chapbook Straight Boyfriend, Covino
is a Steffensen Cannon Fellow at the University of Utah
and a founding editor of Barrow Street and Barrow
Street Press. Elegant in its quirky landscape, intercession
coexists with pathos on dirt roads in Texas, in Bronx
coffee shops, and on hallway phones. From the ecstatic
remonstrations of congregants in storefront Pentecostal
churches to the goings-on of Dominican herbalists in
botànicas and the plush world of the Parker-Meridian,
this work is always anchored in place.
For example, in “Prescription”, Covino ponders a drive
between different lifetimes:
The ideal apprentice demonstrates compassion,
I suppose: in the father country
a faggot could easily become a cause célèbre,
a reason for an anthology even,
even as the streets of Chelsea welter
with detail and I.V. bottles.
What a word “faggot” can be,
bundle of sticks, battle cry,
container and contained.
There’s no part I want to liberate…

www.folleterre.org

Time to HELP Færie consciousness take deeper
root in Europe! US citizens can get a tax deduction
by writing a check made payable to:
ʻNomenusʼ P.O. Box 312, Wolf Creek, OR
97497 Mention*: “Donation FolleTerre” in the
memo-line & it will be tax deductable for you & be
forwarded to FolleTerre
(Færies living in the EU may make direct transfers.
See bottom of p.19 for details)

And “No Apology” captures the special vehemence felt
throughout this volume:
Half my age, a sapling practically, thriving
amidst the exhaust of cars,
the onslaught of steady traffic.
This dogwood tree is an uncomplicated beauty;
intrepid from its circular, sidewalk cell,
flailing thin but abundant branches,
bud after bud opening its crossed whiteness
into a persistent drizzle on this evening of
early dusk.
Interactive moments collide with the harvest of ashes,
while seaweed-covered denizens compete with empathy
for the Menedez brothers in this compelling and even
humorous journey. Traverse every buried spigot that
this restless creation offers. Primal burning and plastic
teardrops coalesce into these myriad crossroads.
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35Acres of European
land in the middle
the ‘Vosges’ National
Park FRANCE, its own
creek, sources, meadows & a gorgeous mixed
forest & a farm

Tax Deductable
Donations
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RFD /HEATHEN HARVEST by Malahki R. Thorn
Ogham the Knowledge. Ogham the Knowledge begins
with a similar introduction as Ogham Inside the Night with
environmental sounds and Mattʼs familiar violin plucking.
A violin loop merges with the violin plucking and quickly
builds to overpower the environmental sounds. A steely
guitar enters the composition alongside tribal drumming
setting the stage for Matt Howden and Monica Richardʼs
vocals. Monicaʼs feminine and witchy voice is an excellent
pairing with Mattʼs sensual and masculine vocals. The
two entwine their voices and share the stage as they
simultaneously deliver the lyrics. The music is once again
a crafty combination of multiple violin loops that sing out
sweetly from within a multilayered labyrinth of rhythm
and percussion. The song pulls together into a vigorous
composition that engages the mind, spirit and body
simultaneously beckoning the listener to dance and sway
while losing oneself in this fiery musical incantation.

Artist: Sieben
Title: Ogham Inside the Night
Label: Iceflower / Trisol
Genre: Neoclassical / Neofolk
Resource Link:
http://www.matthowden.com
http://www.trisol.de

Ogham Inside The Night

is
the latest offering from Matt Howden.
Many neofolk fans knew Matt Howden originally as
the violin player for the Sol Invictus. Though Mattʼs role
in Sol Invictus was the first introduction many had to
Matt Howdenʼs talent his solo career now eclipses his
contributions to Sol Invictus. Ogham Inside the Night is
Matt Howdenʼs most recent musical contribution and it
comes handsomely packaged with his previous release
under the Sieben moniker “Sex and Wildflowers.” This
2 CD collection is available through Iceflower / Trisol
Records.
For this review, I will be specifically discussing the
album Ogham Inside the Night. For a glimpse into the
companion recording “Sex and Wildflowers,” please
visit the independent review of Sex and Wildflowers at
www.heathenharvest.com.
Like Sex and Wildflowers Ogham Inside the Night is a
conceptual album. Utilizing an ancient European alphabet
known as Ogham Matt has created yet another amazing
album fueled by mysticism and exemplary song craft.
The Ogham is an ancient pre-Christian alphabet that
appears on standing stones throughout Ireland and the
British Isles. The Ogham alphabet is believed to have once
been used and widely circulated throughout the European
continent. Though the Ogham alphabet is not as widely
acknowledged and studied as the Nordic / Germanic Rune
alphabet it is nonetheless equally intriguing. Like the
Runic alphabet the Oghamʼs purpose is thought to have
reached beyond the function of a mere alphabet. The
Ogham writing system and the symbols it is comprised of
are believed to have had individual spiritual and mystical
meanings that were encoded into each symbol. On top
of these mystical associations, each letter of the Ogham
alphabet also corresponds to an individual European tree
species. This botanical connection adds to the alphabets
intrigue and pagan / naturalist interest. It is quite
interesting that the Ogham system has remained quite
unacknowledged and untapped within the neofolk music
community. I salute Matt for his insight in utilizing this
ancient alphabet and spiritual system for inspiration and
for his efforts to bring this knowledge into the light.
Ogham Inside the Night is in my opinion the crowning
achievement of Sieben thus far. Just when you think Matt
Howden has uncovered the extent of what is musically
possible with a violin he awes us all with yet another
innovative album that pushes the envelope. Like the
companion CD Sex and Wildflowers, all the songs on
Ogham Inside the Night were composed on Violin then
later paired with other instruments. The composition
process also followed a similar avenue as Sex and
Wildflowers with most songs being developed by using
looped violin playing. Unlike Sex and Wildflowers Matt
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has invited a very impressive lineup of guest musicians to
assist on Ogham Inside the Night. The list of contributors
includes Jason White, Carlos Boll (Mystery School), Simone
Slavatori (Spiritual Front), Chris Eckman (Walkabouts),
Monica Richards (Faith and the Muse, Andy Weaver,
Jane Griffiths, and the musicians of Larsen and Defile
des ames.
Ogham Inside the Night is steeped in mysticism and Pagan
spirituality. Aside from the Ogham focus the album is also
divided into four separate chapters titled Prosperity Arising
in the East, Melody Arising in the South, The Cauldron of
Knowledge in the West, and Battle from the North. In
addition to the chapterʼs headings and the Ogham
references, each song is encoded with Ogham and spiritual
references in a flow of poetic prose.
Prosperity Arising in the East, the first chapter of Ogham
Inside the Night, begins with the song Ogham the Sun.
Ogham the Sun begins with the sound of gentle ocean
waves, rain and the low rumbling of thunder. Amidst the
rain can be heard birds chirping and other unidentifiable
environmental sounds. Violin plucking emerges from
within the environmental sounds and begins a diligent
recital. The instrumentation quickly advances filling
out the song along with the inclusion of Cajon, Drums
and what sounds like a Guitar. The song structure is
extremely difficult to describe let alone attempting an
accurate description of each instrument as Matt has
become so affluent at utilizing the violin in an array of
unconventional means. The song builds into a throbbing,
sensual composition driven by complex rhythms and
Mattʼs seductive vocals that careen between driving recitals
and soaring serenades. The most notable and instantly
recognizable achievement of Ogham Inside the Night is
the amazing pairing of tribal percussive elements and the
neoclassical romanticism of the violin.
The third Chapter, The Cauldron of Knowledge in the West,
begins with one of my favorite songs of the album titled
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Ogham Inside the Night ends on a very gentle note with
the song Ogham Carved the Wood. The pace of previous
tracks is reined in as Matt is joined by Chris Eckman of
the Walkabouts for a gentle finale. The song once again
begins with the now familiar environmental sounds that
have introduced numerous songs on Ogham Inside the
Night and have been a unifying thread throughout the
album. The rudimentary violin plucking starts off the
composition once again but is joined this time by Chris
Eckman on guitar. The guitar and violin are joined by
drums and as all three instruments meander down a
crooked musical path that is imbued with a particular
jazz infused freedom. This short interlude ends when
tribal percussion permeates the song unifying the
track. Matt and Chris sing together offering a nice
juxtaposition. Mattʼs voice leads the duo while Chrisʼs
voice gently enhances Mattʼs vocals. The effect is one of
a softened and more sensitive masculine vocal delivery.
The instrumentation is also softer and is played with less
force than previous songs as it merges tribal, jazz, and
neoclassical references. Ogham Carved the Wood wraps
up the magickal and very moving musical journey.
Ogham Inside the Night is by far Matt Howdenʼs most
ambitious work to date. Matt has successfully expanded
beyond his solo roots and has assembled an amazing
collective of fellow musicians who have helped expand
and refine the Sieben sound. Not only has Matt Howden
achieved yet another musical masterpiece he has once
again created his eloquent songs around a strong and
engaging theme. Mattʼs focus on the Ogham alphabet
and its multilayered meanings is sure to introduce many
listeners to this ancient spiritual system and bring a new
awareness to those actively working with Ogham.
Ogham Inside the night is highly recommended for
people intrigued by the possibilities of pairing neoclassical
romanticism with fiery tribal percussion and rhythms.
Anyone who is tantalized by innovative compositions,
exemplary song craft, and spiritually explorative themes
will find Ogham to be a treasure trove of inspiration and
enjoyment. For those who want a deeper understanding
of the prose and lyrics and Mattʼs personal thoughts
and insight concerning the individual songs there is
currently notes available at the Matt Howden website that
thoroughly illuminate these subjects.
••••••••••••••
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RFD /HEATHEN HARVEST by Malahki R. Thorn
“Goddess” begins with the song “Morgan Le Fay” is
a musical and poetical tribute to the ancient Goddess
Morgana. The CD booklet gives a brief introduction to
the goddesses numerous personas specifically focuses
upon her numerous manifestations in Arthurian
legends. “Morgan Le Fay” begins with somber synths
and a delicate flute weaving a wandering song that is
inquisitive and meandering. The simplistic beginning is
joined by Susanne Groscheʼs familiar and magical voice.
Rhythm and percussion join voice, wind instruments, and
subtle electronics in a surging anthem filled with swollen
emotions. The music delicately dances between subtle
build ups and explosive and frenzied percussion. “Morgan
Le Fay” quickly warms the blood and assures the listener
that all the power and glory Hekate has come to be loved
for has been lovingly preserved and carefully cultivated.
Artist: Hekate
Title: Goddess
Label: Prophecy / Auerbach
Genre: Neoclassical / Neofolk / Esoteric
Resource Links:
http://www.hekate-web.de/
http://www.auerbach.cd
http://www.prophecy.cd
Hekate will need little introduction to fans of neofolk
and neoclassical music. Hekate has been gracing the
neofolk music scene with brilliant and sophisticated
releases since the bands debut release in 1994. Over
the past ten years Hekate has risen to the forefront of
the neofolk / neoclassical music arena by releasing
exceptional music releases steeped in myth, ancient
culture, and revolutionary thought and philosophy. Hekate
has managed to remain vibrant and relevant over the last
ten years as well as remaining a defining voice and force
within the neofolk / neoclassical scene.

Hekateʼs latest release
“Goddess” is no exception to the bands well

established reputation. Once again Hekate has emerged
from dormancy with a recording that has exceeded all
expectations. Goddess is every bit as ambitious as the
simple title co notates. In a musical genre fixated on
archaic Northern European spiritual traditions Hekate
is breaking the mold by extending the exploration of
the sacred into broader fields of reference. “Goddess”
successfully embodies references to cultures as diverse
as the Greeks and Romans to the lost gods of the ancient
Egyptians. Though such a wide range of influence and
inspiration may appear to some to be impregnated with
stale “new-age” sympathies Hekate has seamlessly
integrated these numerous ancient references of culture
and spirituality into a potent and mind blowing journey
through time.
In addition to the expansion of subject matter Hekate has
also been inclined to continue the eclectic and unique
journey through language as well as culture. “Goddess”
follows in the well established tradition of Hekate offering
compositions and songs in a range of languages including
English, German, and French. Also notable is the bands
references to various poets and of historical writers
and revolutionary thinkers that includes the likes of W.
H. Auden, Henrich Heine, Guiseppe Ungaretti, Charles
Baudelaire, Fritz Lohner, Mathias Claudias and even
a cover of “Ocean Blue” by Sol Invictus leader Tony
Wakeford.
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The fourth song on “Goddess” is titled “Morituri te
Salutant.” “Morituri te Salutant” is one of the more
illustrative songs on the album pertaining to Hekateʼs
progress as a band since their last release that appeared
in 2000. “Morituri te Salutant” or in my rough translation
“Salute to Death” is listed within the CD booklet as
influenced or inspired by the writings of turn of the
century Italian poet Guiseppe Ungaretti. When “Morituri
te Salutant” begins you instantly realize that Hekate is
preparing to show the listener a side of the band that
has until now remained shrouded. After a brief and
cautious introduction “Morituri te Salutant” belches forth
martial drums in an uncompromising tone of militancy,
conflict, and resistance. Though ravenous drums and
percussion are one of Hekateʼs well known trademarks
never before has the band delivered a song with the sheer
strength and conviction that is embodied in “Morituri te
Salutant.” “Morituri te Salutant” evolves into a percussion
driven anthem with strong elements of Arabic and Eastern
instrumentation and musical influence weaved together
with thundering drums. A masculine male voice fluctuates
between moments of stern spoken word and full throttle
shouts of “Morituri te Salutant!” Listening to “Morituri
te Salutant” floods the listener emotionally with all the
grandeur and drama of revolution and the eternal struggle
for liberty against oppression. A sense of desperation and
conviction of heroic proportions is communicated through
music so epic it results in total spiritual and emotional
obliteration. If you are not heralded to join the marching
ranks of the defiant and rebellious after listening to
“Morituri te Salutant” you might need to check your
pulse.
“Europa” is the seventh song on “Goddess” and is also
another highly significant accomplishment in and of its
self. “Europa” incorporates inspiration drawn from the
very ancient lunar cult of the Goddess as it manifested
in the cultures of the Crete and Mycenae. The CD booklet
explains that these ancient cultures observed the sacrificial
offering of a garlanded white bull unto the image of a
“White Moon Cow.” What Heathen could ask for more
rich and mythic music than this? Hekate once again
demonstrates a distinguishing scholastic prowess in
cultivating inspiration and subject matter from a wide panEuropean history and mythic vault. “Europa” stands out
musically as one of the more unique and aspiring tracks
on the album. “Europaʼs” lyrics focus upon the opening of
Europe to spiritual and religious influence from the East.
The music begins with strong ritualistic drums and moody
electronics that create tension and a mounting and wave
that build into another epic song structure. Orchestral
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elements quickly build the song into a monumental
composition that delicately propels Susanneʼs voice as
she calls upon Europe to “opens its gates” and “taste the
fertile soils of the East.” Susanneʼs voice pierces the music
with authority and dignity as she calls upon the mother
land to yield its resistance. “Europa” embodies the feel
of the albums “Goddess” title by showcasing Susanneʼs
amazing voice in a position of power and authority.
“Dance of Taurus” is the eighth song on the album and
another favorite that swept us off our feet here at Heathen
Harvest. The theme of “Dance of Taurus” is particualry
interesting and Hekateʼs interpretation of this theme
is nothing short of mesmerizing. “Dance of Taurus” is
inspired by an ancient legend concerning King Minos ruler
of ancient Crete. The king was a dedicated worshipper of the
sacred bull an animal mythically associated with the Greek
god Zeus. King Minos instituted a sacrificial bull dance for
his patron god Zeus. This sacrificial dance entailed having
human dancers attempt to leap between the horns of an
enraged bull while the King and his audience watched
from safe distances. Hekate has reawakened the memory
of this sacred sacrificial practice through music and sincere
lyricism. Musically “Dance of Taurus” is a masterpiece.
Tribal drums, percussion, and slight electronic elements
create an atmosphere of passionate and sophisticated
sound that elevates the spirit and infects the body with
involuntary dancing and movement. As the drums pound
and the music reaches ever higher your imagination and
spirit take flight simultaneously. Male and female singers
trade lead as they sing between festive and somber tones
telling the story of the bull dancers. The story unfolds as
the dancers are prompted to jump through the horns unto
freedom! “Dance of Taurus” is an epic gem that is original
and invigorating to the body and soul.
Heathen Harvest was highly impressed with “Goddess.” In
fact it has played almost repetitively since it has arrived
filling the ranch, home and forest with the sounds of our
celebrated heathen heritage. Hekate has exceeded all of
our very high expectations and we salute the band for
offering such an effective and incredible release to all
of us. “Goddess” comes highly recommended to all. If
you are of a heathen heart and of a heathen mind you
will be granting yourself a great gift by buying a copy
of Hekate - Goddess. Every heathen needs to feel the full
glory and experience the epic journey that Hekate has
culled and created from the threads of our collective past.
Hekate is delivering a neoclassical / neofolk sound that
is nearly unparalleled in complexity and vision. Radical
Faeries with a strong interest in ancient cultures, religion
etc. will find “Goddess” to be highly provocative and will
deeply appreciate the compelling themes contained in the
songs. If you are looking for rich music awash in myth
and ancient culture and realized through complex and
passionate compositions drenched in romanticism and
heathen spirit then you have found your sanctuary with
Hekate.
Hekate has limitless applications for those looking for
heathen and spiritually inclined music. With such a rich
tapestry of mythic and cultural references the music is
suitable for an endless list of applications that will only
be limited by oneʼs spirit and imagination. Close your
eyes and dance the sacrificial dance of Taurus, invoke the
undying spirit of Ra or swing wide the gates to ancient
Europe...
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PRISON PAGES / Editor : Myrlin
“Hmmm….Imagine What It’s Like to Be Me
Not An Easy Task – I Agree”

So begins one of the poems that have tumbled out of a multitude of envelopes
from guys with numbers following their names that have come through the RFD Postbox
and into my hands. Each envelope reveals the hopes and dreams of fellow humans who
have found their dignity stripped and reduced to a number containing a combination of
letters and digits. What has happened to the inner beauty of each of these beings created
in the Divine Image? Where has it been stuffed and how can it be brought back to the
surface? How can this inner beauty be allowed to shine and blossom once again?
The answer is obvious as it is the same answer to our own need for recognition.
Someone, anyone, needs to care about us. We have all known that loneliness that comes
from not being understood and accepted. Just as the monkeys in the well known study
atrophied and died without it, each of us needs to know love in order to grow, mature
and blossom. As a result, any one of us can provide the key to allow a fellow being move
beyond that dehumanizing Number to new hopes and new dreams.
The past few months have brought a broad range of simple ads, wonderful
artwork, interesting observations, personal stories and heartfelt poems. It is my pleasure
to allow a few of these to find space in this article and thereby afford a glimpse into
answering the poems muse.
Hmmm….Imagine What Itʼs Like to Be Me
Not An Easy Task – I Agree
It is always difficult to know how to introduce the writings that come in that
catch my eye. I think the following thoughts had an impact because I once wrote a paper
entitled “Spirituality, Sensuality and Sexuality” for a class offered by MCC for clergy
training. It is rather thought provoking and is presented as written. Our correspondent
writes:
I am looking for a way to create a syntheses between religion and sexuality,
making us move backwards from the symbolic to the literal acts within
worship and ritual. We need to initiate some sort of sexual event – an orgy
perhaps, because sex and religion are so closely related: a communion of the
flesh opening the way toward a communality of spirit.
The religion I would propose would be characterized by a male figure with an
enormous erection, a form of Deity specifically representing and dedicated to
male sexuality. I’m looking for a firm foundation to build upon. Somewhere
within the real pantheons that made up the religions and cults of the ancient
societies, there must have been at least on Deity of this sort. One that endorsed
homosexuality and that successfully incorporated spirituality and sexuality
and sensuality, blending all three into their rites and ceremonies. What would
be that name of these Deities? What can we find out about these ceremonies?
Since homosexuality was so prevalent in Greek society, did they have a Deity
devoted to this? Did the Romans have one?
Where most religions go astray, where they become derailed, is when the
spiritual and physical experience is replaced by rote worship. Look at the
lamas, twirling their prayer wheels. Look at the Jews, muttering about
Pharaoh in a language they’ve forgotten. Look at the Christians lining up at
the communion rail for a wafer and a cup of wine, and never once feeling the
terror and splendor of Knowing that they’ve eaten God! Religion becomes
doctrine too soon. It becomes a profession of faith, formulas, talismans,
emptiness. . . words, only words. Religion should not consist of reciting
narrative accounts of ancient history. I want it to be real! I want to become
one with my God. I want to experience the rapture of that ecstatic when I am
possessed and filled with the power of my God.
Each of us has the ability to attain this divine ecstasy, which brings all who
seek it closer to perfection than many even consider themselves capable of
achieving, through revelry, through singing, through the pleasures of the flesh,
through ecstasy, through union with one another in body and soul – through
these we break through our isolation and become one with the ultimate power
of the universe.
Conway S. Phelps, #V-06902, Mule Creek State Prison, PO Box 409040, Ione CA 95640-9040

••••••••••••••••
Another wrote to me in response to a comment I had made in the Fall 2004
issue of Prison Pages observing that childhood sexual and/or physical abuse seemed to be
common in the backgrounds of many who had sent in ads. As this is an important issue,
I wanted our readers to have it to consider. It is followed by comments and a request
received from another writer who had been abused as a youth. I would welcome comments
from our readers.
As a sexual and physical abuse survivor (some do not) who grew up being
considered a “troubled youth”, i.e.’ Running away, drug and alcohol use,
violence and other criminal activity, I never understood why I felt so alone,
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different, from other “normal” kids. Of course I was a deeply repressed gay,
yet it never was just that different feeling that could not be explained to my
satisfaction. I am not a youth any longer (over 40) yet am still “troubled”, still
in and out of prisons and jails (mostly in).
I ask myself “why” almost every single day, yet never gave myself a true answer
till a few years ago. Then I could see more clearly a few factors which are now
considered legitimate reasons for becoming the “dropout social loser” I am
considered by most of Society.
My parents had unknowingly engaged the baby sitting services of a pedophile
who played touchy-feely for awhile then anally raped me on several occasions.
I was around five years old and was scared and confused then, and I repressed
all of it for many years. I repressed my gayness because of “the Lake of Fire.”
I was just repression incarnate, huh?
My mother not only smoked while pregnant but probably drank too. She
was an alcoholic and when she was frustrated over my problem child antics,
I became a convenient punching-kicking-slapping-thrown through a glass
door (twice) target. I felt then I must have deserved most of what I was
getting. I did not realize till later this was “not” normal corporeal attitude
adjustment as was “then” expected. I was a loner, an outsider. I became even
more “Troubled” and violent also. I was angry, no I was pissed, yet never knew
why. That was, up until a few years ago. A most frustrating outlook to have,
especially for one my age (around 9 or 10). I found one world, reading where I
was safe, it still is! School was one disaster after another until I finally dropped
out in the 10th grade. I am still unable to do most math above the very basics
and then have a sort of dyslexia about it. I know I am a bit messed up. (Ya
think?) I am on anti depressants and anti psychotic medication. I still get
so mad it even scares me, and have a terrible tendency to react in violence,
before my reason has a chance to pull me up. Yet afterwards be wracked with
debilitating guilt because of what I have done. (I’m currently in the Secure
Housing Unit (SHU) program because of this). I still have “normal” desires
– wishes – feelings – dreams. I cry at the sad parts, I love animals and
people, can’t even kill poisonous spiders any more, and feel guilt as I should
when I have done bad. Yet here in prison I sit (possession) with 10 years for
another Felony Conviction.
The sexual, physical abuse, along with what are called “Environmental”
factors have given me, I am quite sure now, a big helping hand toward a self
destructive, “so called,” anti-social outlook that has persisted way too many
years.
I have (without his knowing) come to terms with a lot. The way forward
looks better, safer. I am not to blame for what was done to me then, yet, must
accept consequences for my actions now. I have a ways to go, yet they say, and
I believe life is a very long journey indeed.
Well my Queer Friends, that’s as good as I can tell it. I don’t think I will come
back to prison after this number is discharged yet I don’t know all my Karma
either. I have hopes and dreams I would certainly like to pursue that can’t be
done from a cage.
Stephen T. Feasel P73990, 4A-5B-106 PO Box 1902, Tehachapi, CA 93581

•••••••••••••••••
I am writing to see if you might consider helping me. I am not gay, but I was
abused by a gay man as a child, from 7 to 14. I have lost my grandmother,
mother and father while in prison the last ten years. I have been all alone since
2002 and I have no outside support. I have a 12 year old daughter, but my exwife does not permit any contact between us. I am a three time loser but all my
crimes were by the age of 24; I am now 35.
Its very hard to make it in Texas prisons without any support and I have none.
I’ve never bee a people person and I’ve not been able to reach out to anyone.
I’ve tried for years to reach out to Christians, but all they want to do is write a
word of encouragement. It doesn’t encourage me much when they never even
answer my responses, they just send another letter of encouragement.
If you might be willing to post me, I would be very grateful. I do not wish to lie
or play games, only be sincere and seek support. I’m not a con-artist, never was,
just used to be a thief. Stupid of me, I ruined my and my daughter’s lives.
I have never used my past to get out of my crimes, in fact, I spent most of my
life very ashamed of my childhood. This man was not exposed until I got out
of prison my second time at 22 and the Sheriff ’s Department he worked for
came to me because he was being investigated for molesting other children. I
filed charges and they got him to plead out for probation. I do not know what
became of him as I have no resources to inquire.
Anyways, I need some support. I have nothing or no one besides my daughter
and she can’t help. I’m really no good with words, so, if you could, put my ad
out there, I would be extremely grateful. I’ve tried this with Christians for
years but they don’t care.
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John Crouch #749365, Bill Clements Unit, 9601 Spur
591, Amarillo, TX 79107

•••••••••••••••••
Revelation of the Soul in Poetry
•SHAME•
Sleepless nights are all I know.
This prison just won’t let me go.
Powerful emotions won’t go away.
It isn’t my fault that I am gay.
Shame is everywhere in my cell.
People tell me I’ll go to Hell.
What do people think of me?
Why can’t they just leave me be?
Life is lonely without loved ones.
Why did mom and dad leave me and run.
I need a good man to set me free.
To love me for being me.
To sit around a fire and hold my hand.
Guess what, you could be that lucky man.
Lies and deceit are not my game.
I find lies to be very lame.
I want love, passionate love.
A man to fit with me, as snug as a glove.
Ryan Sudlow (See foto) #14809976, Snake River Correctional
Institution, 777 Stanton Blvd, Ontario, OR 97914

<< Ryan Sudlow (21 yrs of age) Above foto

•••••••••••••••••
•Invisible•

I cry at the top of my lungs, nobody hears a sound.
My voice is so loud, it’s ringing in my ears. Still help is
yet to be found.
Surrounded by many, never before have I felt so alone.
So far from home, this loneliness won’t leave me alone.
I speak, but I’m not heard.
Nobody pays attention to my words.
Inside I cry.
This loneliness has me feeling as if I died.
My tears are cold, invisible to those around me.
Everyone has eyes, but my tears, they fail to see.
I am invisible to the world.
It’s been ages since I’ve seen anyone I’ve known.
On this journey, so far from home, I realize that I am
truly alone.
I cry out at the top of my lungs, nobody hears me.
I am invisible, the world can’t see me.
Donny Ingraham, #452956, South Bay Correctional Facility,
PO Box 7171, South Bay, FL 33493

•••••••••••••••••

•Bloody Footsteps•
through the mansion of the undead she runs
the trail of bloody footsteps her only reminder
everything she had struggled so hard to hold on to
now lay in ruins at her own hands.
once again she destroyed it all without hesitation
the fear that overwhelms her grips her soul once again
knowing that being alone will only driver her madness
yet being captive in the steel prison will lead to her demise
the insecurity rips through her soul
tearing it to shreds with each passing moment
giving in to the shattering pain she hides
running from the past that torments her still
haunting her dreams with images of her past
the shadows darkening here future as well
clouding everything in a haze of disbelief
the sadness that has taken over her life
consuming her

Finally, I wish to share a couple of graphic art pieces that
were received this quarter. First as part of a whole portfolio
of material I received from Alvin Payne, I share a pen and
ink he describes as a “SelfPortrait”.
<< Alvin FreeMan Payne, #302858, 5B-17, Postosi Correctional

Art by Alvin FreeMan Payne (Above)/Art by John Garza (Below) Center, 11593 State Hwy O, Mineral Point, MO 63660

The second artwork is on a linen handkerchief
and was sent to me as thanks for having included
an ad in the Summer Issue of the list and for the
encouragement given. It never ceases to amaze me
what a simple envelope can hold.

Ronald Powell #910263, Connally Unit,
899 FM 632, Kenedy, TX 78119

<< John Garza #1135154, Eastham Unit,
PO Box 16, Lovelady, TX 75851-0016

•••••••••••••••••

•Imagine That•
Hmmm….Imagine What It’s Like to Be Me
Not An Easy Task – I Agree
Well, Picture A Person With Compassion,
With No Body In Which To Share.
Picture A Person With Hope,
Yet No One Seems To Care.
Imagine Having Something To Say
And Finding No One There…….
- - - - - Imagine That - - - - Hmmm….Imagine Being Lonely and Cold,
And Love Pays You No Mind,
Trying To Reach Out To Someone,
Who Doesn’t Have The Time.
My Smile Is Somewhat Contagious,
Yet, It Seldom Reaches My Eyes.
So Why Bother Smiling?
At Night I Tend To Cry!
❉ MpZ Marieposa Zeitung ❉

- - - - - Imagine That - - - - Hmmm….Imagine Me Writing This,
See the Pain I’m Going Through.
Don’t Place Yourself Above Me,
‘Cause Surely It Could Be You!
People Tend To Imagine,
What’s Easy To Push Me Away
Treating Me As If I Don’t Matter
Tell Me….What’s Wrong In Being Gay!!
- - - - - Imagine That - - - - Hmmm….You Sitting Where I Am.
And I’m Looking In On You.
Your Writing A Little Poem,
Yeah….I Imagine That Too….
Tyrone D. Hardison K15611, S.V.S.P,
PO Box 1050 – A4/206U, Soledad, CA 93960-1050

In closing, let me again encourage RFD readers
to consider writing and requesting the Brothers
Behind Bars List. In the current issue there are 14
pages of ads, 2 pages of photos and 4 pages of art,
poetry and other items of interest from behind the
walls. I expect the cover of the Fall issue to feature
a full color rendition of a drawing by Alvin FreeMan
Payne, whose work is shown above. If our readers
wish to make comments, I would welcome them at
Myrlinthemagician@yahoo.com. And
in closing I would draw your attention to a website:
Prisoners are People and Human Too (http://
members.fortunecity.com/papht).
Thanks for caring.
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FÆRIE FINDER
(NORTH AMERICA)

MASSACHUSETTS

WASHINGTON

ARIZONA

Boston Faerie Contacts
shutt@fas.harvard.edu
Fuku: 617-522-6466

Seattle Radical Faeries
6002 32nd Ave NW
Seattle, WA 98107-2540
groups.msn.com/group/
SeattlerADCIALfAERIES

Rose of Sharon
Rt. 2, Box 130A2
Elkins, AR
501-643-3855
CALIFORNIA
Holy Faery Database
POB 426732
San Francisco, CA
California & Wolf Creek
Santuary Færy events

NEVADA
Empire of Stardust
Community
POB 5
Craig, NE
arlazaroff@yahoo.com

www.ic.org/thehermitage
570-425-2548
A Queer community for
creative, residencies, and
gatherings.

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee Faerie Circle
712 East Knapp Street #304
Milwaukee, WI

Les Fees de
MontPellierPierre Vazquez
38 Rue lʼAuguillerie
34000 Montpellier, France
33-04-67-60-89-30
Fax 33-1-40-27-02-96
GERMANY
EurofæriesBerlin
ButchBuddha
(German or English)
howaberlin@hotmail.com

RheingoldFæries:
(Bonn/Cologne/Dusseldorf)
Germany
IDA queer artist community NE Faerie Email Network
Mavericks
Los Angeles Primal Spirit
rheingoldFæries@Lycos.de
POB 874
POB 9543
(NYC, Philly, Boston, PA, NY,
groups.yahoo.com/
Smithville, TN 37166-0874
Santa Fe, NM
CT, MA, VT, NH, ME)
primalspirit
ESTONIA
mvrks@aol.com
agnesknows@aol.com
plantida@planetida.com
San Diego Radical Faeries
Eurofæries BalticCircle
www.planetida.com
NEW YORK
CANADA
groups.yahoo.com/
viking.diva@gmail.com
615-597-4409
sdfaeries
http://groups.msn.com/
Blue Heron Farm
Aka Amber Fox Summer
EuroFaeries
Pumpkin Hollow
68 Streeter Road
Gathering Place
Rusian River Faeries
c/o
Viking Diva
1467 Pumpkin Hollow Road
DeKalb, NY
Ontario, Canada
Rusian River, CA
PO
Box
3698,10501
Tallin
Liberty, TN
312-347-2178
circle@aka.amberfox.ca
Ruissanriverfaerie@groups.
Estonia
615-536-5022
aka.amberfox.ca
yahoo.com
NYC
Circle
of
Radical
Faeries
•••••••••••
groups.yahoo.com/
IRELAND
TEXAS
& The Faerigram
(EUROPE)
ruissanriverfaerie
POB 150296
Irish Rdical FaeriesAri
Brooklyn, NY
THE NETHERLANDS
Austin Area Faeries
Santa Cruz Radical Faeries
Sigheag
www.radicalfaeries.net
Casa de los Mariposas,
(please subscribe first)
71
Ballyculter
Road
12514 Esplanade St., Apt. B Dutch Circle/ EuroFaeries
friendsoffeysc@groups.que
Loughkeelan,
Downpatrick,
Austin, TX 78727-4424
OKLAHOMA
POB 2721
ernet.org
County Down BT30 7BD
mariposas@sbcglobal.net
100 CS Amsterdam,
•••••••••••
www.casamariposa.org
www.eurofaerie.org
Indians and
Southern California Radical Faerie Cherokee
DeeTale 31-20-4860377
Friends
Faeries (SCARF),
(ASIA)
C/O Everett Cheshewalla, North Texas Radical Faeries
Faery Dish Rag
UNITED
KINGDOM
groups.yahoo.com/
POB 642
POB 26807
THAILAND
NTRadfae
Tulsa,
OK
74101-0642
Los Angeles, CA
Edward Carpenter
faedishrag@aol.com
Asian Faeries (Bangkok)
Community
Texas
Faerie
Connection
OREGON
www.mooncircle.net
John Ferguson/
London, WC1N 3XX UK
Hyperion & SwamiFeyarts,
HabibiDingMeiMei
info@edwardcarpentercom
POB 2542
Portland Faeries/Fey Dirt
Starland Fae Retreat/
jf_in_bkk@yahoo.com
munity.org.uk
Wimberly, TX
feydirt@rdrop.com
Community
www.edwardcarpentercomm
503-235-0826
Yuca Valley, CA
AUSTRALIA
unity.org.uk
VERMONT
infoguru@startlandretrea
44-08-703-215121
t.com
Australian Færy Sanctuary
Faerie Camp Destiny
PENSYLVANIA
760-364-2069
Australian Radical Færies
FRANCE
POB 531
PO Box 495
Winooski, VT 05404-0531
Philadelphia Faeries
DISTRICT of
Nimbin
2480 NSW 02
www.Folleterre.org
www.faeriecampdestiny.org
bartlett@critpath.org
COLUMBIA DC
66897070
-87
New Eurofærie Sanctuary
802-295-7105
groups.yahoo.com/
Hetherington
Rd
Wadeville
phillyfaeries
DC Radical Faerie Pagan
NSW 2474
efthimios@aol.com
Norhtwest Faeries
Potluck (Every Monday)
ozFæries@yahoo.com
EFc/o Kalos, 7rue Payenne
groups.yahoo.com/
1611 16th St, NW
Quarterly newsletter “Fae
Paris 75003 France
nwradfeys
The
Hermitage
Washington, DC
Raves”
tel.[33](0)1.40270295
75 Grove Road
dcradfeys@aol.com
www. geocities.com/
Pitman, PA
Eldritch 202-332-4697
ozfæries
brojoh@yahoo.com
NEW MEXICO
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See Our New Website: http://www.tucsonnatural.com

SUBSCRIBE

Name________________________________
Street________________________________
City__________State______Zip_____________
E-Mail________________________________
Is this a Renewal?___YES ___NO Begin with Issue#___
Regular Subscription(2ndClass)
Two-year subscription (bargain rate)
FirstClass (USA,Canada & Mexico)
Foreign Surface (Outside USA)
Airmail Europe
Airmail Asia & Australia
PWA & Prisoner rate
Library Subscription Service

$25-$75
$45
$37-$75
$30-$75
$47-$75
$55-$75
$10
$30

Your subscription keeps RFD alive! If you can afford to
send more than the regular $25 please consider doing so. If you are
a working couple, may we suggest a $50 rate for one year. Perhaps a
collective household could renew at $75?
SUBSCRIBE by mail or online at www.rfdmag.org
Gift Subscriptions are available. We will send a greeting card
with your personal message
P.O.Box 68, Liberty, TN 37095
(615)536-5176 www.rfdmag.org
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MpZ

Butt
Page

Subjekt
Billy
by
MaineCoon
Make your
own
EuroFærie
Postcard
No.8

Eurofæries

1. Cut-out on dash line
2. Place new stamps
3. Write loving note
4. Post
-or1. Photocopy
2. Glue to old card
3. Place new stamps
4. Write loving note
5. Post
SuperModels: Gezel & HeyHeyWickyMars I Am Happy
Foto: Cocopierre
Stamps: Anelize

“Waar werkwoorden als luisteren, zijn, praten en
genieten hun ware betekenis krijgen”- Gezel-

MarieposaZeitung Postcard No.8
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